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ABSTRACT 

The research in this thesis on hallucinations, with both clinical and non-

clinical samples, explores the relationships between hallucinations, reality 

discrimination biases, suggestibility, dissociative experiences and inner speech 

qualities. The thesis comprises 5 studies that tested: first, the impact of suggestibility 

on signal detection performance (a measure of reality discrimination); second, the 

relationships between hallucination proneness/hallucinations, suggestibility and 

dissociation when and when not controlling for the confounding effects of symptoms 

that frequently covary with hallucinations (i.e., paranoia and depression); third, the 

associations between hallucinations and childhood trauma, taking into account the 

mediating role played by dissociative process and qualities of inner speech. The 

studies were conducted in the UK and Saudi Arabia, allowing a demonstration that the 

findings are valid cross-culturally. 

One main finding is that hallucination proneness and hallucinations are 

associated with reality discrimination deficits (i.e., signal detection biases) as reported 

in many previous studies, and also with suggestibility and dissociation even after 

controlling for comorbidity. However, the reality discrimination deficits of 

hallucination-prone individuals and hallucinating patients were influenced by context 

(suggestions). The results of the correctional analyses revealed strong relationships 

between hallucinations and hallucination proneness with childhood trauma, especially 

sexual abuse. In addition, dissociative experiences and other people in inner speech 

mediated this relationship. Findings from students and patients in Saudi Arabia were 

similar to those obtained from students and patients in the UK in previous research, 

and to the findings from UK students in the present series of studies. 

The clinical implications of the findings are discussed. 
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Chapter 1 
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1.1 Abstract 

Cumulative evidence from genetic, social and psychological enquiries 

provides strong indication of the causal role of the social environment in mental 

health diagnoses comprising severe mental illnesses, for example schizophrenia. The 

first aim of this narrative review is to assess the heterogeneity, and determinants of 

schizophrenia and its prevalence worldwide, and to present information about specific 

symptoms and symptom dimensions of schizophrenia, and to provide an approach to 

genetic issues, course and outcome, ending by discussing the cultural context. The 

second aim is to introduce the concept of hallucinations and its prevalence, the risk 

factors and the traumatic impact, enhancing also the role of cultural influences. The 

third aim is to discuss the cognitive models of hallucinations, inner speech and source 

monitoring paradigms, ending with reviewing the role of suggestibility and 

dissociative experiences on hallucinations. 
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1.2 Schizophrenia and culture 

The term psychosis is used to indicate ‘losing contact with reality’ (e.g., 

Riedner, Ferrarelli, & Benca, 2015). The most severe form of psychosis, 

schizophrenia, is often considered a neurological disorder characterized by multiple 

psycho-pathological dimensions whose severity varies across patients and over the 

course of the disorder. The present concept of schizophrenia “dementia praecox” 

dates back to the efforts of Kraepelin (1919), Bleuler (1911), and Schneider (1959); 

(see Tandon, Nasrallah, & Keshavan, 2009). These three root-origins are reflected in 

almost all current definitions of schizophrenia: first, the stress on avolition, chronicity 

and poor outcome derived from the work of Kraepelin; second, the Bleulerian view 

that dissociative pathology is a major and crucial aspect of the illness, together with 

an emphasis on negative symptoms; third, the Schneiderian emphasis on reality 

distortion/positive symptoms (Tandon et al., 2013). In the American Psychiatric 

Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 5th edition: 

 “Schizophrenia spectrum and other related disorders, and schizotypal (personality) 

disorder are defined by abnormalities in one or more of the following five domains: 

delusions, hallucinations, disorganised thinking (speech), grossly disorganised or 

abnormal motor behaviour (including catatonia), and negative symptoms” (DSM-5: 

American Psychiatric Association, 2013, p. 87).  

For the diagnosis to be made, two or more of these criteria are needed in 

which each of these symptoms exist for at least a one month period (or less if 

successfully treated), and should implicate deficiency in one or more main areas of 

functioning including ‘work, interpersonal relations, or self-care’ (APA, 2013). 
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However, the segregation between schizophrenia and other disorders in the 

DSM remains unclear, and many other diagnoses involve similar symptoms or 

behaviours. Schizotypal personality disorder is noted to fall within the schizophrenia 

spectrum. This diagnosis involves a pervasive pattern of social and interpersonal 

impairments consisting of decreased ability for close relationships, cognitive or 

perceptual distortion and eccentricities of behaviour, with beliefs, thinking and 

perception abnormalities that are below a psychotic disorder diagnosis threshold. 

Brief psychotic disorder is defined as lasting more than a day but remitting within a 

month. Schizophreniform disorder is characterised by a symptomatic presentations 

similar to schizophrenia except for the duration of less than 6 months and the absence 

of a decline in functioning. In schizoaffective disorder, a mood episode and the active 

phase symptoms of schizophrenia occur together and are followed by at least two 

weeks of delusions or hallucinations without prominent mood symptoms. What is 

more, if delusional thoughts persist strongly during all the mood episodes, the 

diagnosis then is depressive or bipolar disorder and not schizophrenia (APA, 2013).  

1.2.1 Symptoms and symptom dimensions  

Auditory hallucination, experiences of control, delusion, disorder of thinking 

and emotional and volitional changes are argued to be the main symptoms of 

schizophrenia (Birchwood & Jackson, 2001), with hallucinatory experiences and 

paranoid ideations being the most obvious form of psychotic symptoms, which 

typically trouble younger people, frequently leading to lifelong incapability (Janicak, 

Marder, Tandon, & Goldman, 2014). However, patients also experience negative 

symptoms such as avolition/apathy and flat affect, and also disorganized symptoms 

such as formal thought disorder. 
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Given the heterogeneity of these symptoms, various attempts have been 

made to identify sub-categories of psychosis. An early approach pursued by 

both Kraepelin (1919) and Bleuler (1950) involved attempting to identify 

distinct subtypes (paranoid, disorganised, catatonic and simple forms of 

schizophrenia). However, the reliability of these subtypes was poor, and they 

did not provide the required heuristic approach to fully understand underlying 

disease processes (Buchanan & Carpenter, 1994).  

A later approach to making the concept of schizophrenia more tractable was 

to try and specify the specific symptom dimensions. Andreasen and Black (2006) 

focused on three big main groups of symptoms: firstly, the psychotic dimension 

comprising hallucinations (sensory perceptions in the absence of external stimuli) and 

delusions (false beliefs, incompatible with the patient’s social, religious, or 

educational background, arising from an inappropriate inference about external reality 

and not amenable to reason); secondly the disorganised dimension including 

disorganised speech, bizarre behaviour, and inappropriate affect; finally, the negative 

dimension comprising lack of volition and blunted affect. Liddle (1987) similarly 

argued that the symptoms of schizophrenia are clustered into three disorders: 

psychomotor poverty (negative symptoms); reality distortion/positive symptoms 

(hallucinations and delusions); and disorganization (bizarre behaviour, inappropriate 

affect, and disorganized thought). Cognitive deficits such as attention difficulties and 

impaired working memory have also been suggested as a fourth dimension of 

psychotic symptomatology (e.g., Riedner et al., 2015).  These dimensions are argued 

to have different underlying neurobiological substrates and show distinctive patterns 

of response to the several treatments applied (Janicak et al., 2014).  
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Psychological research over the last two decades, therefore, has moved 

towards symptom-oriented and cognitive-developmental approaches to schizophrenia, 

as being more valid and useful than a simple medical disease model. These 

approaches encompass cognitive, neuropsychological, person-centred and 

phenomenological aspects, and have also focused on the consequences of symptoms 

for patients and their families (Bentall, Fernyhough, Morrison, Lewis, & Corcoran, 

2007; Ruppin, Reggia & Horn, 1996). 

Bentall et al. (2007) emphasizes two advantages of this approach. First, it 

allows the conceptual and therapeutic methods and perspectives developed by 

psychologists to be brought into the explanatory framework; and, second, since the 

concept of schizophrenia as a classification is disputed, a modern psychological 

approach focusing on specific symptoms (such as hallucinations and persecutory 

delusions) can take a neutral position about the rationality and validity of 

schizophrenia as a diagnostic category. A number of studies have also emphasised 

that the symptoms of schizophrenia for example hallucinations and paranoia may be 

affected by social, emotional, cultural and environmental factors, suggesting that 

separate causal pathways may be involved (e.g., Bentall, Wickham, Shevlin, & 

Varese, 2012). 

Over the past three decades, the symptom-orientated approach to psychosis 

has been increasingly widely accepted, and research papers focusing on particular 

symptoms or symptom dimensions have increasingly appeared in the major 

psychiatric journals. An early critique of this approach was published by Mojtabai and 

Rieder (1998), who argued that; (i) the reliability of symptom assessments are lower 

than the reliability of diagnostic assessments; and (ii) symptoms have low heritability 

compared to diagnoses. With respect to the first of these points, Bentall (2003) has 
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pointed to data (for example on the reliability of PANSS assessments) which show 

that these symptoms can, actually, be assessed with greater reliability than broad 

diagnoses. With respect to the second point, recent developments in molecular 

genetics have revealed that the genetic risk of psychosis is massively polygenic and 

diagnostically non-specific (Owen, 2012), with the implication that there are no 

specific risk genes for ‘schizophrenia’ and that the higher heritability of diagnoses 

may simply be an artefact of selecting patients with multiple symptoms. 

1.2.2 Prevalence and incidence  

Most of the research on the prevalence of psychosis has focused on the 

schizophrenia diagnosis, which is a widely reported, affecting nearly 24 million 

individuals worldwide (World Health Organisation [WHO], 2001). Psychotic 

symptoms characteristically appear between the late adolescence and the mid-thirties; 

it is however, rare to have onset before teenage years, and lifetime prevalence appears 

to be almost between 0.3% and 0.7%, Early studies highlighted the similarity in the 

occurrence of the disorder in men and women across different cultures. On average, 

female develop the symptoms of the disorder three to four years later than males and 

display a discrete later peak (age 35 years and younger), at which point the disorder is 

over-represented (Eranti, MacCabe, Bundy, & Murray, 2013). For women, there 

appears to be a second peak of onset around the menopause (Bennett, 2011). 

A recent review of 158 studies in different countries that had determined the 

incidence of schizophrenia found that it varies widely, between 7.7 and 43 per 

100,000, with higher rates in the developed compared to the developing world. The 

overall male: female risk ratio was 1.4:1 (higher risk in males). Those born in or 
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living in cities were observed to carry a higher risk, as do immigrants, who have five 

times increased risk (McGrath, 2006).  

Studies of clinical samples suggested that 1% or less of all reported cases with 

schizophrenia have an onset before the age of 10, and 4% before the age of 15 

(Remschmidt, Schulz, Martin, Warnke, & Trott, 1994). However, in a meta-analysis 

of population based studies of research on psychotic symptoms in children and 

teenagers, the prevalence rates was 17% in children aged 9–12 years and 7.5% among 

adolescents aged 13–18 years (Kelleher et al., 2012).  Horwood et al. (2008) also 

reported a 6-month prevalence in 11-year-old children of 13.7% for “suspected or 

definite” psychotic-like symptoms. Even though non-clinical psychotic signs were 

relatively common in children and the prevalence decreases in during adolescence, 

psychotic disorders were extremely rare and increased in incidence and occurrence 

throughout adolescence. It is well recognised that young individuals who report 

psychotic symptoms have a higher risk of eventually meeting the diagnostic criteria 

for schizophrenia (Poulton et al., 2000; Welham, Isohanni, Jones, & McGrath, 2009). 

1.2.3 Genetic issues, course and outcome 

Biological theories suggest a model in which genetic factors influence the risk 

for schizophrenia but do not form a single underlying cause (Gejman, Sanders, & 

Kendler, 2011). In a recent study of genetics which compared rates of schizophrenia 

in the adopted-away children of both mothers diagnosed with schizophrenia and those 

without schizophrenia, the risk for schizophrenia was fourfold greater among the 

children of the women diagnosed as having schizophrenia than among the children of 

the comparison mothers: a total incidence of 8.1% versus 2.3% (Tienari et al., 2000; 

Webb, Abel, Pickles, & Appleby, 2005). Nevertheless, this was not entirely due to 
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genetic factors, and the results from the study by Tienari et al. (2004) suggested an 

interaction between genetic and environmental factors. Children of women diagnosed 

with schizophrenia who lived in households where there was good communication 

between the family members were not at increased risk of schizophrenia (Bennett, 

2011). In contrast, the children of women diagnosed as having schizophrenia who 

were placed in families with communication deviance were at greater risk of 

developing schizophrenia than children with healthy mothers who lived in such 

households (Tandon, Keshavan, & Nasrallah, 2008). Hence, the development of 

schizophrenia appears to depend on both genetic risk and communication deviance 

within the adoptive family.  

Many other factors influence the course of psychosis, e.g., cognitive 

impairments, environmental risk factors and social and/or psychological processes 

(APA, 2013; Tandon et al., 2008). It is typically episodic with a poor prognosis. Of 

people who have one episode of schizophrenia, almost half experience a significant 

reduction in symptoms over the next five years (Bennett, 2011), although only a 

quarter are likely to maintain good social and vocational functioning, and only an 

eighth meets the criteria for complete recovery for two years or more (Robinson, 

Woerner, McMeniman, Mendelowitz, & Bilder, 2004). 

1.2.4 Cultural context 

‘Culture refers to the unique behaviour and life style shared by a group of 

people, and includes customs, habits, beliefs, and values that shape emotions, 

behaviour and life pattern’ (Tseng, 2003. p1). Although it has been defined in various 

ways, all definitions acknowledge some forms of shared and learned behaviour, 

passed from one generation to the next, for the purposes of individual and social 
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growth. Culture definitions also stress an objective (external) aspect consisting of 

artifacts, roles, and institutions, and a subjective (internal) aspect represented by 

shared beliefs, attitudes, values, and norms (Al-Issa, 1982). Even such inclusive 

definitions of culture, however, are incapable of accounting for the full diversity of 

meanings, implicitly or explicitly implicated by the term (Jablensky & Sartorius, 

1975). It is widely accepted that understanding the cultural context of the experiences 

of mental disorders is crucial for effective diagnostic assessment and clinical 

management of schizophrenia. Hence, different cultural backgrounds should be 

considered especially between the clinicians and their patients, as what is seen as 

abnormal behaviour in one culture may seem less abnormal in another (APA, 2013). 

To understand the aetiology of schizophrenia, it is therefore important to 

consider the interaction between religious, cultural, socio-economic, environmental, 

psychological, neurobiological, and metaphysical factors. For example, in a study of 

African-American, Latino and white majority Americans by Brekke and Barrio 

(1997) it was predicted that higher levels of psychotic symptoms would be found in 

minority groups on the basis of their disadvantaged social status. Instead, the 

nonminority group was consistently more symptomatic than the ethnic minority group 

with respect to symptom differences. This finding suggests that certain protective 

aspects of ethnic minority culture can result in a more benign symptomatic expression 

of schizophrenia. A further finding from the study was empirical support for potential 

socio-centric indicators as cultural mediators of the cross-ethnic symptom differences. 

Two socio-centric indicators of empathy and social competence were strong statistical 

mediators of almost all of the symptom differences between the ethnic minority and 

non-minority groups (Brekke & Barrio, 1997), suggesting that these variables might 

be part of a socio-centric cultural mechanism that is protective. 
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In a pilot study of schizophrenia which investigated 1202 patients in nine 

centres in China, Columbia, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, India, Nigeria, Soviet Union, 

United Kingdom, and the United States, young patients (both sexes) with recent onset 

functional psychoses were examined (Kulhara & Chakrabarti, 2001; WHO, 1973). 

The annual incidence of broadly defined schizophrenia was in the range of 1.5 to 4.2 

per 10,000, of population at risk (age 15 and 44). The incidence of more narrowly 

defined schizophrenia ranged from 0.7 to 1.4 per 10,000. It was claimed that the 

findings from the narrow definition indicated comparable incidence rates across 

cultures but, in fact, quite large differences were probably not detected because of the 

study’s low statistical power. Differences became more obvious when the condition 

was broadly defined. The incidence of broadly defined schizophrenia was highest in 

India, in both rural and urban areas of Chandigarh. Subsequent studies from different 

parts of India have come up with similar rates (34.4 per 10,000) in both urban and 

rural areas. (Kulhara & Chakrabarti, 2001; Rajkumar, Padmavathi, Thara, & Menon, 

1993; Wig et al., 1993). The differences in rates of the broad category have been 

interpreted to suggest that it comprised of a large number of cases of other psychotic 

disorders, mainly acute psychoses, which are far more frequent in developing 

countries (Susser & Wanderling, 1994). 

Others have suggested the influence of physical environmental factors, such as 

infections on the distribution of schizophrenia. (Yakeley & Murray, 1995). The latter 

possibility is bolstered by some Western studies suggesting that there has been a 

substantial decrease in admission rates for schizophrenia, over the past few decades, 

which has sometimes been attributed to better protection from infections (Eagles, 

1991; Kulhara & Chakrabarti, 2001). 
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However, WHO-led comparisons of incidence and prevalence rates of 

psychosis have been widely criticised for being insensitive to culture (Kleinman, 

1988). To understand how culture is important while trying to diagnose patients 

suffering from psychosis, attention needs to be given to the way that symptoms are 

experienced and interpreted in different cultural contexts. For example, in some 

cultures such as Algerian (Al-Issa, 1990), and Bangladeshi (Wilce, 2004), symptoms 

of auditory hallucinations or catatonia are regarded as a common part of religious 

experiences which are culturally normalised. This legitimisation is validated by the 

fact that cross-cultural researchers have reliably confirmed that schizophrenia is 

different with respects to culture, with a better course of recovery and outcome 

observed in non-Western societies (Jenkins, Jenkins & Barrett, 2004). For instance, in 

a 12-year follow-up survey of schizophrenia patients of first admission in Mauritius, 

showed that 59% of the cases had no symptoms at the end of 12-year follow-up 

period; this was possibly one of the first studies in the developing world that, 

providing evidence for the ‘better outcome hypotheses’ (Murphy & Raman, 1971).  

1.3 Hallucinations 

Hallucinations have been defined as “any percept-like experience that a) 

occurs in the absence of an appropriate stimulus, b) has the full force or impact of the 

corresponding actual (real) perception and c) is not amenable to direct and voluntary 

control by the experiencer” (Slade & Bentall, 1988, p. 23). They can be experienced 

in any sensory modality (APA, 2013). Beck and Rector (2003) have defined 

hallucinations more simply as an experience that occurs perceptually while the 

external stimulation is absent.  
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A recent study categorized auditory hallucinations into two broad types: verbal 

auditory hallucination and non-verbal auditory hallucination. The former experiences 

typically comprise a human or non-human voice; they might be spoken in normal 

voice tone, or they could be shouting or whispering voice (in which case the actual 

content may not be discernible). The non-verbal auditory hallucination, on the other 

hand, might include ‘noises’, such as a machine sound, barking, whistling music or a 

tone, or tinnitus-like experiences similar to hissing, humming, clicking or ringing. 

Musical hallucination is seen as a complex sort of non-verbal hallucination (for more 

details, see Blom and Sommer, 2010). 

Auditory verbal hallucinations are common in patients with a diagnosis of 

schizophrenia, who often find it difficult to say whether the ‘voice’ is inside or 

outside the head (Junginger & Frame, 1985; Nayani & David, 1996). Sometimes it is 

only the content of the utterance which persuades the individual of its non-self 

provenance (Bentall & Varese, 2013). The range of the form and content observed has 

become the subject of detailed and systematic phenomenological study during the 

twentieth century (e.g., Chadwick, & Birchwood, 1994; Carter, Mackinnon, Howard, 

Zeegers, & Copolov, 1995). Most researchers assume auditory hallucinations to be a 

consequence of abnormal inner speech (Bentall, 1990; Anthony, 2004; Stephane, 

Kuskowski, McClannahan, Surerus, & Nelson, 2010), so that the self-generated inner 

speech is being ascribed to others (Frith & Done, 1988). Attempts to further subdivide 

auditory verbal hallucinations into different subtypes - for example an old proposal by 

Jaspers, (1963) that tried to distinguish between true hallucinations (experienced in 

external subjective space) and pseudo-hallucinations (experienced as internally 

located) - have not proven to be enduringly influential. Analyses of phenomenological 

data has suggested that auditory verbal hallucinatory experiences vary along three 
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relatively independent dimensions: whether they are located internally or externally, 

whether they are attributed to self or to another agent (some patients report that their 

voices seem external but that they know that they are self-generated) and their 

linguistic complexity (varying from single words to conversations) (Bentall & Varese, 

2013; Stephane, Thuras, Nasrallah, & Georgopoulos, 2003).  

Visual hallucinations, on the other hand, can be defined as a complaint in 

which individuals claim to see something or behave as if they see something that an 

observer cannot see (Cummings & Miller, 1987). They have been classified into two 

broad categorizes; simple (e.g., dots, lines, lights, flashes and other non-formed 

perceptions) and complex (e.g., people, animals and objects) (Collerton, Dudley, & 

Mosimann, 2012). In people with psychotic disorders, these experiences often but not 

always coincide with auditory hallucinations (Oorschot et al., 2012) and are usually 

associated with distress. It has been reported that visual hallucinations are more 

common in patients with a diagnosis of schizophrenia compared to schizoaffective 

disorder (between 16 and 72%) (Collerton et al., 2012). They are also most prevalent 

during a first episode of psychosis (affecting about a third of patients, when they 

usually consist of a human-like figure) and then become less frequent with time and 

intervention, suggesting that they are transitory, and explaining why they are less 

prevalent than auditory hallucination in unselected clinical samples (Dudley, 

Collerton, Nicholson & Mosimann, 2013). In schizophrenia patients they are usually 

attributed to confusion between mental images and perceptions (Brébion, Ohlsen, 

Pilowsky, & David, 2008), and are associated with decreased use of verbal strategies 

in memory (Brébion, Ohlsen, Pilowsky, & David, 2011). 

It has been recognised that hallucinations experienced by non-clinical 

individuals are often pleasant or positive (Bentall, 1990; Morrison, Haddock, & 
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Tarrier, 1995). Morrison and colleagues (1995) have argued that, when this is the 

case, they could be a consequence of positive intrusive thoughts that are inconsistent 

with the individuals’ meta-cognitive beliefs and self-concept. Nevertheless, they are 

typically frightening and unpleasant when they are experienced by hallucinating 

patients, and they may be associated with violence (e.g., Juninger & McGuire, 2001). 

Command hallucinations have also received particular attention. In fact, although the 

majority of psychiatric patients with these kinds of voices sometimes obey them, and 

although it is not uncommon for voices to urge attacks against other people, it is not 

clear whether this results in an increased risk of dangerous behaviour (Fox, Gray, & 

Lewis, 2004; Juninger & McGuire, 2001; Kasper, Rogers, & Adams, 1996; McNeil, 

Eisner, & Binder, 2000). 

Not surprisingly, the extent to which patients obey hallucinated commands 

depends, not only on the nature of the commands, but on beliefs about the voices, 

with obedience more likely if the voice is believed to be benevolent, authoritative, or 

uncontrollable (Beck-Sander, Birchwood, & Chadwick, 1997). The extent to which 

individuals feel subordinate to their voices seems to be closely related to the extent to 

which they feel subordinate in other social relationships (Birchwood, Meaden, 

Trower, Gilbert, & Plaistow, 2000). These kinds of beliefs may also help to explain 

why some people who hear voices seek psychiatric help whereas others do not; in a 

contrast to patients with non-patient hallucinators it was found that the former 

commonly believe that they are weaker than their voices while in the non-patients 

hallucinators the opposite is true (Honig et al., 1998). However, only a handful of 

investigators have observed these experiences of hearing voices as being probably 

meaningful and insightful to the individuals going through such experiences for 

intervention and treatment purposes (e.g., Bentall, 2004). 
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1.3.1 Prevalence 

Auditory and visual hallucinations are quite common in patients with severe 

mental illnesses (Baethge et al., 2005; Loue & Sajatovic, 2008), especially psychotic 

patients who are diagnosed as suffering from early schizophrenia in the UK (177 

patients out of 255; 69%) (Tarrier et al., 2004). Nevertheless, they are also 

experienced by approximately 10% of patients diagnosed as suffering from bipolar 

disorder (Goodwin & Jamison, 1990) or major depression (Lattuada, Serretti, Cusin, 

Gasperini, & Smeraldi, 1999). They also affect healthy individuals who never come 

into contact with psychiatric services.  

Tien (1991) described two large studies that were carried out to highlight the 

distribution of hallucinations in general populations; the first was the Sidgewich 

Study carried out in the late 19th century and the other was The Epidemiologic 

Catchment Area Programme (ECA) carried out in the 1980s. The former recruited 

17,000 subjects largely from England followed by Russia and Brazil. The latter 

assessed initially, 18572 participants in New Haven, Baltimore, Durham, St. Louis 

and Los Angeles. The results from both studies suggest a surprisingly high prevalence 

of hallucinations in the general population. Results from ECA, for example, revealed 

that the annual incidence rate for hallucinations (the numbers experiencing 

hallucinations during the year of study) was estimated at between 4 and 5 percent, and 

the lifetime prevalence rate was estimated at between 10 and 15 percent.  

More recently, it has been reported that 4% of the general population in 

England and Wales have experienced hallucinations in the form of “hearing or seeing 

things that others could not” (Johns, Nazroo, Bebbington & Kuipers, 2002). A recent 

review has reported considerable similarities in the phenomenology of voices reported 
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by clinical and non-clinical participants, so that people who experience hallucination 

vary considerably in their need for care (Johns et al. 2014). Longitudinal studies 

suggest that auditory hallucinations that are associated with clinical status are usually 

associated with negative emotional states, particular cognitive problems and poor 

coping, in addition to family history of psychotic disorders, and environmental 

adversities such as childhood abuse. These observations support the concept of a 

continuum which goes from ordinary functioning, through frank oddness to full blown 

psychosis (Van Os, Hanssen, Bijl, & Ravelli, 2000).  

Worldwide, early studies of psychotic hallucinations confirmed clinical and 

empirical observations of the frequency of both auditory and visual varieties. For 

example, Zarroug (1975) found that over 78 % of his Arabic patients with 

schizophrenia had hallucinations in at least one modality, primarily auditory (62 %) or 

visual (47 %), whereas Ndetei & Singh (1983) found that 61 % of their Kenyan 

schizophrenia patients had at least one form of hallucination, chiefly auditory (43 %) 

or visual (43 %). It also appears to be true that the rate of hallucination varies 

considerably in different settings. Bauer et al. (2011), using identical 

inclusion/exclusion criteria and identical assessment procedures, compared persons 

with schizophrenia in 7 different countries (Austria, Poland, Lithuania, Georgia, 

Pakistan, Nigeria, and Ghana). In all settings, patients were more likely to report 

auditory than visual hallucinations, but the 1-year prevalence rates in patients ranged 

considerably, in the case of auditory hallucinations from 67% (Austria) to 91% 

(Ghana) and, in the case of visual hallucinations, from 4% (Pakistan) to 54% (Ghana). 

Thomas et al. (2007) using identical inclusion/ exclusion criteria and identical 

assessment procedures and comparing US patients and Indian patients, found similar 

results. 
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1.3.2 Risk factors and traumatic impact 

Recent research has highlighted the importance of environmental effects affect 

in the risk of experiencing psychotic symptoms, and becomes especially clear when 

relationships between precise symptoms and precise types of environmental features 

are considered (Bentall & Fernyhough, 2008; Bentall & Varese, 2013). Hallucinatory 

voices tend to be heard differently under particular environmental conditions, e.g., 

when patients with a history of hallucination were exposed to carefully controlled 

environmental conditions, they reported that their voices were loudest and most 

frequent when they were exposed to either sensory restriction ‘wearing ear mufflers’ 

or white noise ‘noise containing a random selection of frequencies’ (Bentall & 

Varese, 2013; Gallagher, Dinin, & Baker, 1994; Margo, Hemsley, & Slade, 1981). 

Clinical reports suggest that stress can trigger hallucinations in vulnerable individuals 

(Siegel, 1984), where one specific form of stress ‘passing for example’ generally 

aggravates hallucinations in non-clinical people (Grimby, 1998). In a study in which 

psychotic patients kept detailed records of their experiences using the Experience 

Sampling Method (ESM) during one-week period. It was appeared that the onset of 

hallucinations was preceded by high levels of stress and negative affect (Delespaul & 

van Os, 2002).  

Other environmental factors appear to have their negative affect much earlier 

in the life histories of people who hear voices. Several studies have reported a high 

occurrence rate of trauma and experiences of abuse amongst severe mentally ill 

patients (Goodman, Rosenberg, Mueser, & Drake, 1997; Neria, Bromet, Sievers, 

Lavelle, & Fochtmann, 2002; Read, van Os, Morrison, & Ross, 2005). Comparable 

findings have also been reported in samples of non-clinical individuals (mostly 
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students) who score highly on questionnaire measures of psychotic-like experiences 

(Bentall & Slade, 1985b; Latasker et al., 2006). 

Childhood trauma is a common experience worldwide, with estimations that 

nearly a third of the general population may be affected (Kessler et al., 2010). In a 

recent investigation in the UK, it has found that the incidence of childhood sexual 

abuse is about 11% and physical abuse is about 24% (May-Chahal & Cawson, 2005). 

There is considerable evidence suggesting that adversities in childhood such as 

separation from parents, neglect and sexual abuse are linked to psychosis in later life; 

signifying certain pathways between particular types of adversity and particular 

symptoms of psychosis (Varese et al., 2012; Bentall et al., 2014). 

When specific psychotic symptoms have been examined, a robust relationship 

has been repeated observed between childhood trauma and hallucinations. One of the 

earliest signs of this connotation is the similarity between hallucinations and the 

symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder (PSTD) (Morrison, Frame, & Larkin, 

2003). The re-experiencing complaints in PTSD involve trauma-related intrusive 

thoughts, distressing dreams and dissociative flashback incidents in which the 

individual vividly re-experiences the triggering event. The strength and the vividness 

of these complaints, as well as their intrusiveness and involuntary nature, are in 

agreement with the phenomenological characteristics of psychotic hallucinations (see 

Bentall & Varese, 2013). Hallucinations with trauma-related content have been 

observed both in PTSD patients (Butler, Mueser, Sprock, & Braff, 1996; Hamner et 

al., 2000) and psychotic patients with a history of single or multiple trauma (Hardy et 

al., 2005; Read & Argyle, 1999).  
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British research on patients who diagnosed as suffering from bipolar disorder 

has reported the same result (Hammersley et al., 2003), demonstrating that the 

association between psychosis and trauma transcends traditional diagnostic 

boundaries. Analogous relations between trauma and delusions (the other major 

symptom of psychotic illness) have not been established (Famularo, Kinscherff, & 

Fenton, 1992; Hammersley et al., 2003). Indeed, patients and healthy participants who 

hear voices often report that traumatic experiences (or events that reactivate memories 

of past trauma) directly trigger their first hallucinatory experiences (Honig et al., 

1998; Romme & Escher, 1989). In a population-based survey of over 17,000 citizens 

of California, it was found that a history of childhood trauma caused a five-fold 

increase of experiencing hallucinations, which was independent of the effects of 

substance abuse (Whitfield, Dube, Felitti, & Anda, 2005). Similarly, traumatic 

childhood experiences were found to be associated with auditory, visual and tactile 

hallucinations in an even larger US epidemiological sample, where the probability of 

experiencing hallucinations was related, in a dose-response way, with the severity of 

trauma.  (Shevlin, Dorahy, & Adamson, 2007) and in the British Adult Psychiatric 

Morbidity Survey of 2007 (Bentall et al., 2012). In studies of schizophrenia patients, 

it has been found that hallucinations were more closely linked the history of traumatic 

experiences (Lysaker & LaRocco, 2008; Whitfield et al., 2005, Wickham & Bentall, 

2016). 

 Psychiatric patients occasionally state that the content of their hallucinations 

corresponds to the nature of past trauma (Read, Agar, Argyle, & Aderhold, 2003). A 

study recruiting patients with the diagnosis of schizophrenia, has reported thematic 

links between the content of hallucinatory voices and the experience of past trauma 

(Hardy et al., 2005). Yet, a literal association between the content of hallucination and 
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earlier trauma was observed in only 12.5% of those patients who experienced past 

traumatic situations (Bentall & Varese, 2013). 

1.3.3 Cultural influences on the phenomenology of symptoms 

Although symptoms of schizophrenia occur in all cultures (Jablensky & 

Sartorius, 1988), the content of the symptoms varies considerably. Socio-cultural and 

cultural psychiatry studies have attempted to assess the impact of ethnic and cultural 

features and factors on the individual’s behaviour and emotions across cultures and/or 

across sub-cultures, and precisely, to evaluate the relationship between cultural factors 

of mental illness. They have also sought to improve clinical therapy and knowledge of 

social and cultural roles on patients’ lives and through their families (Lefley, 1990; 

Tseng, 2003). Likewise, socio-cultural studies have shown that culture has key effects 

on the course and prognosis or outcome of mental illness, which could affect all 

dimensions of hallucinatory phenomena: in identification, in experience, in content, in 

frequency, in meaning, in the distress they elicit, and in the way in which others 

respond to it (Larøi et al., 2014). 

It has been assumed for many years that severe psychotic complaints are 

documented across cultures with a similar form of symptoms, in spite of growing 

awareness that culture might shape the meaning, content, and perhaps the severity of 

these symptoms (Larøi et al., 2014; Murphy, 1976). The content of hallucinations 

could be certainly influenced by local culture (Larøi et al., 2014). Al-Issa, (1995) has 

proposed that Euro-American culture itself inhibits the occurrence of hallucinations 

because the shared culture struggles to clarify and distinguish whether a particular 

experience is real or imaginary. When individuals appear to be unable to make such a 

distinction, they are likely to be labelled as out of contact with reality and therefore 
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ill. In contrast, Al-Issa argued, many non-Western societies do not make such a rigid 

distinction between reality and fantasy. One might therefore expect that hallucinations 

would be more readily reported outside of the Western setting (Larøi et al., 2014). 

The cultural differences would be explicable by taking socio-cultural and 

political backgrounds into account. For example, Azhar, Varma, and Hakin (1993) 

examined phenomenological differences in hallucinations between schizophrenia 

patients in various areas of Malaysia. There were significant differences indicating 

that culture affects the phenomenology of hallucinations, even among people of the 

same race but from different regions. The Fourth National Survey of Ethnic 

Minorities, was conducted between 1993 and 1994, exploring the experiences of 

ethnic minority people living in England and Wales (of White, Caribbean and South 

Asian individuals), and covered mental health, physical health and a range of socio-

economic and demographic variables. Reports of hallucinations varied significantly 

across the three ethnic groups, with the highest rate in the Caribbean group (9.8%) 

and the lowest in the South Asian group (2.3%) (Johns et al., 2002). This result is 

consistent with another study by Nazroo (1997) which implied rates of hallucinations 

in Caribbean migrants compered to non-migrants groups.  

A few numbers of studies however, have been conducted on patients from 

Saudi Arabia, where visual and auditory hallucinations are a common occurrence and 

content is related to cultural background (e.g., Zarrouk, 1975). Kent and Wahass 

(1996) studied the characteristics and content of auditory hallucinations reported by 

schizophrenia patients from Britain and from Saudi Arabia. The content of the voices 

was influenced by the patients' cultural background. Most Saudi patients reported that 

their voices involved religious and superstitious themes, while the British patients 

were most likely to report the giving of instructions. A related study by Wahass and 
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Kent, (1997a) revealed that coping mechanisms were also affected by cultural 

background, Saudi patients were most likely to use religious behaviours to cope with 

their voices (43% engaged in prayer or read the Holy Book, the “Quran”, whereas 

only 3% of UK patients reported comparable activities), British patients on the other 

hand, were more likely to use distraction (42% vs. 5% for Saudis) and physical 

activities (61% vs. 14%). 

It is clear that culture-compatible strategies need to be employed in order to 

help patients with psychosis. Additionally, some strategies that are generally 

acceptable to Western patients may not be acceptable to most Islamic patients. For 

example, listening to music is not allowed, so that alternatives may be required for 

Muslim believers (Wahass & Kent, 1997b). At this point it is not clear whether 

psychological techniques are suitable for use with patients from non-Western 

backgrounds, an issue that is significant not only for patients who live in non-Western 

countries but also for those who have emigrated to the West. In due course, culture 

shapes hallucinations in both their pathological and non-pathological forms (Larøi et 

al., 2014). Consequently, when studying differences in psychiatric complaints 

between societies, it is essential to take into consideration both the possible 

demographic variances (e.g. in gender, marital and socio-economic status) and the 

cultural meanings connected to those variances. 

1.4. Cognitive models of hallucinations 

Modern cognitive models of auditory hallucinations adopted the idea that 

more than one mechanism is likely to be involved in the development of psychotic 

hallucinations; it is usually assumed that they arise due to dysfunctional activation of 
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corresponding internal auditory representations (Badcock & Hugdahl, 2012; Hugdahl, 

2009) 

The cognitive and neural mechanisms underlying auditory hallucinations in 

psychotic and non- psychotic groups are likely similar. One type of explanation has 

focused on mechanisms that control or limit conscious experience (e.g. Frith, 1979; 

Bullen & Hemsley, 1987). More specifically, their presence has been attributed to a 

reduced capability to inhibit intrusive thoughts and memories, which appears to 

explain why the sufferers do not feel they have direct voluntary control over the 

experience, which is a crucial element in the definition of auditory hallucinations 

(Anthony, 2004). The propensity to more frequent cognitive intrusions has also been 

associated with abnormalities in source memory and contextual integration. For 

example, Bentall et al. (2007) have argued that the deficits in source memory and 

auditory hallucinations might be linked to developmental improvements in source 

discrimination associated with maturation of the frontal lobes. Therefore, individual 

differences in temporal context memory during childhood and adolescence might be 

expected to raise vulnerability to auditory hallucinations even prior to psychosis and 

deserves more empirical investigation. A recent study has confirmed that damaged 

emotion regulation, which depended heavily on frontal resources (Gyurak et al., 

2009), worked to increase both the frequency and distress of auditory hallucinations 

in schizophrenia (Badcock, Paulik, & Maybery, 2011). Another study has reported 

that a deficit in the supplementary motor area (SMA) implicated in self-originated 

actions during the process of speaking. This deficit resulted in a failure to recognise 

that the speech was generated by the self, and thus the hallucinators may consider it as 

hallucinations (Stephane, Hagen, Lee, & Uecker, 2006). 

Another hypothesis was that hallucinations could be a result of attention 
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failure. For example, Hemsley (1996) argued that psychotic people with 

hallucinations are incapable of filtering out irrelevant and unwanted stimuli, or 

deciding which are/are not fitting elements of their environment to respond to, so that 

they attend to everything within that environment. Consequently, they feel inundated 

by sensory experiences/information and find it very hard, to focus on, and to react to, 

their environment in proper way. Negative symptoms (such as social withdrawal, 

deprived speech, and flat affect) on the other hand, might be an outcome of sensory 

overload, and/or as a coping strategy with that sensory burden (Bennett, 2011). 

1.4.1 Inner speech 

Inner or ‘self-directed’ speech can be defined as a conversation that occurs 

internally (i.e. talking to oneself) while a person is thinking; this leads to the idea that 

auditory-verbal hallucinations occur when the individual attributes his/her thoughts to 

someone else (Bentall, 1990; Ditman & Kuperberg, 2005). Inner speech has been 

implicated in short term memory (Baddeley, 2007), which is thought to facilitate 

important forms of metacognitive thought (Langland-Hassan, 2014). Regarding the 

development of inner speech, in early years and according to Vygotsky (1962), 

children first learn social speech in the companionship with one or more of their 

family members, and, in addition to issuing and responding to verbal directions in 

conversations with others, they then discover that they can issue and respond to 

commands in conversations with themselves. Thus, ‘private speech’ (speech which is 

self-directed but audible to others) is efficient and becomes recognized as a valuable 

method of self-regulation. Afterward, the child learns to use self-regulatory speech in 

a covert way, at which point private speech develops to inner speech. Ultimately, 

inner speech turns into concise and quite distinct from social speech (e.g., Bentall & 

Varese, 2013), as a results, inner speech can be understood more appropriately - as 
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suggested by Vygotsky - in terms of its being the endpoint of a developmental process 

(Jones & Fernyhough, 2007). It has been argued that the rational sense of self might 

be dependent on the dialogue between the different self-positions that can be either 

integral or antithetical (de Sousa, Sellwood, Spray, Fernyhough, & Bentall 2016). 

This normal experience of inner speech, in turn, might be altered into the 

abnormal experience of commenting voices, a classical symptom of schizophrenia. 

Stephane et al. (2010), have claimed that hallucinations are often experienced in outer 

space, and examined inner-outer and outer-inner space bias in schizophrenia patients. 

The results confirmed that the patients showed confusion in both spaces, arguing that 

patients with inside-head hallucinations have the highest possibility of experiencing 

outer-inner space misattribution. 

Bentall (1990) has argued, on the basis of experimental evidence available at 

the time, that patients suffering from auditory hallucinations have difficulties to 

discriminate between internally- and externally-generated events in their perceptual 

experience, and that hearing voices therefore occurs when individuals mark elements 

of their inner speech wrongly as coming from an external origin. It has been 

suggested that two types of abnormalities in inner speech might contribute to this kind 

of error. First, in the disruption to internalisation model, the typical process of 

internalisation is disturbed, with the result that the adult’s inner speech is 

incompletely abbreviated, and retains many of the superficial features of external 

dialogue. Second, in the re-expansion model, fully internalised inner speech is 

temporarily re-expanded into an inner dialogue which retains the give-and-take 

structure of external dialogue. In both models, the resulting dialogue continues to take 

place in the absence of any external stimulus; that is, ‘silently’ in inner speech, 
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meaning that the voices in the dialogue are perceived as having an external source 

(Fernyhough, 2004).  

1.4.2 Source monitoring 

Source monitoring refers to a set of processes that are used to initiate 

attributions about the origins of memories and experiences (Johnson, Hashtroudi & 

Lindsay, 1993). The reality discrimination model of hallucinatory experiences has 

gained practical support from research which has compared hallucination-prone, 

healthy non-clinical individuals and hallucinating patients. A number of experimental 

techniques have been used to examine the suspected process of misattribution 

believed to underlie hallucinatory experiences, including source monitoring, self-

monitoring and signal detection paradigms (for a review, see Ditman & Kuperberg, 

2005). The results from studies which have used such approaches showed that 

patients who experience hallucinations, or healthy participants with high hallucination 

predisposition, are impaired in their ability to distinguish between self-generated and 

external events, which could result in misattributing internally generated cognitions to 

an external source (e.g. Beck & Rector, 2003; Bentall, Baker, & Havers, 1991; 

Bentall & Slade, 1985a; Choong, Hunter & Woodruff, 2007; Morrison & 

Haddock,1997; Rankin & O’Carroll, 1995; Varese, Barkus & Bentall, 2011, 2012; 

Vercammen, De Haan, & Aleman, 2008). 

A recent meta-analysis of a group of experimental studies testing the 

associations between self-recognition deficits and auditory hallucinations in patients 

with schizophrenia spectrum diagnoses by Waters, Woodward, Allen, Aleman, and 

Sommer (2012) has revealed that patients with psychosis are characterized by poorer 

self-recognition comparing to healthy individuals. A similar meta-analysis showed 
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that these impairments seemed to be more noticeable among psychotic patients with 

auditory verbal hallucinatory experiences (Brookwell, Bentall, & Varese, 2013). 

Three types of paradigms were considered in these meta-analyses: signal detection 

theory (e.g., Bentall & Slade, 1985b), source monitoring (Bentall et al., 1991), and 

self-monitoring (Johns et al., 2001).  

Signal detection (SDT) is a method that is used to study the ability of 

individuals to detect stimuli against background noises (Bentall & Varese, 2013). 

Behavioural data gathered through this procedure are classified as hits (positive 

response when the signal is presented), false alarms (positive responses when the 

signal is absent), misses (negative responses when the signal is presented) and correct 

rejections (negative responses when the signal is absent). Within the framework of 

SDT, two measures can be determined: perceptual sensitivity which refers to the 

accuracy of the detection of the presented signal, and response bias, which reflects the 

way in which a participant chooses to decide whether the stimuli was perceived 

correctly or not under conditions of uncertainty. In the case of perceptual sensitivity, 

scoring zero reveals a strong inability to distinguish between the added signal and the 

background noise, while higher perceptual sensitivity shows a better ability to quickly 

and correctly discover the added signal; whereas, in the response bias scheme, scoring 

lower than 1 reveals a bias towards reporting signals when uncertain, while scoring 

equal to 1 shows no response bias. The typical task consists of one 8-min block of 

sixty 8-s trials. Each consists of one 5-s burst of white noise followed by 3-s of 

silence. During 60% of trials, a 1-s voice is present during the white noise. A third of 

the time the voice is clearly audible; in the remaining trials the voices are harder to 

detect. Stimuli were present through stereo headphones. After each trial, participants 

were requested to indicate whether they perceived a voice by pressing mouse buttons 
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labelled ‘yes’ or ‘no’ (Bentall & Slade, 1985a; Barkus, Stirling, Hopkins, McKie, & 

Lewis, 2007).  

Most studies that have applied this technique have showed that hallucinations 

and hallucination-proneness are associated with more response bias but not with 

perceptual sensitivity impairment (e.g. Barkus et al., 2007; Rankin & O'Carrol, 1995; 

Varese et al., 2011, 2012). The procedure of this paradigm was first used by Bentall 

and Slade (1985a) who examined signal detection deficits in both clinical and non-

clinical subjects. Findings indicated that patients who were experiencing 

hallucinations had a greater response bias when detecting the stimuli than non-

hallucinating patients. Furthermore, healthy individuals who have predisposition to 

hallucination showed the same results in comparison to those who scored lower on the 

hallucination proneness questionnaires (e.g., LSHS-R; Bentall & Slade, 1985b). On 

the whole, the results from these research disclosed that patients hearing voices gave a 

clear tendency to present false alarms under the conditions of uncertainty (Bentall & 

Varese, 2013). 

In contrast to the SDT, the self-monitoring and source monitoring tasks 

required making explicit judgment for the source of self-generated items. The self-

monitoring task attempts to measure the on-line monitoring of self-generated dialogue 

(Johns, Gregg, Allen, Vythelingum, & McGuire, 2006; Johns & McGuire, 1999).  In 

this paradigm, individuals are asked to speak out loud a list of words into a 

microphone, the pitch is then manipulated, and the speech is played back to the 

participants. At various points in the experiment, the participants are presented with 

someone else’s pre-recorded voice pronouncing the same word. Participants are 

requested to identify the correct origin of the auditory feedback. In a study by Johns et 

al. (2001) schizophrenia patients who experienced hallucinations were more likely 
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than both non-hallucinating patients and normal controls to wrongly attribute self-

generated voices to an external source. A similar pattern of results was also found by 

Allen et al. (2004). Furthermore, there was a report of defective self-monitoring 

which was linked to the occurrence of auditory hallucinations and or passivity 

symptoms regardless of the diagnosis of psychosis (Blakemore, Smith, Steel, 

Johnstone, & Frith, 2000). However, one study used self-monitoring approach and did 

not give the same results, finding that reduced self-speech recognition was related not 

only to hallucinations in particular but to acute psychosis in general (Johns et al., 

2006). Similarly, Versmissen et al. (2007) did not succeed in finding a significant 

relationship between self-to-other misattributions errors and hallucinatory 

experiences. 

Finally, the source monitoring task tests discrimination the ability to identify 

the source of memories of self-generated content and heard items. For example, a 

study by Franck et al. (2000) argued that schizophrenia patients showed more deficits 

than healthy subjects in internal source monitoring, hallucinatory schizophrenia 

patients also showed more severe impairments than non-hallucinatory schizophrenia 

controls in a task that required them to discriminate between words read either aloud 

or silently.  In a quite similar study by Keefe, Arnold, Bayen, McEvoy, and Wilson 

(2002), patients with schizophrenia showed consistently and significantly poorer 

performance when they were asked to recognize verbal items, compared with healthy 

controls. They also revealed a specific impairment in remembering the origin of the 

words, and that the impairment was greater when the words were self-generated. 

          In one of the first source monitoring studies, Bentall et al. (1991) examined 

hallucinating patients, patients with paranoid delusions but with no hallucinations, and 

healthy controls. The cognitive effort required to generate the items was manipulated 
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by using associates, (e.g. “Think of a kind of vegetable that begins with O” is a high 

effort item – people find it difficult to find the answer), They were also asked to learn 

pairs of words which are graded in difficulty according to the probability of the 

association (e.g. “Country – Norway” is low probability/high effort; “dwelling – 

house” is high probability/ low effort). Participants were later shown a list of words 

and asked to report whether they had been said by themselves, provided by the 

experimenters, or were new (foils). Outcomes indicated that schizophrenia patients 

who experienced hallucinations made more external misattribution with high 

cognitive effort self-generated words than other two groups and the findings were 

interpreted as evidence that they were unable to use cognitive effort as a cue when 

deciding the source. Over all, while the misattribution of self-generated items to an 

external source during source monitoring studies appears to be a general characteristic 

of patients with diagnosis of schizophrenia presenting with positive symptoms 

(Brebion et al., 1999), some studies have revealed that external misattribution 

mistakes were more frequently linked to hallucinations than other positive symptoms 

like delusions and thought disorder (e.g., Brebion et al., 2000).  

To sum up, and despite some discrepancies, the evident picture from the three 

measures of source monitoring appears to strength the theory that source monitoring 

is impaired in individuals hearing voices (Bentall & Varese, 2013). In addition, the 

observation of externalizing biases in non-clinical hallucination- prone participants 

suggests that these cognitive processes might underlie hallucination proneness across 

the psychosis continuum. Studies are required to examine whether the association 

between externalizing bias estimates from source monitoring, self-monitoring and 

SDT paradigms correlate, and to determine whether they reflect a single process or 
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make independent contributions to hallucinations and hallucination proneness 

(Brookwell et al., 2013). 

1.4.3 Suggestibility and hallucinatory experiences 

          There has been considerable interest in the possibility that there might be a link 

between hallucinatory and hypnotic phenomena. A current definition of hypnosis by 

American Psychological Association states that the induction of hypnosis is based on 

suggestion (Green, Barabasz, Barrett & Montgomery, 2005). Hypnosis, in turn, has 

been described as the belief in a suggested experience that is not consistent with 

independent reality (Kihlstrom & Hoyt, 1988). An old research paper by 

Weitzenhoffer and Sjoberg (1961), moreover, noted that an individual might respond 

to a number of suggestion instructions without any formal hypnotic procedure and 

that that some subjects show hypnotic-like behaviour in the absence of any formal 

induction. 

  Imaginative suggestibility is illustrated when a person is requested to imagine 

a counterfactual event (e.g., ‘imagine that you are holding something heavy in your 

hand’; Weitzenhoffer & Hilgard, 1962, p. 17), and to experience that the world and 

the self as if the case of that matter was real. In distinction, interrogative suggestibility 

or placebo effects are intended to persuade the person to believe that the world is in 

fact dissimilar than it truly is (Kirsch, 1997). This suggests a relationship between 

suggestibility and source monitoring (Johnson et al., 1993) as a hypnotic induction 

might encourage participants to believe in the external reality of a suggested 

experience without vivid imagination (Sheehan & McConkey, 1982). 

There are two distinct types of suggestion that have been used in suggestibility 

studies: direct (primary) and indirect (secondary) suggestions. The first is known as 

‘outspokenly expressed’ in which the intention to influence is overt; the second, 
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however, is ‘masked’ in which the intention to influence is concealed (e, g., 

Gheorghiu, 1989; Polczyk & Pasek, 2006).Polczyk and Pasek (2006) reported a 

positive correlation between the effects of both kind of suggestions, arguing that 

direct and indirect suggestibility did not need to be seen as independent processes.  

Mintz and Alpert (1972), in a study in which schizophrenia patients were 

asked to listen to a stimulus that was not present (the popular recording ‘White 

Christmas’), reported that those with hallucinations appeared to have highly vivid 

auditory imagery, compared to individuals without hallucination. Moreover, the three 

groups (schizophrenia patients with and without hallucinations and healthy control 

group) differed significantly in their ability to assess the accuracy of their auditory 

perceptions, with the hallucinating patients showing poorer ability than the non-

hallucinating group, while the healthy controls showing better ability compared to 

both clinical groups. 

          Two studies have since examined the role of suggestion in eliciting 

hallucinatory experiences. First is the work by Young, Bentall, Slade and Dewey 

(1987) two experiments were carried out. In one experiment they recruited students 

according to their high and low scores on the predisposition to hallucination scale 

(LSHS-A), they then performed a couple of suggestibility measurements and also 

asked participants to close their eyes and “listen to” the tune ‘White Christmas’, a 

well-known song at the time (this suggestion procedure was based on earlier work by 

Barber and Calverley, 1963). The second experiment was identical to first apart from 

the target population in experiment 2 was psychiatric patients of mixed diagnoses. 

Both experiments revealed that subjects who were prone to hallucination and 

hallucinating patients were significantly more liable to hear the music when instructed 

to do so (for more details review Young et al., 1987).  
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         A second study that also sheds light into the role of suggestion in hallucinations 

is a paper by Haddock, Slade and Bentall (1995) who tried to test the possible 

influence of suggestibility on verbal transformation on schizophrenia patients who did 

and did not experience hallucinations and healthy control participants. A well-

researched auditory illusion, which had previously been studied in psychotic patients 

(Slade, 1976) is known as the verbal transformation effect: when the same nonsense 

word is repeated rapidly it is often perceived to change into an actual word or several 

words. Haddock et al. administered this procedure under two conditions: one in which 

participants were told there would be transformations and one in which they were told 

that the stimulus never changed even though it might seem to change from time to 

time. Compared to the controls, hallucinating patients reported more transformations 

when they were told they would occur and less when they were told that they would 

not occur. 

 These findings raise the possibility that hallucinating individuals may be more 

prone to suggestion effects (that is, have high trait suggestibility) than controls.  A 

recent study showed that hallucination-prone subjects score higher than non-prone 

individuals on self-report measures of suggestibility (Barkus, Stirling & Cavill, 2010). 

1.4.4 Dissociation and hallucinatory experiences 

          Dissociation has been described as a ‘lack of integrated thoughts and feeling, 

disruption, and compartmentalization’ (Eisen & Carlson, 1998) and is known to be a 

common consequence of traumatic experiences (Dalenberg et al., 2012). The 

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 5th edition states that,  

“Dissociative disorders are characterized by a disruption of and/or 

discontinuity in the normal integration of consciousness, memory, identity, 
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perception, body representation, motor control, and behaviour”, and that 

dissociative symptoms can potentially interrupt almost all part of 

psychological functioning (APA, 2013, p. 291).  

Four subtypes are recognised: depersonalization, derealisation, amnesia and 

absorption. As a wide concept, dissociative tendencies lie on a continuum moving 

from the fairly benevolent signs of absorption frequently observed in non-clinical 

people (Glicksohn & Barrett, 2003: Mayer & Farmer, 2003), to extreme indications of 

depersonalization, to identity alteration and dissociative amnesia seen in individuals 

with dissociation disorders (Waller, Putman, & Carlson, 1996; Waller & Ross, 1997). 

Allen (1995) claimed that dissociative experiences as trauma-related syndromes can 

become severe symptoms of some psychological illnesses (e.g., dissociative disorder, 

posttraumatic stress disorder and severe stress disorder). Although dissociation is 

commonly considered as consequence of trauma, especially in childhood (Sanders & 

Giolas, 1991), it can be, however, experienced with no sign of any traumatic events 

(Mayer & Farmer, 2003). These experiences might be present in healthy individuals 

who could exhibit mild depersonalization and absorption (Ross, Joshi & Currie, 

1991). When Eisen and Carlson (1998) examined college students, they found that 

absorption is the most common element of dissociation among them, arguing that this 

is due to the fact that it is the mildest subtype.  

 Numerous cross-sectional studies suggest an association between hallucination 

and dissociation, in healthy participants (e.g., Morrison & Peterson, 2003), as well as 

in individuals suffering from sexual abuse (e.g., Kilcommons, Morrison, Knight, & 

Lobban, 2008). A number of studies have also found strong associations between 

dissociative symptoms and auditory and visual hallucinations in patients with 

posttraumatic stress disorders (e.g., Kilcommons & Morrison, 2005). There has been 
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an evidence supporting that dissociation mediates the relationship between earlier 

traumatic experiences (childhood sexual abuse in particular) and subclinical psychotic 

experience (Anglin, Polanco-Roman & Lui, 2015; Cole, Newman-Taylor, & 

Kennedy, 2016; Varese et al., 2012) and hallucinatory experience in clinical and non-

clinical individuals (Perona-Garcelan et al., 2012; Perona-Garcelan et al., 2014; 

Varese et al., 2012). 

It seems likely that there is some kind of association between suggestibility 

and dissociative processes. A study by Giesbrecht, Lynn, Lilienfeld, and 

Merckelbach, (2008) reported that the high levels of both fantasy proneness and 

suggestibility can be detected in people with dissociative tendencies. A recent study 

by Terhune, Cardena and Lindgren (2011) also reported that non-clinical individuals 

who are highly dissociative and highly suggestible were more responsive to 

hallucination suggestions. These individuals, in turn, showed executive 

dysfunctioning and proneness towards psychopathology. 

1.5 Aims and framework of the current thesis: 

The overall aims of the thesis are twofold: first, to study the effect of 

suggestions and suggestibility on source monitoring (‘signal detection’ performance) 

in highly hallucination prone students and hallucinating patients. Second, to 

investigate the associations between suggestibility, dissociative experiences, 

childhood trauma and inner speech with hallucination/hallucination proneness. The 

thesis, moreover, aims to compare findings from samples of individuals in the UK and 

students and patients from Saudi Arabia, in terms of whether (i) source monitoring 

deficits and (ii) the associations between dissociative experiences, childhood trauma 

and inner speech with hallucination/hallucination proneness are cross-culturally valid. 
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 This thesis expands on previous research that suggests, suggestions impact on 

hallucinatory experiences (e.g., Haddock et al., 1995); that there is a strong 

association between hallucinations and dissociative experiences and also between 

hallucinations and childhood trauma (e.g., Varese et al., 2011, 2012); and that 

dissociation mediates between trauma and hallucinations (e.g., Varese et al., 2012). 

The work also builds on previous findings that hallucinations are associated with 

certain qualities of inner speech (de Sousa et al., 2016). Only one chapter has been 

submitted for publication to date (Chapter 2) but the remaining four studies have been 

designed for eventual publication.  

The main hypotheses tested in this thesis are; (i), that source monitoring 

performance as measured by a Signal Detection Theory (SDT) (Bentall & Slade, 

1985; Varese, Barkus & Bentall, 2011) will be influenced by suggestions, leading to a 

more liberal response bias when it is suggested that there are a high number of target 

stimuli; (ii) that the effect of suggestion will be greater in people with high 

hallucination-proneness and patients who experience hallucinations. (iii) Given that 

patients sometimes experience hallucinations in the visual as well as the auditory 

modality, people with high hallucination proneness will show a liberal response bias 

in a SDT task in the visual modality and; (iv) therefore, that performance on the visual 

and auditory SDT tasks will be correlated. 

A second set of hypotheses concerns the generalizability of existing findings 

to the culture of Saudi Arabia. Specifically, (v) that relevant questionnaire measures 

(of hallucination-proneness, suggestibility, dissociation and childhood trauma) are 

reliable when translated into Arabic; (vi) that the SDT abnormalities observed in 

American and European patients with hallucinations are also found in Saudi patients 

with hallucinations; and (vii) that the previously shown associations between 
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childhood trauma, dissociation and hallucinations, reported in European samples can 

be replicated in healthy and clinical samples in Saudi Arabia. 

More specifically, the study presented in Chapter 2, first, investigated the 

association between hallucination proneness, dissociation, suggestibility while 

controlling for comorbidity, using a quite large sample of University of Liverpool 

undergraduate and postgraduate students (n= 414). The first objective was to examine 

whether these three variables are highly correlated, and whether both dissociation and 

trait suggestibility significantly predict hallucination proneness scores even when 

controlling for other symptom dimensions (i.e., paranoia). Second, the effect of 

suggestion on signal detection was also examined, using 60 participants from the 414 

students; the objective here was to assess whether suggestions would lead to an 

increase in response bias in both highly hallucination-prone and low-prone 

participants, and if this increase would be more pronounced in highly hallucination-

prone participants. 

In Chapter 3, 61 participants from another screening of 418 undergraduate and 

postgraduate students of the University of Liverpool, which was the same online 

screening conducted for experiment 1 of study 1 presented in Chapter 2, the 61 

students were recruited for the purpose of testing whether reality discrimination is 

modality specific. This was achieved by using both auditory signal detection (SDT) 

task, and visual task (which was developed specifically for this study. 

In Chapter 4, 72 Saudi hallucinating and non-hallucinating psychotic patients 

were recruited. The objective of the study was to investigate the effects of suggestion 

on source monitoring (SDT) in hallucinating patients, using the same methods 

employed in our previous study (Chapter 2). Specifically, we hypothesised that (1) 
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indirect suggestions would have an impact on response bias scores in both 

hallucinating and non-hallucinating patients, and (2) this impact would be more 

pronounced in hallucinating patients. A second aim was to examine the relationship 

between self-report measure of trait suggestibility (IoS), and hallucinations in the 

same sample. We therefore, hypothesised that (3) there would be a close association 

between suggestibility and hallucination reports and that this association would 

remain robust and significant even when controlling for symptom dimensions that 

frequently covary with hallucinations, namely paranoid ideation and/or depressive 

symptom. Given that this study was conducted with patients in Saudi Arabia, a final 

aim was to establish the cross-cultural validity of previous findings linking source 

monitoring, suggestibility and hallucinations. 

The study in Chapter 5, utilised a cross-sectional design and a university 

female students sample from Saudi Arabia (n= 131). The objective of the study was to 

carry out a preliminary investigation of the relationship between childhood trauma 

and psychosis-risk in a non-Anglo-American sample. Specific aims were: (1) to carry 

out a preliminary analysis of the reliabilities of suitable scales after translation into 

Arabic; (2) to investigate whether the association between childhood trauma and 

especially childhood sexual abuse and hallucinations holds for women living in Saudi 

Arabia; and (3) to investigate whether, in this sample, dissociation and inner speech 

qualities mediate the relationship between CSA and hallucinations.  

The study in Chapter 6 involved the same 72 Saudi hallucinating and non-

hallucinating patients. The objective of the study was to carry out a preliminary 

investigation of the relationship between childhood trauma and psychosis-risk in 

Saudi patients suffering from psychosis. Specifically, our aims were: (1) to investigate 

whether the association between childhood trauma and especially CSA and 
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hallucinations holds for psychotic patients living in Saudi Arabia; (2) to investigate 

whether, again in this sample, dissociation and inner speech qualities mediate the 

relationship between CSA and hallucinations. 

Chapter 7, includes a general discussion summarizing the findings, and 

attempting to integrate them. This chapter discusses the clinical implications of the 

findings, and then proceeds to consider the merits and limitations of the research, and 

future research directions. 

1.5.1 Co-author roles 

Professor Graham Wagstaff was a co-author in Chapter 2. Professor Wagstaff 

helped in editing the suggestion section of the chapter and provided us with some very 

useful articles about suggestibility and proofread this chapter for publication. Dr 

Filippo Varese was a co-author in Chapters 2 and 3. Dr Varese helped also in editing 

the introduction section of both Chapters and provided statistical advice about the 

calculation of beta and d-prime for both auditory and visual SDT tasks in Chapter 3 

and also proofread these chapters for publication. Dr Alexis Makin was a co-author in 

Chapter 3. Dr Makin provided assistance and guidance in designing the visual 

experiment.  

 Professor Richard Bentall provided guidance and helped in editing all 

Chapters of this thesis, with the manuscript write up and proofreading for publication. 

All control and clinical sample data were collected by myself, and the statistical 

analysis was also completed by myself under the supervision of Professor Richard 

Bentall. Accordingly, I am the primary author of the studies included in this thesis, 

and we have already published one study in the Journal of Cognitive Neuropsychiatry 

(Chapter 2), and we are also preparing other 4 studies for publications. 
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Chapter 2 

 

Suggestibility and source monitoring deficits in hallucination-prone university 

students1 
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1 This paper has been published as Alganami, F., Varese, Wagstaff, G. F., & Bentall, R. P 

(2017). Suggestibility and signal detection performance in hallucination-prone university 

students. Journal of Cognitive Neuropsychiatry, 22:2, 159-174 
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2.1 Abstract 

Introduction: Auditory hallucinations are associated with source monitoring 

biases and dissociation; suggestibility may also contribute to hallucinatory 

experiences. We examine the extent to which suggestions influence performance on a 

signal detection task in highly hallucination-prone and low hallucination-prone 

students, and also explore the relationship between suggestibility, dissociation and 

hallucination-proneness. 

Methods: In two experiments, students completed on-line questionnaire measures of 

hallucination-proneness (the revised Launay-Slade Hallucination Scale), trait 

suggestibility (Inventory of Suggestibility) and dissociation (Dissociative Experiences 

Scale-II). Students who scored upper and lower tertiles of the LSHS-R performed an 

auditory signal detection task. Prior to task performance, suggestibility was 

experimentally manipulated by altering task instruction information pertaining to the 

number of expected targets presented in the task (Experiment 1, N= 60: high vs low 

suggestions; Experiment 2, N= 62, no suggestion vs high suggestion vs negative 

suggestion). 

Results: Correlational and regression analyses on questionnaire data indicated that 

trait suggestibility and dissociation predicted hallucination proneness. Highly 

hallucination-prone students showed higher signal detection bias in both studies. In 

Experiment 1, both bias scores were significantly affected by suggestions to the same 

degree. In Experiment 2, we found that highly hallucination-prone students were more 

reactive to the high suggestion condition than the controls. 

Conclusion: Suggestions may affect source monitoring judgments, and this effect may 

be greater in those who have a predisposition towards hallucinatory experiences. 
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2.2 Introduction 

Hallucinations are frequently reported by patients with diagnoses in the 

schizophrenia spectrum (Bentall, 1990), and also by patients with other diagnoses 

such as bipolar disorder (Baethge et al., 2005). In clinical samples, these experiences 

are most often in the auditory modality and often cause considerable distress (Blom & 

Sommer, 2010; Ratcliff, Farhall, & Shawyer, 2011). However, general populations 

studies show that hallucinations are also experienced by a substantial minority of 

healthy people (e.g. Hanssen, Bak, Bijl, Vollebergh, & Os, 2005; Johns, Nazroo, 

Bebbington, & Kuipers, 2002; Ohayon, 2000). 

          Researchers have argued that hallucinations result from a failure of source 

monitoring (Bentall, 1990) the cognitive process involved in making attributions 

about the source of cognitive events (Johnson, Hashtroudi, & Lindsay, 1993). A 

number of methods have been used to assess source monitoring biases in highly 

hallucination-prone individuals, including source memory tasks, self-monitoring tasks 

and signal detection paradigms (Ditman & Kuperberg, 2005). Findings from these 

experimental studies, supported by a recent meta-analysis (Brookwell, Bentall, & 

Varese, 2013) are consistent with the hypothesis that patients who experience 

hallucinations, and also healthy participants with high hallucination predisposition, 

show a specific bias towards the misattribution of internally-generated cognitive 

events to sources other than the self (e.g. Beck & Rector, 2003; Bentall, Baker, & 

Havers, 1991; Bentall & Slade, 1985a; Choong, Hunter, & Woodruff, 2007; Morrison 

& Haddock, 1997; Rankin & O’Carroll, 1995; Varese, Barkus, & Bentall, 2011, 2012; 

Vercammen, De Haan, & Aleman, 2008).  

          Signal detection theory (SDT) was first used as a framework to examine source 

monitoring biases in relation to hallucination proneness by Bentall and Slade (1985), 
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and has since been used in many other studies (e.g. Barkus, Stirling, Hopkins, McKie, 

& Lewis, 2007; Varese et al., 2011, 2012). In a typical SDT task, participants listen to 

brief segments of white noise, some of which contain a voice (sometimes varying in 

loudness) and, after each trial, make a judgment about whether or not a voice was 

present. Behavioural data gathered through similar procedures are classified as hits, 

misses, correct rejections and false alarms, and can be used to generate measures of 

perceptual sensitivity (the inherent ability of an individual to detect “true” signals 

embedded in perceptual noise) and response bias (reflecting the individual’s 

predisposition to respond that a signal has been presented). It can be argued that SDT 

tasks are an indirect way of assessing source monitoring because, in contrast to other 

paradigms, there is no direct measurement of self-to-other misattributions; the 

assumption is that an abnormal bias towards assuming that signals are present is 

associated with a greater likelihood of misattributing one’s own thoughts to an 

external source. Nonetheless numerous studies have consistently found that 

hallucinating patients and highly hallucination-prone healthy participants, compared 

to appropriate controls, do not differ in perceptual sensitivity but show a greater bias 

towards detecting signals, resulting in a higher number of false alarms (e.g, Bentall & 

Slade, 1985; Varese et al., 2012). 

 In addition to source monitoring biases, some researcher have proposed that 

hallucinations might be associated with suggestibility. Early studies of hypnotic 

suggestibility found that some participants could be induced to report hallucinatory 

experiences following simple instructions (e.g. “close your eyes and listen to the 

record ‘White Christmas’”) even in the absence of a formal hypnotic induction 

procedure (Barber & Calverley, 1963; Spanos & Barber, 1974). This effect is more 

evident in psychotic patients who experience hallucinations (Mintz & Alpert, 1972; 
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Young, Bentall, Slade & Dewey, 1987) and in highly hallucination-prone healthy 

individuals (Young et al., 1987; Merckelbach & van de Ven, 2001; van de Ven & 

Merckelbach, 2003). Barkus, Stirling and Cavill (2010) also recently reported a 

positive association between self-reported suggestibility measured by Inventory of 

Suggestibility (IoS; Ordi & Miguel-Tobal, 1999) and positive schizotypy.   

A complication when interpreting these findings is that suggestibility may be a 

multi-faceted construct. For example, the IoS, (Ordi & Miguel-Tobal, 1999) uses self-

report items to measure what the authors construe as a number of different but 

correlated dimensions of suggestibility including fantasy proneness, absorption, 

emotional suggestibility and influence from others. Others have argued that a 

distinction can be made between primary or direct and secondary or indirect 

suggestions; with the former, the suggestion is outspokenly expressed with an overt 

intention to influence others whereas, in the latter, the suggestion is indirect or 

‘masked’ so that the intention to influence is concealed (e.g., Gheorghiu, 1989; 

Polczyk & Pasek, 2006).  

Most studies of hypnotic suggestibility have used direct or primary 

suggestions for motoric actions (e.g. that arms will levitate) or sensory experiences 

(e.g., that the record ‘White Christmas’ is about to be played).  By contrast, a study by 

Haddock, Slade and Bentall (1995) examined hallucinating patient’s responses to 

indirect suggestions. The primary aim of the study was to assess hallucinating 

patients, non-hallucinating patients and healthy controls for their sensitivity to the 

verbal transformation effect (VTE), a phenomenon in which a word that is repeatedly 

presented (in this study, the nonsense word “tress”) appears to change into other 

words (Warren, 1968); previous studies had reported that a high number of 

transformations may be associated with hallucination proneness (Slade, 1976). 
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Haddock et al. (1995) assessed the VTE under two conditions: one in which the 

participants were accurately instructed that the word never changed, and the other in 

which they were told that it would change. Hallucinating patients, compared to both 

control groups, reported more transformations in the latter condition but fewer 

transformations when they were told that the word did not change. Although 

interpreted as evidence that previously reported VTE abnormalities were the 

consequence of experimental demands, this finding indicates that hallucinating 

patients’ judgments about their own perceptions are highly sensitive to indirect 

suggestions. 

Numerous studies have reported that early life trauma, particularly sexual 

abuse, is a risk factor for psychosis in general (Varese et al., 2012) and hallucinations 

in particular (Bentall, Wickham, Shevlin, & Varese, 2012; Hammersley et al., 2003; 

Shevlin et al., 2011; Sitko, Bentall, Shevlin, O'Sullivan, & Sellwood. 2014). This has 

prompted research in the role of dissociation, defined as “a disruption of and/or 

discontinuity in the normal, subjective integration of one or more aspects of 

psychological functioning, including—but not limited to—memory, identity, 

consciousness, perception, and motor control” (Spiegel et al., 2011), which is a well-

documented and common consequence of early life trauma (Dalenberg et al., 2012). 

Studies have reported strong associations between dissociative experiences and 

predisposition to hallucinations in non-clinical samples (e.g. Morrison & Petersen, 

2003; Perona-Garcelán et al., 2013), in patients with post-traumatic stress disorder (e, 

g., Kilcommons & Morrison, 2005; Kilcommons, Morrison, Knight, & Lobban, 2008) 

and also in psychotic patients (Perona-Garcelán et al., 2008), as confirmed by a recent 

meta-analysis of this literature (Piton, Varese, Berry & Bucci, 2015). Two studies 

with psychotic patients also found that dissociation mediated the relationship between 
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childhood trauma and hallucinations (Perona-Garcelán et al., 2012; Varese et al, 

2012). 

 In disentangling the mechanisms that lead to hallucination, a complication is 

that dissociation and suggestibility may be highly related or even overlapping 

phenomena with some researchers suggesting that dissociation may lead to increased 

suggestibility (Eisen & Carlson, 1998). However, others propose that suggestibility 

and dissociation are distinct concepts (Cardena & Spiegel, 1991), a proposal which 

has found some empirical corroboration. For instance, Barkus et al. (2010) reported 

that suggestibility and dissociation independently contributed to positive schizotypy 

in a student sample. Moreover, a recent study by Terhune, Cardena and Lindgren 

(2011), also with student participants, reported that individuals who are highly 

dissociative and highly suggestible (to imaginative suggestions generally) were more 

responsive to hallucination suggestion, but those who were highly suggestible without 

scoring high on dissociation were not.  

Our study has two main goals: First we aimed to assess the impact of indirect 

suggestion on source monitoring performance in highly hallucination-prone and low 

hallucination-prone individuals. Specifically, we hypothesised that 1) Indirect 

suggestions would lead to an increase in response bias in both highly hallucination-

prone and low-prone participants, and 2) That this increase would be more 

pronounced in highly hallucination-prone participants. Our second goal was to 

examine the relationships between self-report measures trait suggestibility, 

dissociation and hallucination-proneness (LSHS-R). Based on previous studies (e.g. 

Barkus et al, 2010), we hypotheses that: 3) These three variables will be highly inter-

correlated; 4) Both dissociation and trait suggestibility will significantly predict 

hallucination-proneness scores in regression analyses; 5) These associations will 
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remain robust and significant even when controlling for symptom dimensions that 

frequently covary with hallucination-proneness, namely paranoid ideation (PaDSp). In 

order to further establish the specificity of the relationships between psychological 

variables and hallucination-proneness, the same analysis will be repeated with 

paranoia (PaDSp) when controlling for LSHS-R.  

2.3 Experiment 1 

2.3. 1 Method 

2.3.1.1 Participants 

           A two-phase design was used. Phase 1 involved the recruitment of a large 

sample of students from University of Liverpool (N = 414, aged 18-53 years, M age = 

21.22 and SD = 4.13; 23.4% male). They were screened using on-line questionnaire 

measures, including measures of hallucination-proneness (the revised Launay-Slade 

Hallucination Scale; LSHS-R), and were invited to have their names included in a 

lottery for a prize of £100. (In 2014/15 the university had 22,715 registered students.) 

In Phase 2, we recruited 60 participants from Phase 1(ages 18-32, M age = 

21.32 and SD = 3.38; 30% male) who had consented to be contacted about further lab-

based research, and who scored in the upper third (scores => 34, N = 31) or lower 

third (scores < = 25, N = 29) of the distribution of LSHS-R scores. All participants in 

Phase 2 completed the LSHS-R but one participant in each group had data missing for 

the other questionnaire measures (see Table 2.2). There was no difference between the 

high and low hallucination proneness groups for age, t(1, 58) = .55, p = .59, or gender 

composition χ2(1, N= 60) =.54, p = .58.  

Bentall and Slade (1985) obtained significant differences between participants 

using just 10 high LSHS-scoring and 10 low LSHS-scoring participants per group, 
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with an effect size of 1.53 for beta scores. However, in Brockwell et al’s (2013) meta-

analysis, the mean effect size for comparing low and high hallucination-prone 

students was 0.80 over 9 studies. Using this last value, G*power software estimates 

that a minimum sample size of 21 per group is required to detect a group difference at 

p < .05. There were no missing values from the participants. 

2.3.1.2 Measures 

2.3.1.2.1 The revised Launay-Slade Hallucination Scale (LSHS-R; Bentall & 

Slade, 1985b), the LSHS-R comprises 12 statements describing clinical (“I often hear 

a voice speaking my thoughts out aloud”) and sub-clinical (“The people in my 

daydreams seem to true to life that I sometimes think they are”) auditory and visual 

hallucinatory experiences scored on 5-point Likert scales (anchors: “certainly does not 

apply to me” – “certainly applies to me”). Scores range from 12 to 60; higher scores 

represent increased proneness to hallucinations. The scale has excellent internal 

consistency (e.g. α = .82; Varese et al. 2011) and α = .78 in our first experiment and = 

.80 in the second experiment. 

2.3.1.2.2 The persecution subscale of the Persecution and Deservedness Scale 

(PaDSp; Melo, et al., 2009), the PaDSp is a 10-item self-report measure including 

statements with persecutory content which participants are required to rate on 5-point 

Likert scales; scores range from 0 to 40. An α coefficient for the scale of .87 was 

reported by Varese et al. (2011) and α = .88 in our first experiment and = .87 in the 

second experiment. 

2.3.1.2.3 The Dissociative Experience Scale-II (DES-II; Carlson & Putnam, 

1993), the DES-II is a 28-item, self-report measure assessing the frequency of clinical 

and non-clinical dissociative phenomena, rated between 0 to 100; Scores range from 0 
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to 2800. The scale has reported α coefficient of .95 (Bernstein, Putnam & Ross, 

1993); α = .94 in both the first and second experiments. 

2.3.1.2.4 The Inventory of Suggestibility (IoS; Ordi & Miguel-Tobal, 1999), 

the IoS is a 22-item assessment of trait suggestibility, rated on 5-point Likert scales 

with scores range from 0 to 88. Barkus et al. (2010) used an English translation of the 

scale with a sample of 230 students and university staff and reported a total score α 

coefficient of 0.82; α = .83 in our first experiment and = .78 in the second experiment. 

2.3.1.2.5 Auditory signal detection task (SDT; Barkus et al., 2007), 

participants were asked to perform two runs, one in a low-suggestion condition, and 

one in a high-suggestion condition. The task consists of one 8-min block of sixty 8-s 

trials. Each consists of one 5-s burst of white noise followed by 3-s of silence. During 

60% of trials, a 1-s voice is present during the white noise. A third of the time the 

voice is clearly audible; in the remaining trials the voices are harder to detect. Stimuli 

were present through stereo headphones. After each trial, participants were requested 

to indicate whether they perceived a voice by pressing mouse buttons labelled ‘yes’ or 

‘no’ using their preferred hand (Barkus et al., 2007). A two-minute practice run was 

provided. In the event of no response, a no-detection response was recorded (this 

happened only rarely). 

We calculated estimates of perceptual sensitivity (d`), and response bias (β), 

(which are standard measures used to analyse signal detection data; McNichol, 1972) 

based on computational methods described by Barkus et al. (2007). Perceptual 

sensitivity refers to the accuracy in detecting true signals; a d` value of zero indicates 

a complete failure to distinguish between signals and background noise whereas 

higher d` scores indicate increasingly better ability to perceive true signals. β scores 
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assess response bias – in effect, the individual’s tendency to assume a signal is present 

under conditions of uncertainty. The lower the β score the greater the participant’s 

bias towards assuming that signal are present as reflected in higher rates of correct 

detections and false alarms. 

2.3.1.3 Procedure 

 In Phase 1, an email invitation was sent to students at the University of 

Liverpool with a hyperlink to a web-based questionnaire that included a demographic 

data sheet and the LSHS-R, PaDSp, DES-II and IoS. Participants were asked to 

provide an email address and/or telephone number if they wanted to be entered into a 

lottery prize draw, and were also asked whether they would like to be contacted for a 

lab-based follow-up experiment. 

 In Phase 2, the 60 participants performed the two runs of the auditory signal 

detection task, and were alternatively assigned to either high suggestion or low 

suggestions first in the order in which they responded to the experimenter’s contact 

(the first person was assigned to low first, the second to high first, the third to low 

first and so on). In the high suggestion condition, instructions included: 

“The voices are present on 80% of occasions but some of them are very quiet, 

and your job is to try to identify these voices.” 

In the low suggestion condition the instructions included: 

“The voices are present on 30% of occasions, and your job is to try to identify 

these voices.” 

        Participants were completely debriefed afterwards. The experiment was 

approved by the IPHS Research Ethics Committee, at University of Liverpool 

(reference no. PSYC-1213-SG-30). 
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2.3.2 Results 

2.3.2.1 Correlational analysis of self-report measurements of Phase 1 

          The questionnaire measures were highly correlated (Table 2.1). Hallucination 

proneness was significantly associated with dissociation (r = .44, p < .001) and trait 

suggestibility (r = .39, p < .001) when controlling for paranoid ideation in partial 

correlation analyses. Paranoia correlated with DES-II scores (r = .33, p < .001) and 

IoS scores (r = .33, p < .001) when hallucination proneness was controlled for. 

 

Table 2.1 

Correlation matrix of questionnaire variables (N = 414), Experiment 1 - Phase 1. 

 LSHS-R DES-II IoS 

DES-II .58 

(p< .001) 

-- -- 

IoS .54 

(p< .001) 

.51 

(p< .001) 

-- 

PaDSp .46 

(p< .001) 

.50 

(p< .001) 

.50 

(p< .001) 

 

 

           We carried out a hierarchical multiple regression with PaDSp, DES-II and IoS 

scores as predictors of hallucination proneness. The residuals scatterplot and 

normality plot revealed that the assumption of linearity and multivariate normality 

had been met and there was no evidence of possible outliers in the dataset. VIF values 

were between 1.51 and 1.55, indicating that there was no multicollinearity problem. In 

the first step, with only paranoia scores included, 21% of the variance in LSHS-R 
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scores was accounted for F(1,380) = 103.75, p < .001. In the second step, DES-II and 

IoS scores were added to the model, resulting in an increase in the variance accounted 

for to 41%, F(2,378) = 65.80, p < .001, resulting again in a significant model, 

F(3,378) = 90.25, p < .001. Both DES-II scores (β = .36, t = 7.35, p < .001) and IoS 

scores (β = .27, t = 5.66, p < .001) significantly predicted hallucination-proneness.  

However, when the regressions were recalculated with paranoia as the 

dependent variable and controlling for hallucinations at the first step (VIF values 1.53 

– 1.70), a very similar pattern of results were observed with a significant final model, 

F(3,378) = 66.67, p < .001, and with both DES-II scores, β = .27, t = 5.07, p < .001, 

and IoS scores, β = .27, t = 5.20, p < .001, predicting paranoia. Hence, in this study, 

the effects of DES-II and IoS scores were not specific to the type of psychotic 

experience reported. Examination of the specific subscales failed to illuminate this 

issue (for example, in analyses of the data not reported here, we found that DES-II 

absorption correlated more highly with IoS fantasy and daydreaming than with IoS 

absorption and that, in a regression model, DES-II absorption failed to predict LSHS-

R scores whereas IoS absorption did). 

2.3.2.2 Between-group and within-group differences in source monitoring 

performance and self-report measures in Phase 2 data 

 Group scores on the four questionnaires are shown in Table 2.2; t -tests indicated 

that highly hallucination-prone participants presented significantly higher DES-II, 

LSHS-R, IoS and PaDSp scores compared to low-prone participants (p at least < 

.005).  
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Table 2.2  

Descriptive Statistics of the four questionnaires measures for the two groups in 

Experiment 1. LSHS-R= hallucination-proneness scale, DES-II= Dissociative 

Experience Scale, IoS= Inventory of Suggestibility, PaDSp= Persecution subscale of 

Persecution and Deservedness Scale. 

Groups                            LSHS-R DES-II IoS PaDSp 

High LSHS-R 

 

M 38.58 25.63 49.83 18.00 

SD 4.60 17.23 13.59 10.47 

N 31 30 30 28 

Low LSHS-R 

 

M 19.86 9.55 34.55 9.14 

SD 3.56 6.72 8.89 6.83 

N 29 29 29 29 

 

 

Summary data for the signal detection scores are shown in Table 2.3 and 

Figure 1. Mixed-model ANOVAs were calculated with β scores (response bias) and 

d’ scores (perceptual sensitivity) as dependent variables, with suggestion condition as 

a within-subject variable and with hallucination proneness (high vs. low) and order of 

conditions (low suggestion first vs. high suggestion first) as between-subjects 

variables; using PaDSp scores as a covariate in the analyses.  

For β scores, when, controlling for the effect of paranoia which was non-

significant, F(1, 52) = 1.36, p = .249, partial η2 = .03, there was a significant main 

effect of suggestion on β, F(1, 52) = 4.79, p < .05, partial η2 = .08, indicating that the 

suggestions had the predicted influence on the participants’ performances. There was 
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also a significant main effect for hallucination proneness, F(1, 52) = 6.29, p < .05, 

partial η2 = .11, indicating that highly hallucination-prone participants had 

significantly lower bias scores. The interaction between suggestion and hallucination 

proneness was not significant F(1, 52) = 0.60, p = .443, partial η2 = .01, revealing that 

there is no difference between groups’ performances. The effect for the order of 

suggestion was significant, F(1, 52) = 4.28, p < .05, partial η2 = .08 but the interaction 

between the order of suggestion and groups was not significant, F(1, 52)= 0.03, p = 

.854, partial η2 = .00. 

 In a supplementary analysis, we repeated the ANOVA using false alarm 

scores, and obtained a significant main effect for groups, F(1.56) = 5.54, p < .05, but 

the main effect for condition was not significant, F(1.56) = 1.86, p = .18. 

We computed a Beta-change score as the difference between β in the low 

suggestion condition and β in the high suggestion condition. This score, which is a 

behaviour index of actual response to suggestions, did not correlate with either trait 

suggestibility (IoS scores; r = -.04, p = .74), or with dissociation (DES-II scores; r = -

.15, p = .27).  

 When the analysis was carried out on the d’ scores, also controlling for the 

effect of paranoia which was non-significant, F(1, 52) = 0.98, p = .326, partial η2 = 

.02., there was no significant main effect for suggestion on d’ scores, hallucination 

proneness, order of suggestions, or for their interactions. 

 

Table 2.3   

Descriptive statistics for β scores, d’ and False Alarms scores for the two groups in 

Experiment 1. 
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Groups                            

High-suggestion Low-suggestion 

FA β d’ FA Β d’ 

High 

LSHS-R 

M 8.26 0.02 1.15 6.19 0.26 0.96 

SD 5.20 0.28 0.70 5.44 0.28 0.97 

Low 

LSHS-R 

M 6.10 0.31 1.36 3.31 0.46 1.31 

SD 5.80 0.48 0.86 3.40 0.36 0.72 

Note: β = response bias, d’ = perceptual sensitivity and FA = false alarms 

  

2.3.3 Discussion 

Consistent with previous findings, highly hallucination-prone participants had 

lower β scores (i.e. greater bias) than low-prone controls. Suggestions affected source 

monitoring (SDT) performance in both highly hallucination-prone and low-

hallucination-prone students equally. This was contrary to expectation, as we had 

hypothesised that highly hallucination-prone individuals would be more suggestible 

than the low hallucination-prone participants.  

 An important limitation of the first experiment, which we sought to address, 

was that the participants received indirect suggestions about the number of stimuli to 

be expected in both conditions; in the 30% condition we informed the participants that 

there were less stimuli than there actually were. It is possible that the absence of a no 

suggestion condition may have limited our ability to detect finer between-group 

differences. In Experiment 2, therefore, we included a condition in which no specific 

suggestions were given, and also one that included the suggestion that there might be 
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no voices whatsoever (which would be a negative hallucination suggestion analogous 

to the no transformation suggestion given by Haddock et al., 1995).  

 

Figure 2.1  

β scores with the association to hallucination proneness and suggestion conditions in 

Experiment 1. 

   

 

2.4 Experiment 2 

2.4.1 Method 

2.4.1.1 Participants 

The design was similar to Experiment 1. In Phase 1, 321 students were 

recruited (age 17 - 51, M age = 22.38, SD = 5.20, 39.3% male). Sixty-two participants 

scoring in the upper and lower tertile of LSHS-R scores were recruited for Phase 2 

(aged 18 - 37, M age = 21.06, SD = 3.09; 25.8% male); names were checked to ensure 
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that these participants had not participated in Experiment 1. The researcher made also 

sure that the LSHS-R was answered by all students who took part in Phase 2; some of 

the remaining questionnaires were not completed (see Table 2.5) and, when the 

relevant questionnaire scores were used in correlational analyses a listwise deletion 

approach was used. There was no difference in age between the high and low 

hallucination proneness groups, t(1, 60) = 1.75, p = .08, and the groups were 

equivalent for gender composition χ2(1, N= 62) =.337, p = .772.  

2.4.1.2 Measures 

The same four questionnaires were used; SDT task was also used with three 

suggestion conditions (see procedure).   

2.4.1.3 Procedure 

 In Phase 2, participants performed three runs of the auditory signal detection 

task following three distinct manipulation of suggestibility (“no suggestion”, 

“negative suggestion” and “high suggestion”). The order of presentation was 

counterbalanced with the exception that the no suggestion condition always occurred 

first (to prevent any influence from previously presented suggestions).  

The no suggestion run instructions included:  

On this version, the voice will be present on some of occasions, but it will 

sometimes be very quiet.  

The high suggestion run instructions included: 

On this version, the voice will be present on 70% of occasions, but it will 

sometimes be very hard to hear. 

The negative suggestion run instructions included: 
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On this version of the task, there will be no voice present, but some people 

occasionally think that they hear voices in these circumstances, which is 

perfectly normal, and we would like you to tell us if this happens to you. 

Afterwards, participants were completely debriefed, and the hypotheses and 

the theoretical background of the study were fully disclosed. The experiment was 

approved by the IPHS Research Ethics Committee, at University of Liverpool 

(reference no. IPHS-1314-LB-188). 

2.4.2 Results 

2.4.2.1 Correlational analysis of self-report measurements of Phase 1 

  All the questionnaire scores in Phase 1 were strongly associated with each 

other (Table 2.4). Hallucination proneness was significantly associated with 

dissociative tendencies (Pearson r = .50, p < .001) and suggestibility (r = .48, p < 

.001) when controlling for paranoid ideation. Paranoia correlated with quite similar 

magnitudes with DES-II scores (r = .31, p < .001) and IoS scores (r = .17, p < .05) 

when hallucination proneness was controlled for. On regression analysis controlling 

for co-occurrence between hallucinations and paranoia (VIF 1-36 – 1.58), the pattern 

of association for hallucinations was very similar to that observed in Experiment 1, 

F(3,299) = 84.07, p < .001, and with both DES-II scores, β = .40, t = 7.63, p < .001, 

and IoS scores, β = .28, t = 5.68, p < .001, predicting hallucinations. However, a slight 

different result was obtained when paranoia was the dependent variable (VIF = 1.49-

1.80), F(3,299) = 39.28, p < .001, with only DES-II scores retained as a significant 

predictor, β = .33, t = 5.13, p < .001. 
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Table 2.4  

Correlation matrix for questionnaire variables (N = 321), Experiment 2 - Phase 1. 

 LSHS-R DES-II IoS 

DES-II .61 

(p< .001) 

-- -- 

IoS .53 

(p< .001) 

.48 

(p< .001) 

-- 

PaDSp .44 

(p< .001) 

.49 

(p< .001) 

.36 

(p< .001) 

 

         

2.4.2.2 Between-group and within-group differences in source monitoring and 

suggestibility 

 Group comparisons on the questionnaires are shown in Table 2.5 and 

summary data for the signal detection measures are given in Table 2.6. As in 

Experiment 1, all of the differences on the questionnaire scores were statistically 

significant. When a mixed-model ANOVA was run on the β scores (response bias), 

when controlling for the effect of paranoia, which was non-significant, F(1, 55) = 

1.13, p = .293, partial η2 = .02, there was a significant main effect of suggestion on β, 

F(2, 110) = 5.42, p < .01, partial η2 = .10, indicating that the suggestions had the 

predicted influence on the participants’ performances. A significant main effect for 

hallucination proneness was again found, F(1, 55) = 9.93, p < .01, partial η2 = .15, 

indicating that highly hallucination-prone participants had significantly lower bias 

scores. The interaction between suggestion and hallucination proneness was 

significant F(2, 110) = 3.62, p < .05, partial η2 = .06, revealing that there is a 
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difference between groups’ performances. The effect of the order of suggestion was 

not significant, F(1, 55) = 1.88, p = .176, partial η2 = .03. . The interaction between 

the order of suggestion and groups was also not significant, F(1, 55)= 0.35, p = .556, 

partial η2 = .01. 

Comparable results were obtained when false alarm scores were analysed: 

there were significant effects for group, F(1,58) = 13.01, p < .001, condition, F(2,116) 

= 19.26, p < .001, and for the group x condition interaction, F(2,116) = 4.91, p < .01. 

 

Table 2.5  

Descriptive Statistics of the four questionnaires measures for the two groups in 

Experiment 2. LSHS-R= hallucination-proneness scale, DES-II= Dissociative 

Experience Scale, IoS= Inventory of Suggestibility, PaDSp = Persecution and 

Deservedness Scale. 

 

   

Groups                            LSHS-R DES-II IoS PaDSp 

 

High LSHS-R 

M 38.58 30.39 50.26 17.77 

SD 4.29 16.45 6.99 9.20 

N 31 28 31 31 

 

Low LSHS-R 

M 21.48 10.41 37.32 9.90 

SD 2.57 8.70 7.69 7.69 

N 31 29 31 29 
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When examine the source of this interaction, we inspected the confidence 

intervals for the scores of each group in each condition. These revealed that, in the 

low-hallucination prone group, the β values in the no suggestion condition (.479 - 

.693) were lower than in the negative suggestion condition (.697 - .925); the scores on 

the high suggestion condition fell between those on the other two conditions but did 

not significantly differ from either (.537 - .779).  

 In the highly hallucination prone students, scores on the no suggestion 

condition (.291 - .506) were significantly lower than those in the negative suggestion 

condition (.519 - .747), scores in the high suggestion condition (1.49 - .391) differed 

from those in the negative suggestion condition but not those in the no suggestion 

condition.  

 Comparing across the groups, the only significant difference was observed in 

the high suggestion condition, indicating that the highly hallucination prone students 

had a greater response to the high suggestion condition. 

When the same analysis was carried out on the d’ scores, also controlling for 

the effect of paranoia which was non-significant, F(1, 55) = 0.18, p = .672, partial η2 

= .00. There was no significant main effect for suggestion on d’ scores, hallucination 

proneness, order of suggestions, or for their interaction. 
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Table 2.6  

D
escriptive Statistics of β scores, d’ and False Alarm

s scores for the two groups in Experim
ent 2. 

 G
roups                            N

o Suggestion  
H

igh-suggestion 
N

egative suggestion 

FA
 

β 
d’ 

FA
 

Β 
d’ 

FA
 

β 
d’ 

H
igh 

LSH
S 

M
 

3.55 
0.40 

1.51 
4.90 

0.27 
1.55 

1.97 
0.63 

1.75 

SD
 

2.74 
0.35 

0.38 
4.61 

0.36 
0.61 

2.55 
0.38 

0.56 

Low
 

LSH
S 

M
 

1.96 
0.59 

1.64 
1.71 

0.68 
1.85 

0.71 
0.82 

1.83 

SD
 

1.45 
0.24 

0.39 
1.94 

0.32 
0.52 

0.98 
0.23 

0.57 

 
Note: β = response bias, d’ = perceptual sensitivity and FA

 = false alarm
s 
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2.4.3 Discussion 

Experiment 2 replicated the findings from Experiment 1, with the additional 

observation that the highly hallucination-prone students appeared to be more affected 

by the high suggestion condition. 

 

Figure 2.2  

β scores with the association to hallucination proneness and suggestion conditions in 

Experiment 2. 

 

 

2.5 General discussion 

Bentall (1990), in a theoretical review of the literature on hallucinations, 

argued that they occur when individuals misattribute inner mental experiences to an 

external source and that, therefore, a failure in source monitoring is the central 

cognitive mechanism responsible for this kind of experience. This general account has 

been supported by a wide range of studies that have empirically tested source 
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monitoring in highly hallucination-prone and low hallucination-prone individuals, 

using both clinical and non-clinical samples (Brookwell et al., 2013). However, 

Bentall’s (1990) theory also drew attention to both contextual and psychological 

factors that influenced source monitoring judgments, which may be important in 

determining whether and when hallucinations occur. Beliefs and expectations about 

experiences were discussed as a relevant psychological factor in the original account, 

and an obvious implication is that suggestions that effect such beliefs and 

expectations will impact on source monitoring performance. Although dissociation 

was not discussed in the original model, it is not difficult to see how the failure to 

attend to immediate circumstances, which is perhaps the core feature of dissociation, 

might also impact on source monitoring. 

 In both studies, data from questionnaire phases revealed that suggestibility and 

dissociative experiences were strongly correlated with each other and that both 

predicted hallucination-proneness after controlling for paranoia in our regression 

analyses. These results are consistent with those of Barkus et al. (2010). However, an 

important caveat is that very similar results were obtained when the questionnaire 

measures were used to predict paranoia, even when controlling for hallucinations (the 

exception was that, in Experiment 2, dissociation and not suggestibility was retained 

as a predictor of paranoia).  

 Studies with both non-clinical (Morrison & Petersen, 2003; Varese et al., 

2011) and clinical samples (Perona-Garcelán et al., 2012; Varese et al., 2012) have 

specifically implicated dissociation in hallucinatory experiences whereas the effects 

found in this study were not specific. Several features of the present study may have 

made it difficult for us to detect such specificities. First, dissociation and 

suggestibility are multifaceted experiences, which are highly correlated in most 
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samples (Eisen & Carlson, 1998). As the two scale scores were highly correlated in 

both of the present samples it is possible that they tap common psychological 

processes and, indeed, both can be broken into subscales which, in both cases, include 

a subscale for absorption. Second, it is possible that both dissociation and suggestion 

effects are not trait-like but change moment to moment. For example, in a previous 

experience sampling study with a clinical sample, found that the onset of dissociative 

experiences predicted the onset of hallucinations (Varese et al., 2011). In the present 

investigation we investigated the immediate impact of suggestion effects by actually 

presenting suggestions prior to a source monitoring task. 

In both studies, groups’ performance differed on β but not d’, replicating other 

studies with both clinical non-clinical samples (see introduction and also meta-

analysis by Brookwell et al., 2013). However, the primary aim of the present 

investigation was to determine whether the source monitoring performance of highly 

hallucination-prone individuals was affected by suggestions. As expected, a robust 

effect of suggestions on SDT β scores was observed in both Experiments. In 

Experiment 1, this effect was found for both groups; however, the absence of a 

negative suggestion condition limited our ability to determine whether the high and 

low hallucination prone groups had responded equivalently to the different 

suggestions. Moreover, it was not clear whether either or both groups actually 

interpreted or calibrated the supposed low (30%) suggestion in Experiment 1 as (what 

is termed in the suggestion literature) a negative hallucination suggestion; i.e. a 

suggestion to ‘not hear’ what is actually present (Spanos, Burgess, Cross & Macleod, 

1992). When a more obvious negative hallucination suggestion was introduced in 

Experiment 2, results indicated that the two groups responded differently: in 

particular, high hallucination prone participants responded more to the high 
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suggestion; i.e. the positive hallucination suggestion.  Examining the direction of the 

β score means in relation to the no suggestion condition in Experiment 2, there is no 

evidence that low hallucination-prone participants were influenced at all by the high 

suggestion. Importantly, there was also no evidence that these effects were influenced 

by either paranoia as measured by PaDSp scores or the order of suggestion 

presentation.  

Overall, the findings of the two studies support Bentall’s (1990) account of 

hallucinations by showing that source monitoring judgments are sensitive to 

suggestions. One way of interpreting the findings in Experiment 2 might be to argue 

that high hallucination prone individuals are more likely to respond to suggestions 

that most obviously concur with, or endorse, their self-reported predilections to ‘see 

and hear things that are not there’. In other words, relative to low hallucination prone 

individuals, high hallucination prone students are more likely to be influenced by 

suggestions for positive hallucinations than negative hallucinations. This would fit 

with other studies that have shown an association between measures of hallucination 

proneness and suggestions that directly or indirectly encourage false positive 

responses (for example, Haddock et al., 1995: Merckelbach & van de Ven, 2001; van 

de Ven & Merckelbach, 2003; Young et al., 1987). However, these results do not 

provide any evidence to support the hypothesis that high hallucination prone 

individuals are more susceptible to suggestions in all circumstances than low 

hallucination prone individuals; indeed, if they were more susceptible to suggestions 

in general, they should have shown a greater shift towards higher β responses than 

low hallucination prone individuals in the negative suggestion condition. 

Taken together, the results appear to indicate that, whilst the kind of 

questionnaire self-report global suggestibility measures such as the IoS seem to 
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correlate reliably with reports of hallucination proneness in student samples, the 

responses of highly hallucination prone people to the administration of more specific 

suggestions involving perceptual and sensory alterations may vary according to the 

nature and direction of the suggested experiences. Nevertheless, the present findings 

may potentially have important implications. For instance, if highly hallucination 

prone individuals have impaired source monitoring under ordinary circumstances, 

then, arguably, the addition of suggestions that promote or encourage false positive 

responses may be sufficient to elicit a full blown hallucinatory experience. Moreover, 

this effect will clearly be exacerbated if the individuals with impaired source 

monitoring are particularly receptive to suggestions of this kind as the current findings 

imply. 

These experiments have some methodological limitations that should be 

mentioned. The main limitation is that the participants recruited for this investigation 

were students selected according to their scores on questionnaires, rather than 

psychiatric patients. It has been observed that healthy people who score highly on the 

LSHS-R often fail to report hallucinatory experiences comparable to those of patients 

when questioned in more detail (Stanghellini, Langer, Ambrosini, & Cangas, 2012). 

However, the hypothesis of a psychosis continuum does not necessarily require that 

such experiences will be comparable. More importantly, there is a rich literature of 

studies reporting similar result on a variety of psychological measures for high  

LSHS-R scoring individuals and hallucinating patients; indeed this is the case for 

signal detection and source-monitoring studies (e.g., Bentall & Slade, 1985; Varese et 

al., 2012) as confirmed in a meta-analysis that considered both types of studies 

(Brookwell et al., 2013). Other limitations concern the limited ability of the DES-II 

and IoS to tap distinct psychological processes, as already noted, and also the 
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possibility that other types of experimental suggestions might conceivably have 

effects that were not detected in this research. Moreover, The present samples for both 

experiments were relatively modest in size, and based on a convenience sample that 

allows the possibility of a bias in referral to the study and limiting the generalizability 

and statistical power of the findings. In terms of clinical implications, it is possible 

that suggestibility effects could be exploited to facilitate the development of more 

efficient cognitive-behavioural interventions with patients suffering from 

hallucinations. For example, there has been a long tradition within psychotherapy 

research of viewing the suggestion of optimistic/better outcomes as a crucial element 

common to different kinds of therapy (Frank & Frank, 1991). However, suggestions 

might conceivably have negative effects, and a patient who is highly suggestible may 

be vulnerable to any pessimistic suggestion inadvertedly made by an unskilled 

therapist. It is possible that some kinds of therapy may therefore be safer for patients 

who are at risk of this kind of negative effect. The approach of compassion-focused 

therapy as developed by Gilbert, (2009) for example aims to promote feelings of 

contentment, safeness and warmth in relationships with others and, more importantly, 

self-compassion and acceptance towards the self, which might be protective against 

negative cues from others.  
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Chapter 3 

 

 

Auditory and visual signal detection in hallucination-prone students 
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3.1 Abstract 

Introduction: Auditory hallucinations are associated with reality 

discrimination difficulties, as evidence by lower response bias scores in auditory 

signal detection tasks. However, the specificity of this difficulties to the auditory 

modality has not been studied. We examined signal detection performance on both 

auditory and visual tasks in high hallucination prone and low hallucination prone 

participants. 

Methods: After screening 418 students on the Launay-Slade Hallucination Scale 

(LSHS-R), 61 students who scored in the upper and lower tertiles of the LSHS-R 

were tested using an auditory signal detection task (SDT) and an analogue visual task.  

Results: Hallucination-prone participants had significantly lower response bias scores 

than the non -prone participants in both modalities. Correlational analyses revealed 

that auditory response bias and perceptual sensitivity scores were strongly and 

positively associated with equivalent scores from the visual SDT. 

Conclusion: Both visual and auditory signal detection was biased in the high 

hallucination prone group, raising the possibility of a common mechanism. 
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3.2 Introduction 

Hallucinatory experiences are common amongst patients with severe psychiatric 

diagnoses such as ‘schizophrenia’ (Baethge et al., 2005; Loue & Sajatovic, 2008). 

However, these experiences also reported by a substantial minority of individuals in 

non-clinical samples. For example, a general population survey in England and Wales 

estimated that 4% had experienced hallucinations in the form of hearing voices or 

seeing things (Johns, Nazroo, Bebbington & Kuipers, 2002).  

 Auditory hallucinations are generally regarded as the most prevalent and 

troubling type of hallucinations experienced by adults with mental health difficulties 

(Blom & Sommer, 2010; Hanssen, Bak, Bijl, Vollebergh & Os, 2005; Ohayon, 2000; 

Ratcliff, Farhall & Shawyer, 2011), but hallucinatory experiences in other sensory 

modalities are also common. For example, in the US Epidemiologic Catchment Area 

(ECA) study, the lifetime prevalence was estimated to be 11.1-13%, with a higher rate 

for visual than for auditory hallucinations (Tien, 1991). A more recent 

epidemiological study in the US found that visual and auditory hallucinations are 

approximately equally prevalent in the general population (Shevlin, Dorahy, & 

Adamson, 2007). 

 Visual hallucinations are most prevalent during early psychosis (affecting 

about a third of the patients, and usually consisting of a human-like figure) and then 

become less frequent with time and intervention, perhaps explaining why they are less 

prevalent than auditory hallucination in unselected clinical samples (Dudley, 

Collerton, Nicholson & Mosimann, 2013).In an experience sampling study of 148 

people with longstanding psychotic disorders, 73 experienced hallucinations  

(Oorschot et al., 2012). Visual hallucinations often but not always co-occurred with 

auditory hallucinations; 10 of the patients reported visual hallucinations only, 25 
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reported auditory hallucinations only, whereas, 38 reported both types. Patients with 

both types of hallucinations reported higher levels of negative affect, and usually their 

experiences were associated with considerable distress.  

 Reality discrimination refers to a set of processes involved in the generation of 

attributions about the origins of memories and other experiences (Johnson, Hashtroudi 

& Lindsay, 1993). A number of researchers have argued that reality discrimination is 

implicated in the formation of hallucinatory experiences. Specifically, it has been 

proposed that hallucination-prone individuals present a specific bias towards the 

misattribution of internally generated cognitive events (e.g. thoughts, inner speech, 

mental imagery etc.) to sources that are external or alien to the self.  (Bentall, 1990; 

Ditman & Kuperberg, 2005; McKague, McAnally, Skovron, Bendall & Jackson, 

2012). These proposals have received support from a large number of studies which 

have employed a range of diverse experimental paradigms, including source memory 

paradigms (e.g. recognition tasks where participants are required to specify the source 

of specific remembered items, e.g. whether certain words had been previously 

generated by the participants or by another person; e.g., Bentall, Baker & Havers, 

1991); self-monitoring paradigms (in which individuals have to discriminate online 

between their own distorted voice and the voice of another; e.g., Johns, Gregg, Allen, 

& McGuire, 2006; Johns et al., 2001; Johnson et al., 1993); and a signal detection 

paradigm (e.g., Bentall & Slade, 1985a). In this latter paradigm, individuals are asked 

to listen to brief bursts of white noise when, on certain trials, an auditory target signal 

(e.g. a human voice) is also presented. By analysing participants’ pattern of responses 

(false alarms, hits, correct rejections and misses), it is possible to derive a measure of 

their bias towards assuming that a stimulus is present under conditions of uncertainty 

(response bias, ‘β’), and also a measure of the participants’ (perceptual sensitivity 
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‘d’). Previous studies have found that both hallucinating psychotic patients and non-

clinical hallucination-prone individuals present significantly lower response bias (i.e. 

a tendency to report the presence of perceptual events even when such events are not 

present) in the absence of perceptual sensitivity difficulty (Bentall & Slade, 1985a; 

Beck & Rector, 2003; Bentall et al., 1991; Choong, Hunter & Woodruff, 2007; 

Morrison, & Haddock, 1997; Rankin & O’Carroll, 1995; Varese, Barkus & Bentall, 

2011, 2012; Vercammen, De Haan, & Aleman, 2008).  

 These findings have been further synthesized in a recent meta-analysis which 

considered “externalizing biases” not only signal detection studies, but also in source 

memory and self-monitoring studies (Brookwell, Bentall & Varese, 2013). Across 

these three paradigms, patients who are experiencing hallucinations as well or healthy 

participants with high hallucination predisposition (usually assessed by the Launay-

Slade Hallucination Scale; Launay & Slade 1981; Bentall & Slade, 1985b) showed a 

marked tendency to be impaired in their ability to distinguish between self-generated 

and externally-generated events.  

 There has been very little research to investigate the signal detection errors of 

psychiatric patients in non-auditory modalities. However, patients often report visual 

as well as auditory hallucinations (see above), and questionnaire measures of the 

disposition towards hallucinations such as the Launay-Slade Scale (Launay & Slade, 

1981) often contain both auditory and visual items, suggesting that there may be 

cross-modal externalization bias, or even that reality discrimination abilities are not 

modality-specific. In the research literature on reality discrimination in healthy 

individuals, cross-modal reality discrimination errors have been noted and it has been 

suggested that two mechanisms may be responsible: first, the experience of an event 

in one modality may stimulate the imagination of the event in another (e.g. a heard 
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event may stimulate the visual imagination of that event) leading to future mistakes 

when the event is generated in the modality it was imagined in. Second, source 

attribution processes may be influenced by general knowledge, beliefs and wishes, 

which may not be modality-specific (Henkel, Franklin, & Johnson, 2000). 

 Two studies with hallucination-prone individuals have employed visual 

paradigms that are sensitive to reality discrimination errors. Jakes and Hemsley 

(1986) asked students to watch a random dot display and report whether they saw 

simple or complex shapes; hallucination-proneness was found to be associated with 

reporting more complex shapes. Feelgood and Rantzen (1994) used a similar task, 

together with an auditory version, to assess university students with high and low 

Launay-Slade Hallucination Scale scores and found that students with high LSHS 

scores reported more meaningful stimuli in both modalities. Although these findings 

suggest that hallucination-proneness is associated with compromised reality 

discrimination for both auditory and visual stimuli, the tasks employed in these 

studies did not allow response bias and perceptual sensitivity to be measured 

separately, and the Launay-Slade Scale used to select students contained items 

referring to both modalities. 

  A recent study did attempt to address the modality-specificity of source 

monitoring deficits by examining schizophrenia patients with olfactory hallucinations. 

Patients with olfactory hallucination were less accurate in determining whether an 

odor had been imagined or smelled compared to patients with auditory hallucination 

or controls. In distinction, patients with auditory hallucination was less accurate in 

detecting the source of a word, compared to patients with olfactory hallucination and 

control group (Arguedas, Stevenson, & Langdon, 2012). 
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 In summary, the modality-specificity of the source monitoring abnormalities 

associated with hallucinations remains unclear. Here we report a study which tested 

two hypotheses: first, that hallucination prone individuals will show lower response 

bias (β) scores than individuals who are not prone to hallucinations on the visual SDT 

task as been validated in the auditory SDT task (e.g., Bentall & Salde, 1985a, Barkus 

Stirling, Hopkins, Mckie, & Lewis, 2007; Barkus, et al., 2011; Varese, et al., 2011, 

2012); second, to examine the efficacy of the current analogue visual task, there will 

be strong positive correlations between (i) perceptual sensitivity scores on the 

auditory and visual SDT tasks; and (ii) response bias scores on both tasks, to test 

whether impaired reality discrimination modality non-specific. 

3.3 Method 

3.3.1 Participants 

          A two-phase design was used. Phase 1 involved the recruitment of a large 

sample (N =418) of undergraduate and postgraduate students from the University of 

Liverpool, which was the same online screening conducted for experiment 1 of study 

1 presented in Chapter 2. The minimum age was 18 and the maximum was 53, M age = 

21.22, SD = 4.13. Ninety-eight were male (23.4%) and 320 females (76.5 %). There 

was no difference in age between the males and females; F(1,417) 3.39, p = .066. 

They were screened using four on-line measures and were invited to have their names 

included in a lottery for a prize of £100. 

In Phase 2, 61 participants were recruited who had consented to be contacted 

about further lab-based research, and who scored in the upper third (scores equal or 

greater than 34, N = 31) or lower third (scores equal to or less than 27, N = 30) of the 

distribution of scores on the revised Launay-Slade Hallucination Scale (LSHS-R; 
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Bentall & Slade, 1985b); none had participated in the previous experiment. The 

minimum age was 18 and the maximum was 35, (M age = 20.20 and SD = 3.39). Seven 

were male (11.5%) and 54 females (88.5%). There was no difference between the 

high and low hallucination-proneness participants for age, t(1, 59) = 1.39, p = .89, but 

there was a difference regarding gender composition χ2(1, N= 61) = 36.21, p < .001, 

reflecting the gender bias in those completing the initial questionnaires. Regarding the 

screening for the auditory and visual impairments in each of the two experiments, we 

asked each participants before performing either experiment if they have any hearing 

or sight problems: for the auditory task all the 61 students did not report hearing 

deficits. However, one female student reported a sight problem where she could not 

see small objects and this led us to drop her from the study. All the participants were 

native English-speakers, and they received a sum of £8 for their participation. 

Bentall and Slade (1985) obtained significant differences between participants 

using just 10 high LSHS-scoring and 10 low LSHS-scoring participants per group, 

with an effect size of 1.53 for beta scores. However, in Brockwell et al’s (2013) meta-

analysis, the mean effect size for comparing low and high hallucination-prone 

students was 0.80 over 9 studies. Using this last value, G*power software estimates 

that a minimum sample size of 21 per group is required to detect a group difference at 

p < .05. There were no missing values. 

3.3.2 Measures and procedure  

3.3.2.1 The revised Launay-Slade Hallucination Scale (LSHS-R; Bentall & 

Slade, 1985b), the LSHS-R is a self-report scale of hallucination-proneness 

comprising 12 statements describing clinical as well as sub-clinical forms of auditory 

and visual hallucination (e.g. ‘I often hear a voice speaking my thoughts aloud’, ‘On 
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occasions I have seen a person’s face in front of me when no one was in fact there’). 

Participants are asked to rate the degree to which the content of each item applies to 

them, by ticking boxes labelled: ‘certainly applies’, ‘possibly applies’, ‘unsure’, 

‘possibly does not apply’ and ‘certainly does not apply’, with scores ranging from 0 to 

60 (Bentall & Slade, 1985b). Higher LSHS-R scores represent increased proneness 

and vulnerability for experiencing hallucinations. In a study by Varese et al. (2011), 

the LSHS-R was found to have a good internal consistency (α = .82). Within the 

larger sample of 418 α = .78, and in the targeted 61 students α = .84. 

In addition to the LSHS-R scale, we included the Persecution and 

Deservedness Scale (PaDS; Melo, Corcoran, Shryane, & Bentall, 2009) the 

Dissociative Experience Scale (DES-II; Carlson & Putnam, 1993) and the Inventory 

of Suggestibility (IoS; Ordi & Miguel-Tobal, 1999) in the Phase 1 online survey. 

These scales were used for other purposes. 

3.3.2.2 Auditory Signal Detection Task (SDT) (Barkus et al., 2007). 

Participants in both groups were asked to perform two identical runs of an auditory 

signal detection task developed by Barkus, Stirling, Hopkins, McKIE, and Lewis 

(2007) and used in subsequent studies (e.g., Varese et al., 2011, 2012). The task 

consisted of an 8-min block of sixty 8-s trials. Each trial consisted of a 5-s burst of 

white noise followed by 3-s of silence. During 60% of the trails, a 1-s voice is present 

in the middle second of the white noise. A third of the time the voice is clearly 

audible; in the remaining trials the voice is harder to detect. Stimuli were present 

through stereo headphones. After each burst of white noise, participants were 

requested to indicate whether they perceived a voice by pressing mouse buttons 

labelled ‘yes’ or ‘no’ using their preferred hand (Barkus et al., 2007). A two-minute 

practice run was provided. Within the framework of this task, participants’ responses 
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can be classified as: hits (positive response when the signal is present), false alarms 

(positive responses when the signal is absent), misses (negative responses when the 

signal is present) and correct rejections (negative responses when the signal is absent). 

From the relationship between hits and false alarms, signal detection analysis 

measures of perceptual sensitivity d` and response bias ‘β’ can be obtained. A d` 

value of zero indicates a complete inability to distinguish between signals and 

background noise, whereas higher d` scores indicate better ability to detect true 

signals. Any β score lower than 1 suggests a bias towards the detection of signals 

when no signal is present, whereas scores equal to 1 indicate no response bias. 

 3.3.2.3 Visual SDT task. This task was developed specifically for this study, 

and was a visual analogue of the auditory task developed by Barkus et al. (2007). It 

was created using PsychoPy software and involved images presented behind a moving 

dot mask. 

 The dot mask was a 15 x15 deg square field in the centre of the screen with 

26850 individual dots, drawn with the dotPatch function in PsychoPy, and was the 

same on every trial. Dot size was set to 3-pixel radius, speed 1 screen per second, all 

dots moved vertically downwards, with 100% coherence (all dots were signal dots). 

Dot life was very short at just 5 frames and, as they went off the edge of the stimulus, 

the dots were replaced randomly in the stimulus field. These parameters created no 

sense of coherent motion; because there were so many dots, the motion often created 

overlap and occlusions, partially revealing and concealing the image behind. 

The task was presented on a laptop computer and consisted of one 8-minute 

block, comprising 60 trials; each is 8-s long. On each, the dot mask was presented for 

5-s, followed by a clear screen. The objects, consisting of random non-coloured 

shapes (e.g., key, comb, bicycle, etc.) appeared in the centre of the fuzzy screen for 
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one second on 60% of the trials. On a third of these trials, the object was designed to 

be easy to detect, while the rest these trials were designed to be more difficult. 

Difficulty level was set by altering the opacity of the J Peg image behind the noise dot 

mask. This was set at either 0.74 (easy condition) or 0.42 (hard condition), where the 

scale goes from 0 (invisible) to 1.  

The participants’ job was to try and work out when the object was present and 

when it was not, by responding with presses on keys 1 and 2 of the computer 

keyboard. A two-minute practice run was provided, and then participants were asked 

to complete two runs. The same four measures – as in the auditory SDT – were 

obtained: hits (positive responses given when the voice was present), false alarms 

(positive responses given when the voice was absent), misses (negative responses 

when the voice was present) and correct rejections (negative responses when the voice 

was absent) allowing measures of perceptual sensitivity (d’) and response bias (β) to 

be calculated.  

The presentation of tasks (auditory and visual) was counterbalanced, so that 

half the participants in each group received both runs of the auditory task first while 

the rest received both runs of the visual task first. The two runs of each task allowed 

us to examine practice effects. This study was approved by IPHS Research Ethics 

Committee, at University of Liverpool; reference no. IPHS-1213-L13-074.  

3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Between-group differences in auditory and visual signal detection (SDT) 

All 61 participants completed the experiment. There was no difference in age 

between the high and low hallucination proneness groups, F(1, 59) = .02, p = .89. The 
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two groups were also equivalent in terms of gender composition χ2(1, N= 61) =.126, p 

= .722. 

 A four-way mixed-model ANOVA was conducted on the β scores with two 

between subject factors (hallucination group and order of visual vs auditory trials 

first) and two within-subject factors (auditory vs visual tasks and first vs second run). 

There was a main effect for hallucination group F(1, 56) = 58.18, p < .001, partial η2 

= .51, which was explained by the hallucination-prone participants having lower β 

scores than the non-hallucination-prone participants across both modalities (see Table 

3.1). The main effect for modality was also significant F(1, 56) = 9.85, p < .05, partial 

η2 = .15, as all participants showed lower β scores for the auditory compared to the 

visual trials. The main effect for run 1 vs run 2 was also significant F(1, 56) = 13.32, 

p = .001, partial η2 = .19, indicating a practice effect in which all participants became 

more conservative on the second trial in each modality. 

 

Table 3.1  

Descriptive statistics of β scores for the two tasks in the two Groups. 

 

Groups                            

Visual task  Auditory task 

1st run 2nd run 1st run 2nd run 

Low 

LSHS 

M 0.75 0.73 0.51 0.68 

SD 0.26 0.26 0.21 0.30 

N 30 30 30 30 

High 

LSHS 

M 0.25 0.36 0.20 0.28 

SD 0.22 0.20 0.29 0.36 

N 30 30 30 30 

Note: β = response bias 
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 All interactions were non-significant with the exception of a difficult-to-interpret 

three way interaction between hallucination group, visual vs auditory tasks and first 

vs second run F(1, 56) = 8.57, p < .05, partial η2 = .13. When each groups’ 

performance on the two runs of the visual SDT were compared, for the low 

hallucination-prone students there was no significant difference between the two runs 

of the visual task, t(29) = 0.41, p = .69, whereas, their performance on the auditory 

task became significantly more conservative, t(29) = -3.25, p < .05. On the other 

hand, the high hallucination proneness students became more conservative across the 

two runs of both tasks, t(29) = -3.73, p = .001, t(30) = -2.04, p = .05 for auditory and 

visual tasks respectively.  

 A similar analysis was carried out on the perceptual sensitivity data. On this 

measure, unexpectedly, there was a main effect for group F(1, 56) = 14.0, p < .001, 

partial η2 = .31, accounted by the hallucination-prone students showing lower 

sensitivity than the non-prone students (see Table 3.2). 

 

Table 3.2  

Descriptive statistics of d’-prime scores for the two tasks in the two Groups. 

 

Groups                

Visual task  Auditory task 

1st run 2nd run 1st run 2nd run 

Low 

LSHS 

M 1.96 2.1 1.65 1.96 

SD 0.57 0.49 0.36 0.36 

N 30 30 30 30 

High 

LSHS 

M 1.28 1.48 1.36 1.60 

SD 0.75 0.60 0.48 0.28 

N 30 30 30 30 

 Note: d’ = perceptual sensitivity 
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 There was also a main effect for run F(1, 56) = 28.60, p < .001, partial η2 = 

.34, indicating greater sensitivity on the second compared to the first run of each task, 

and that participants’ capacity to detect signals in the noise generally increased over 

the course of both tasks. The main effect for auditory vs visual tasks was not 

significant. The only significant interaction was between order of trials and 

hallucination group F(1, 56) = 4.28, p < .05, partial η2 = .08. However, the confidence 

intervals for non-prone participants (auditory first: 1.69 – 2.07, visual first: 1.74 - 

2.13) and the high hallucination-prone students (auditory first: 1.28 – 1.66, visual 

first: 1.19 – 1.57) indicated that the within group differences due to order were not 

significant. 

3.4.2 Correlational analyses of response bias and perceptual sensitivity scores on the 

auditory and visual SDTs 

With respect to the second hypothesis; Pearson’s correlation analyses were 

carried out on the data, as presented in Table 3.3. All the four variables were 

positively and strongly associated with each other when all participants were 

considered. When within-group correlations were calculated, the correlations were 

generally much lower, and very few were significant. 

3.4.3 Modality-specific effects? 

It is possible that only people with visual hallucinatory impairments will be 

impaired on the visual SDT task and only those with auditory hallucinations will be 

impaired on the auditory task. However, the LSHS is a general measure of disposition 

towards hallucinations, with only one visually-specific item (item 9, “On occasions I 

have seen a person’s face in front of me when no one was in fact there), several 

auditory-verbal items (e.g., item 8, “In the past I have had the experience of hearing a 

person’s voice and then found that no one was there” and item 12, “I have been 
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troubled by hearing voices in my head”) with the remaining items being non-specific 

for modality (e.g. item 4, “Sometimes a passing thought will seem so real that it 

frightens me”).  

To try and address the relationships between the two SDT tasks and specific 

hallucinatory dispositions we therefore factor-analysed the LSHS-R, using the data 

from the 418 students in phase 1, whose scores ranged from 14 to 51 (mean score = 

30.59, SD = 7.98). Principal Component Analysis (PCA) with an oblique rotation 

(Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization) was carried out, repeating a previous analysis by 

Waters, Badcock, and Maybery (2003). All factors with eigenvalues greater than one 

were retained and compared to decide the number of factors. On this basis, four 

factors accounting for 62.05% of the variance were found. The rotated factor loadings 

above .30 for the four-factor solution are shown in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.3  

Correlation m
atrix of signal detection variables. 
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Table 3.4  

Four-factor O
blim

in solution show
ing item

 loadings above 0.30 on the LSH
S-R. 

LSH
S-R

 Item
s 

Factor I 
Factor II 

Factor III 
Factor IV
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es a passing thought w

ill seem
 so real that it frightens m

e 
0.87 

 
 

 

6. The people in m
y daydream

s seem
 so true to life that som

etim
es I think that 

they are 
0.75 

 
 

 

3. Som
etim

es m
y thoughts seem

 as real as actual events in m
y life 

0.73 
 

 
 

1. N
o m

atter how
 hard I try to concentrate, unrelated thoughts alw

ays creep into 
m

y m
ind 

0.56 
 

 
 

11. In the past, I have heard the voice of G
od speaking to m

e 
 

0.85 
 

 

10. I have heard the voice of the D
evil 

 
0.84 

 
 

2. In m
y daydream

s I can hear the sound of a tune alm
ost as clearly as if I w

ere 
actually listening to it 

 
 

0.90 
 

5. The sounds I hear in m
y daydream

s are generally clear and distinct 
 

 
0.84 

 

7. I often hear a voice speaking m
y thoughts aloud 

 
 

0.54 
 

8. In the past, I have had the experience of hearing a person’s voice and then 
found that no one w

as there 

 
 

 
-0.83 

9. O
n occasions, I have seen a person’s face in front of m

e w
hen no-one w

as in 
fact there 

 
 

 
-0.81 

12. I have been troubled by hearing voices in m
y head  

 
0.36 

 
-0.43 
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The first factor, which accounted for 30.27% of the variance (items 4, 6, 3, 

and 1) contained items about thoughts and daydreams. The second factor accounted 

for 13.14% of the variance and included two items (11 and 10) that refer to religious 

themes. The third and fourth factors accounted for 9.69% and 8.96% of the variance 

respectively and refer to the clarity of voices heard (items 2, 5 and 7) and auditory and 

visual hallucinatory experiences (items 8, 9 and 12). Of note, item 12 loaded on 

Factor II but more strongly on Factor IV. This result was slightly different from that 

obtained by Waters et al. (2003), who found three factors corresponding to our 

Factors number I, II and IV; items 2 and 5 from the present Factor III were included 

in their first factor and item 7 was included in their third factor. 

 
 

Table 3.5  

Correlational analyses between auditory/visual LSHS-R and auditory/visual SDT 

tasks. 

 
LSHS-R Aud-H items Vis-H item 

SDTs parameters  

Aud- β -.41 (p ≤ .001) -.14 

Aud- d’ -.30 (p < .05) -.11 

Vis- β -.48 (p < .001) -.31 (p < .05) 

Vis- d’ -.38 (p < .01) -.20 

Note: Aud-H= auditory hallucination, Vis-H= visual hallucination 

 

Given this factor structure, it was decided to examine the relationships 

between the two auditory items and the one visual item in Factor IV. The auditory 
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STD β scores was correlated with the auditory items (8, 12) but not with the visual 

item (9); the same was for the auditory STD d’ scores. However, the visual STD β 

scores were correlated with both auditory and visual items of the LSHS-R. 

Surprisingly, the visual STD d’ scores were correlated with the auditory items of the 

LSHS-R but not with the visual item (see Table 3.5). 

3.5 Discussion 

The present study investigated the difference between hallucination-prone students 

and students who are not prone to hallucination on both auditory and visual SDT 

tasks. The groups scored differently on β on both tasks. This result for the auditory 

task replicates the results of previous studies with both clinical (Varese et al., 2012; 

Vercammen, De Haan, & Aleman, 2008) and non-clinical samples (Barkus et al., 

2007; Bentall & Slade, 1985a; Rankin & O’Carroll, 1995; Varese et al., 2011). Hence, 

the present findings are consistent with previous experimental data indicating that 

externalization bias plays a role in hallucinations (Brookwell et al., 2013). 

However, this study also found a difference between the groups on d’ scores, 

indicating that the highly hallucination-prone group were impaired relative to the 

control group in their accuracy to detect the signals on both auditory and visual tasks. 

Although most previous studies have not found differences in perceptual sensitivity 

between hallucination-prone and non-prone individuals, McKague et al., (2012) 

reported a marginally significant effect of high hallucination-prone group on the item 

memory sensitivity (d`) score, reflecting a propensity to be slightly less accurate than 

low hallucination-prone group. Nonetheless, our finding for d’ is inconsistent with 

other studies which have used auditory SDT tasks and found no difference between 

high and low hallucination-prone subjects on perceptual sensitivity (Barkus et al., 
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2007; Bentall & Slade, 1985a; Rankin & O’Carroll, 1995; Varese et al., 2011, 2012). 

One possible explanation for this inconsistency might be that, in this first attempt to 

examine reality discrimination ability in both visual and auditory modalities using 

SDT, the four runs undertaken by the participants (as opposed to two runs in most 

previous studies) afforded greater opportunity to detect sensitivity differences. 

The primary aim of the present study was to determine whether the reality 

discrimination abnormality of hallucination-prone individuals is restricted to the 

auditory modality. In previous experimental studies, no STD comparisons have been 

made between different modalities and, hence, we believe that this is the first study to 

attempt to answer this question. As both visual and auditory reality discrimination 

were impaired in the hallucination-prone group, the findings from simple group 

comparisons seem to suggest that this impairment is not modality specific, raising the 

possibility of a common mechanism. This might be because, as Henckel et al. (2001) 

suggest, the experience of externalized events in one modality may provoke 

externalized experiences in another (for example, as might be the case when a 

hallucinating patient hears a voice and sees a disembodied image of the person 

speaking) or because common factors influence source monitoring judgments in the 

two modalities. 

However, in contrast to our group comparisons, the findings from our 

correlational analyses were ambiguous but suggest a more complex picture. Although 

robust correlations were observed between the response bias (β) and perceptual 

sensitivity (d’) scores in both tasks, it should be remembered that we sampled 

individuals who were either high or low in hallucination proneness, rather than across 

the spectrum. When within-group correlations between visual and auditory task 
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performance were calculated these were generally of lower magnitude than the 

correlations observed when all of the participants were considered together.  

Moreover, when we attempted to examine the relationships between signal 

detection and scores on particular items of the LSHS-R pertaining to auditory and 

visual experiences, we found that the auditory items correlated with scores on both 

SDT tasks but the single visual item correlated with β scores on the visual task only. 

A possible interpretation is that auditory hallucinatory experiences reflect a more 

severe form of psychopathology than visual hallucinatory experiences, but this 

interpretation must be considered highly tentative because of the very limited existing 

information about modality-specific hallucinations experiences available. A priority 

for further research should therefore be to repeat this study with suitable measures. 

Aside from this problem, this study had some further methodological 

limitations that should be mentioned. Firstly, the participants used in this investigation 

were students selected according to their scores on questionnaires rather than 

psychiatric patients. However, previous studies have found similar SDT effects in 

hallucinating patients and hallucination-prone non-patients (e.g., Brookwell et al., 

2013). A further limitation is the fact that the participants were not administered a 

general measure of cognitive functioning (e.g. IQ), which might, in principle affect 

SDT performance. However, because our participants were university students, it is 

unlikely that group differences in general cognitive function could have affected the 

results. Finally, The sample was relatively modest in size (although adequately 

powered), and based on a convenience sample that allows the possibility of a bias in 

referral to the study and limiting the generalizability and statistical power of the 

findings. The skew towards female participants may also limit the generalizability of 

the findings to the populations. 
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The main implication of the present findings is that both researchers and 

clinicians should pay more attention to non-auditory hallucinatory experiences. 

Exploring these using experimental measures which are analogous to those used to 

study auditory hallucinations may well shed more light on the mechanisms 

responsible for positive symptoms. If hallucination-proneness is associated with a 

modality non-specific impairment, this would explain why many (but not all) patients 

who experience auditory hallucinations also experience visual hallucinations and, 

moreover, that the two types of hallucinatory experiences often occur at the same time 

(Oorschot et al., 2012). Such a common mechanism might be restricted to the domain 

of reality discrimination but might also be more general, for example a failure in 

Bayesian updating as proposed by Fletcher and Frith (2009). As already noted, in 

future studies it might be fruitful to compare patients who experience hallucinations 

exclusively in each modality (although this may be difficult for exclusively visual 

hallucinations, which may be very rare) as well as patients who experience 

hallucinations in both modalities, and to include more general measures of cognitive 

functioning. 

In the clinical context, it seems likely that visual hallucinations are under-

recognised and that clinicians need to direct more effort towards assessing them 

systematically and considering their consequences for wellbeing. If auditory and 

visual hallucinations share a common mechanism regarding response bias, further 

research will be required to better characterise the common underlying cognitive 

abnormality. It is possible that improved cross-modal source monitoring could be 

promoted by metacognitive training (MCT), which aims to help patients to bring their 

metacognitive limitations to their attention and to critically reflect on their current 

problem solving and to enhance their metacognitive efficiency (Aghotor, Pfueller, 
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Moritz, Weisbrod, & Roesch-Ely, 2010). There is evidence that, in psychotic patients, 

hasty decision-making can be reduced by a brief reasoning training based on MCT 

(Ross, Freeman, Dunn, & Garety, 2011). 
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Chapter 4 

 

 

Suggestibility and reality discrimination biases in Saudi hallucinating patients 
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4.1 Abstract 

Introduction: Auditory hallucinations are associated with reality 

discrimination biases and suggestibility. However, the majority of research on these 

phenomena has been from the English-speaking world. We examine the extent to 

which suggestions influence performance on a signal detection task in hallucinating 

patients and non-hallucinating patients in the Middle East (i.e., Saudi Arabia). 

Methods: 72 hallucinating and non-hallucinating psychotic patients were interviewed 

twice and completed a set of seven assessments, including The Positive and Negative 

Syndrome Scales, The Inventory of Suggestibility and the Beck Depression 

Inventory-II. Prior to performing an auditory signal detection task, expectations were 

experimentally manipulated by instructions pertaining to the number of expected 

targets presented in the task (no suggestion vs high suggestion vs no voices 

suggestion). 

Results: Consistent with previous research, hallucinating patients showed a higher 

bias towards detecting signals. We also found that hallucinating patients were more 

reactive to the high suggestion condition than the non-hallucinating controls. 

Conclusion: Source monitoring bias seems to be cross-culturally valid. Suggestions 

also seems to affect source monitoring judgments, and this effect may be greater in 

those who currently experiencing hallucinations. 
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4.2 Introduction 

4.2.1 Hallucinations and Cultural context 

Hallucinations have been defined as perception-like experiences that occur in 

the absence of an appropriate stimulus, have the full force or impact of the 

corresponding actual (real) perceptions and are not amenable to direct and voluntary 

control by the experiencer (Slade & Bentall, 1988). They can happen in any sensory 

modality (APA, 2013). They are frequently reported by patients with diagnoses in the 

schizophrenia spectrum (Bentall, 1990), and also by patients with other diagnoses 

such as bipolar disorder (Baethge et al., 2005). In clinical samples, these experiences 

are most often in the auditory modality and often cause considerable distress (Blom & 

Sommer, 2010; Ratcliff, Farhall, & Shawyer, 2011). When hallucinations take the 

form of commands, whether or not they are obeyed depends, not only on the nature of 

its commands, but on beliefs about the voices, with obedience more likely if the voice 

is believed to be benevolent, authoritative, or uncontrollable (Beck-Sander, 

Birchwood, & Chadwick, 1997). The extent to which individuals feel subordinate to 

their voices appears to be closely related to the extent to which they feel subordinate 

in relationships in real life (Birchwood, Meaden, Trower, Gilbert, & Plaistow, 2000). 

Severe psychotic complaints have been documented across cultures, with 

similar types of symptoms (Jablensky et al., 1992), although there is growing 

awareness that culture might shape the meaning, content, and perhaps the severity of 

these symptoms (Larøi et al., 2014; Murphy, 1976). Al-Issa (1995) proposed that 

Euro-American culture inhibits hallucinatory experiences because shared cultural 

values emphasize the struggle to clarify and distinguish whether a particular 

experience is real or imaginary, with the consequence that the failure to make this 
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distinction is considered highly pathological. Differences in cultural background may 

also affect the expression of hallucination in patients. For example, Azhar, Varma, 

and Hakim (1993) examined phenomenological differences in hallucinations between 

schizophrenia patients recruited from west (Penang, where most people are Chinese) 

and east (Kota Bharu, where most people are Malay) regions of Malaysia, a country in 

which culture is relatively varied. Results indicated that cultural beliefs can be more 

important than ethnicity and religion in influencing the symptoms of the illness. For 

example, Kelantan Malay patients had sometimes heard voices attributed to God 

(37%) whereas none of the Kelantan Chinese patients did. 

Few studies, however, have been conducted with patients from Saudi Arabia, 

where visual and auditory hallucinations are commonly reported and content is related 

to cultural background (e.g., Zarrouk, 1975). Kent and Wahass (1996) studied the 

characteristics and content of auditory hallucinations reported by schizophrenia 

patients from Britain and from Saudi Arabia. Most Saudi patients reported that their 

voices involved religious and superstitious themes, while the British patients were 

most likely to report the giving of instructions. A related study revealed that coping 

mechanisms were also affected by cultural background. Saudi patients were most 

likely to use religious behaviours to cope with their voices (43% engaged in prayer or 

read the Holy Book, the “Quran”, only 3% of UK patients reported comparable 

activities). British patients were more likely to use distraction (42% vs. 5% for 

Saudis) and to engage in physical activities (61% vs. 14%), suggesting that culture-

compatible therapeutic strategies need to be employed in order to help patients in non-

European cultures (Wahaas & Kent, 1997). 
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4.2.2 Source monitoring 

Research over the past three decades has converged on the hypothesis that 

hallucinations occur when individuals fail to discriminate between internally-

generated mental events and external stimuli (Bentall, 1990). Evidence for this source 

monitoring account has been obtained using a variety of experimental paradigms, 

including memory source monitoring, self-monitoring (in which individuals are asked 

to discriminate between their own speech and substituted speech from others) and also 

signal detection paradigms (for a review, see Ditman & Kuperberg, 2005). The result 

showed that patients who are experiencing hallucinations, or healthy participants with 

high hallucination predisposition, are impaired in their ability to distinguish between 

real and imaginary events, and specifically tend to misattribute internally generated 

cognitions to an external source (e.g. Beck & Rector, 2003; Bentall, Baker, & Havers, 

1991; Bentall & Slade, 1985; Choong, Hunter & Woodruff, 2007; Morrison, & 

Haddock, 1997; Rankin & O’Carroll, 1995; Varese, Barkus & Bentall, 2011, 2012; 

Vercammen, De Haan, & Aleman, 2008). These observations have been supported by 

a recent meta-analysis (Brookwell, Bentall, & Varese, 2013). 

Signal detection theory (SDT) has often been used to study the ability of 

individuals to detect stimuli against background noises (Bentall & Slade, 1985; 

Bentall & Varese, 2013). Most studies that have used this technique have found that 

hallucination and hallucination-proneness are associated with more response bias 

towards detecting signals but not with perceptual sensitivity impairment (e.g. 

Alganami, Varese, Wagstaff, & Bentall, 2017; Barkus, Stirling, Hopkins, McKie, & 

Lewis, 2007; Bentall & Slade, 1985; Rankin & O'Carrol, 1995; Varese et al., 2011, 

2012). This bias results in a tendency to present false alarms under the conditions of 

uncertainty (Bentall & Varese, 2013). 
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4.2.3. Suggestibility and hallucinatory experiences 

Several studies have shown that people who score high on questionnaire 

measures of hallucination-proneness also tend to score high on questionnaire 

measures of suggestibility (Alganami et al., 2017; Barkus et al., 2010; Merckelbach & 

van de Ven, 2001; van de Ven & Merckelbach, 2003; Young, Bentall, Slade & 

Dewey, 1987). A recent study by Terhune, Cardena and Lindgren (2011), also with 

student participants, reported that individuals who are highly dissociative and highly 

suggestible (to imaginative suggestions generally) were more responsive to 

hallucination suggestions. Some studies have also reported that, in some 

circumstances, actual suggestions can induce hallucinatory experiences. For example, 

some healthy people can be led to report hearing stimuli by simple suggestions such 

as “Close your eyes and listen to the record White Christmas” (Barber and Calverley, 

1964) and this effect is greater in patients with a history of hallucinations (Mintz & 

Alpert, 1972; Young et al., 1987) or who score highly on questionnaire measures of 

hallucination-proneness (Young et al., 1987).  

These studies have used direct or primary suggestions. However, a study by 

Haddock, Slade and Bentall (1995) also examined responses to suggestions in 

hallucinating patients, non-hallucinating patients and healthy controls. The study 

examined the verbal transformation effect (VTE), a phenomenon in which a word that 

is repeatedly presented to the individual (in this study, the nonsense word “tress”) is 

experienced as changing into other words (Warren, 1968); it has been suggested that a 

high number of transformations may be associated with hallucination proneness 

(Slade, 1976). Haddock et al. (1995) assessed the VTE under two conditions: one in 

which the hallucinating psychotic patients, non-hallucinating patients and healthy 

controls were accurately instructed that the word never changed, and the other in 
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which they were told that it would change. Hallucinating patients, compared to both 

the psychiatric and the healthy control groups, reported more transformations when 

there was the suggestion that the word would change but fewer transformations when 

it was suggested that they would not. Although interpreted as evidence that previously 

reported VTE abnormalities were the consequence of experimental demands, this 

finding indicates that hallucinating patients’ judgments about their own perceptions 

are highly sensitive to indirect suggestions. 

In our pervious study (Alganami et al., 2017) we investigated the effect of 

these kinds of suggestions on university students’ performance on a signal detection 

task (e.g., Bentall, & Slade, 1985; Varese et al., 2011, 2012). Our results showed that 

suggestibility as measured by Inventory of Suggestibility (IoS; Ordi & Miguel-Tobal, 

1999) was associated with hallucinations proneness as measured by LSHS-R in a 

correlational analysis. We also examined the influence of suggestion (with two 

conditions of high and low voices suggestions in Experiment 1; and three conditions 

of no suggestion vs high voices suggestion vs no voices suggestion in Experiment 2). 

We found a robust effect of suggestions on their response bias (β) scores on the signal 

detection task (SDT) which was observed in both experiments. Both high 

hallucination prone individuals and low hallucination prone controls produced lower 

response bias scores (implying a greater willingness to detect signals) following the 

high suggestion conditions in Experiment 1 and 2; in the second experiment (but not 

the first) we also found that highly hallucination prone students were more reactive to 

the high suggestion condition than the controls. Hence, source monitoring judgments 

appeared to be sensitive to suggestions, especially in those prone to hallucinate. 

Our primary aim in the present study was to investigate the effects of suggestion 

on source monitoring (SDT) in hallucinating psychotic patients, using the same 
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methods employed in our previous study (Chapter 2). Specifically, we hypothesised 

that 1) indirect suggestions would have an impact on response bias scores in both 

hallucinating and non-hallucinating psychotic patients, and 2) this impact would be 

more pronounced in hallucinating patients. A second aim was to examine the 

relationship between self-report measure of trait suggestibility (IoS), and 

hallucinations in the same sample. We hypothesised that 3) there would be a close 

association between suggestibility and hallucination reports and that this association 

would remain robust and significant even when controlling for symptom dimensions 

that frequently covary with hallucinations, namely paranoid ideation and/or 

depressive symptom. Given that this study was conducted with patients in Saudi 

Arabia, a final aim was to establish the cross-cultural validity of previous findings 

linking source monitoring, suggestibility and hallucinations. 

4.3 Method 

4.3.1 Patients 

           Seventy two inpatients with the diagnosis of schizophrenia spectrum took part. 

In Brockwell et al’s (2013) meta-analysis, the mean effect size for comparing 

hallucinating and non-hallucinating patients was 0.59 over 15 studies. Using this 

value, G*power software estimates that a between group comparison will have a 

power of 0.79 to detect a difference at p < .05. 

 Initially 101 patients who were approached, but 29 were not included in the 

study for one of the following reasons: unwillingness to take part, severely impaired 

communication skills or severe thought disorder, or discharge from the hospital before 

the completion of the experiment. They were recruited from the Mental Health 

Hospital in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. All were in receipt of antipsychotic medication. 
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Participants were aged between 18 - 60 years, M age = 36.09 and SD = 10.18; 47 (65%) 

were male and 25 female (35%). Most had a low level of educational attainment (i.e. 

39% had completed only elementary school and a further 38 % had completed 

secondary school). Diagnoses, assigned by the responsible clinicians using DSM-IV 

criteria, were obtained from the patients’ case notes. Sixty were diagnosed with 

schizophrenia (83%), 9 were diagnosed with schizoaffective disorder (13%), and 3 

were diagnosed with delusional disorder (4%). Thirty eight (53%) of the patients were 

hearing voices whereas thirty four (47%) were not during the week preceding the first 

of assessment. There was no difference between hallucinating and non-hallucinating 

patients for age, t(70) = .28, p = .78, or gender composition χ2(1, N= 72) =2.69, p = 

.10. Their scores on the subscales of PANSS revealed a difference on only the 

positive symptomology subscale, F(1,71) = 8.25, P < 01 (Table 4.1), whereas there 

was no differences on the other dimensions, or when excluding the hallucinatory item 

from the positive subscale (negative symptom, general psychopathology, positive 

symptom without hallucination item, F(1,71) = 3.95, 2.71, 2.60 respectively).  

 All potential patients were approached and informed about the study by 

someone involved in their care (e.g., their psychiatrist, psychologist or nurse). Patients 

judged to lack mental capacity to consent by their care team or by the researcher, and 

patients or for who Arabic was not their first language were excluded. Ethics approval 

for the study was obtained from the University of Liverpool Research Ethics Sub-

Committee, reference no: RETH000736 and from the hospital Committee of 

Scientific Research Ethics, reference no: H-02-J-002 (which is registered with the 

National Committee of Bio and Medical Ethics), Saudi Arabia. (Because the patients 

were from outside the UK, approval from an NHS Ethics Committee was 

inappropriate. The Saudi National Committee of Bio and Medical Ethics interviewed 
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the researcher to ensure the safety and right of the psychotic patients included in this 

research, and to determine that the research would not disrupt the provision of clinical 

services.)  

 

Table 4.1  

Mean and standard deviation of PANSS subscales for the two patients’ groups. 

 

PANSS 

Hallucinating 

(n = 38)  

Non- hallucinating 

(n = 34) 

Positive symptom 22.61 (3.78)** 19.85 (4.00) 

Negative symptom 21.68 (5.46) 19.12 (6.03) 

General psychopathology 46.34 (7.03) 43.56 (7.30) 

Positive symptom without 

hallucination 

17.34 (3.54) 18.76 (3.94) 

Note: ** = p < .01 

 

4.3.2 Measures 

2.2.1. The Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS: Kay, Opler, 

&Fiszbein, 1987) is a 30 item semi-structured interview of psychotic 

symptomatology, assessing three symptom dimensions: positive symptoms, negative 

symptoms, and general psychopathology. Each item is scored on a 7-point Likert 

scale ranging from ‘absent’ (1) to ‘extreme’ (7). Seven items assess positive 

symptoms, 7 items measure negative symptoms and 16 items test general 

psychopathology. PANSS has demonstrated good evidence of reliability, criterion-

related validity, and construct validity (Kay, Opler, & Lindenmayer, 1988), and 

Cronbach’s Alpha = .81 in our sample. 
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Training in the PANSS was provided to the first author by researchers at 

Liverpool University. The first author, who is bilingual Arabic-English, then 

administered the Structured Clinical Interview for PANSS in Arabic. 

2.2.2. The Inventory of Suggestibility (IoS; Ordi & Miguel-Tobal, 1999) is a 

22-item assessment of trait suggestibility, comprising four subscales including 

dreaming (e.g. ‘I dream about the things that occur to me or that I would like to 

experience’), absorption (e.g. ‘when I concentrate on something, I become absorbed’), 

emotional involvement (e.g. ‘I cry easily when I watch sentimental movies’), 

influencing of other (e.g. ‘other people´s opinions are very important to me’). Barkus, 

Stirling, and Cavill (2010) used an English translation of the scale with a sample of 

230 students and university staff and reported a total score α coefficient of .82. IoS 

questionnaire was included as a trait measure of suggestibility, and α = .92 in our 

sample. 

2.2.3. The Persecution subscale of the Persecution and Deservedness Scale 

(PaDSp; Melo, Corcoran, Shryane, & Bentall, 2009) is a 10-item self-report measure 

assessing persecutory beliefs (e.g., ‘‘I’m often suspicious of other people’s intentions 

towards me?’’), rated on a 5-point Likert scale (0 ‘‘certainly false’’ to 4 ‘‘certainly 

true’’). The α coefficient for the scale of .87 was reported by Varese et al. (2011), and 

α = .81 in our sample. 

2.2.4. The Beck Depression Inventory (BDI-II; Beck, Steer, & Brown, 1996) 

measures depressive symptoms and attitudes, with 21 items rated from 0 ‘none or 

minimal’ to 3 ‘severe’. The BDI-II has high internal consistency, with α =.93 (Beck et 

al., 1996) and α = .88 in our sample. 
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In addition to the PANSS, the IoS, the PaDS and the BDI-II we administrated 

the Dissociative Experience (DES-II; Carlson & Putnam, 1993); the Childhood 

Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ; Bernstein and Fink, 1998); and the Varieties of Inner 

Speech Questionnaire (VISQ; McCarthy-Jones & Fernyhough, 2011), but these data 

are not reported here.  

2.2.5. Signal detection task (SDT; Barkus et al., 2007), the task consists of one 

8-min block of sixty 8-s trials. Each consists of one 5-s burst of white noise followed 

by 3-s of silence. During 60% of trials, a 1-s voice is present during the white noise. A 

third of the time the voice is clearly audible; in the remaining trials the voices are 

harder to detect. Stimuli were present through stereo headphones. After each trial, 

participants were requested to indicate whether they perceived a voice by pressing 

mouse buttons labelled ‘yes’ or ‘no’ using their preferred hand (Barkus et al., 2007). 

A two-minute practice run was provided, and the participants were asked to perform 

three runs of the task with three different conditions of suggestions. 

We calculated estimates of perceptual sensitivity, d`, and response bias, β; a d` 

value of zero indicates a complete failure to distinguish between signals and 

background noise, whereas higher d` scores indicate better ability to detect true 

signals. Lower the β scores indicate a greater bias towards assuming that signals are 

present as reflected in higher rates of correct detections and false alarms (for more 

details refer to ‘Barkus et al., 2007’). 

4.3.3 Procedure and summary of design 

Back translation was used to ensure adequate translation of the research 

materials. The three questionnaires were translated into Arabic by the researcher 

whose first language is Arabic. They were then back translated into English by two 
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Saudi PhD psychology students, one studying in England, and the other in Canada. 

The back translated version was reviewed by Prof. Bentall, the researcher’s supervisor 

to identify potential difficulties; a few minor anomalies were noted and addressed by 

the researcher. The final Arabic version of the three scales were then checked by Dr. 

Arwa Arab (head of the Department of Psychology at King Abdu-Aziz University, 

who gained her PhD degree in child clinical psychology from the University of 

Southampton, England). Finally, the translated scales were piloted on 10 Saudi 

students to verify ease of comprehension. 

Patients with the diagnosis of schizophrenia spectrum disorder were divided 

into two subgroups according to whether or not they experienced auditory 

hallucinations in the week preceding assessment. The hallucinating patients group (n 

= 38) comprised patients who have reported auditory hallucinations on at least one 

occasion over the assessment period. The non-hallucinating patients group (n = 34) 

reported no hallucinations throughout the period. The investigation was planned 

across two sessions although some patients were able to complete it in one. 

In Session 1, the researcher interviewed the patient using PANSS (Kay et al., 

1987) to assess participants’ present mental state. Demographic information was 

collected and then participants completed the IoS, the DES-II and the VISQ. 

During Session 2 patients completed the BDI-II, the PaDS, and CTQ; there 

were no missing data for these measures. Finally they performed on the SDT, which 

was used to assess their source monitoring abilities with three different suggestion 

conditions based on the previous study by Alganami et al. (in press), (Experiment 2 in 

Chapter 2) as follows: 

No suggestion (baseline); participants were told that on this version of the task 

the voice would be present on some of occasions, but it will sometimes be very quiet.  
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High suggestion; on this version, participants were told that the voice would 

be present on 70% of occasions, but it will sometimes be very hard to hear. 

No voices suggestion; on this version of the task, participants were told that 

there would be no voice present, but some people occasionally think that they hear 

voices in these circumstances, which is perfectly normal. 

Hallucinating and non-hallucinating patients were assigned to all three 

conditions (no suggestion, ‘high number of voices’ and ‘no voices’), with the order of 

presentation counterbalanced for only the ‘high number of voices’ and the ‘no voices’ 

conditions (the no suggestion condition was always first). The session finished with 

debriefing the patient. 

4.4 Results 

4.4.1. Comparing groups on PANSSp3, IoS; PaDSp, and BDI-II in correlational 

analysis 

Prior to the main analyses the relationship between PANSSp3 (hallucinatory 

symptomology) and IoS was assessed while controlling for comorbid symptoms (i.e., 

Paranoia ‘PaDSp’ and depression ‘BDI-II’). The mean score of hallucinating patients 

on IoS scale was 40.66 (SD = 6.23), whereas the non-hallucinating patients’ mean 

score was 25.44 (SD = 9.84), which was a significant different “t(70) = 7.92, p < 

.001”. 

Hallucination scores were significantly and strongly associated with 

suggestibility when both PaDSp and BDI-II scores were controlled for (r = .72, p < 

.001) and when they were not (r = .70, p < .001). When PANSSp6 (persecution) and 

PANSSg6 (depression) were used also to control for symptoms comorbidity, the 

correlation between hallucination and suggestibility remained strong and significant (r 
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= .70). However, there was not any association between suggestibility and paranoia 

either when controlling for hallucination and depression (r = -.17, p = .173) or when 

not (r = -.09, p = .432). 

4.4.2 Group differences in signal detection and suggestion 

A mixed design ANOVA was conducted on β scores (response bias) (see Table 

4.2) using patient groups (hallucinating and non-hallucinating) and suggestion order 

(no-voice suggestion 1st vs. high suggestion 1st) as between-subject factors and 

conductions (no suggestion, high suggestion, no voices suggestion) as a within-

subject variable. Persecution scores (PaDSp) were used as covariates. 

PaDSp was not a significant covariate. There was a significant main effect of 

condition on β scores, F(2, 134) = 4.73, p < .05, partial η2= .07, indicating that the 

patients’ performances on the task changed due to the suggestions they have been 

given. A main effect of hallucination was found, F(1, 67) = 187.79, p < .001, partial 

η2= .74, indicating that hallucinating patients had significantly lower response bias 

scores than non-hallucinating patients. An interaction between suggestion conditions 

and hallucination was also found F(2, 134) = 24.14, p < .001, partial η2= .27, 

revealing that the suggestions had the predicted influence on the hallucinating 

patients’ performances more than non-hallucinating group. 

However, the effect of the suggestion order was not significant F(1, 67) = 

0.04, p = .851, partial η2= .00, and the interaction between suggestions order and 

hallucination was also non-significant F(1, 67) = 0.35, p = .557, partial η2= .01, 

(Figure 4.1). When the same analysis was carried out with PANSSp6 as the covariate 

the results were essentially the same.
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Table 4.2  

M
ean and confidence interval of β and d’ scores for the tw

o patients’ groups. 

 

Patients groups 

N
o suggestion  

H
igh suggestion 

N
o-voices suggestion 

Β 
d’ 

β 
d’ 

β 
d’ 

H
allucinating 

M
 

0.13 
1.20 

-0.01 
1.03 

0.27 
1.42 

95%
 C

I 
.086-.175 

1.070-1.337 
-.060-.040 

.866-1.188 
.226-.313 

1.313-1.531 

N
on-

hallucinating 

M
 

0.55 
1.73 

0.49 
1.81 

0.60 
1.68 

95%
 C

I 
.502-.596 

1.578-1.861 
.435-.540 

1.626-1.967 
.544-.636 

1.550-1.780 

Note: β = response bias, d’= perceptual sensitivity  
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Inspection of confidence intervals revealed that the hallucination group also 

differed from the non-hallucinating group on all conditions. For the non-hallucinating 

group, β scores differed between the no voice suggestion condition and no suggestion 

condition, and between the high voice suggestion condition and the no voice 

suggestion condition.  

 

Figure 4.1 

β scores with the association to hallucinations and suggestion conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When the same analysis using PaDS as a covariate was carried out on the d’ 

scores (perceptual sensitivity) (see Table 4.2) the main effect of suggestion was not 

significant, F(2, 134) =0.48, p =.619, partial η2= .01. However, an unexpected main 

effect of hallucination was found, F(1, 67) = 41,13, p < .001, partial η2= .38, 

indicating that hallucinating patients presented significantly lower perceptual 

sensitivity scores than non-hallucinating patients. The interaction between suggestion 

conditions and hallucination was significant, F(2, 134) = 12.85, p < .001, partial η2= 

.16, revealing that the suggestions had the different effects on the two groups across 
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the three conditions (see Figure 2). The effect of the suggestion order was not 

significant F(1, 67) = 2.19, P= .143, partial η2= .03, and the interaction between 

suggestions order and hallucination was also non-significant F(1, 67) = 0,35, p = .558, 

partial η2= .01. Again, similar results were obtained using PANSSp6 as the covariate. 

Inspection of confidence intervals revealed that, for the hallucinating group 

scores in the high suggestion condition was lower than no-voice suggestion, but it did 

not differ from the no suggestion condition. For the non-hallucinating group, d’ scores 

did not differ between all the three conditions. 

 

Figure 4.2  

d’ scores with the association to hallucinations and suggestion conditions. 
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Our data analyses revealed that trait suggestibility was strongly correlated with 

hallucination severity as measured by PANSS whether or not controlling for paranoia 

and depression. This result is consistent with analogue studies with healthy 

individuals by Alganami et al. (2017, Chapter 2) and Barkus et al. (2010). This 

finding seemed to be fairly specific to hallucinations, as no relationship was found 

between suggestibility and paranoia. 

 The groups’ performance differed on response bias, replicating other studies with 

both clinical non-clinical samples (see introduction and also meta-analysis by 

‘Brookwell et al., 2013’). However, they also differed on perceptual sensitivity. This 

finding replicates the findings in a UK sample reported in Study 2 (Chapter 3), but has 

not been found in most previous studies, including the first SDT study of 

hallucinating patients conducted by Bentall & Slade (1985). It is not obvious why this 

was the case; although there are clear cultural differences between the present Saudi 

sample and most samples collected elsewhere (mainly in Europe or North America) 

we had no expectation that these differences would affect sensitivity scores. It should 

be noted that there were no differences between conditions for sensitivity, indicating 

that the patients with voices had a general decrement in their ability to detect stimuli 

that was not affected by the suggestions received. All participants were in receipt of 

antipsychotic drugs so this is unlikely to be a factor. The groups were also well 

matched for symptoms other than hallucinations. 

 However, the primary aim of the present investigation was to determine whether 

the source monitoring performance of hallucinating patients was affected by 

suggestions. As expected, a robust effect of suggestions on SDT β scores was 

observed, resulting in different responses between the two groups. Although both of 

the groups showed evidence of some effects from the suggestions, these were greater 
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in the hallucinating group and only this group showed a clear difference between the 

no voice suggestion condition and the high voice suggestion condition; hence it seems 

that the hallucinating patients were especially responsive to the suggestion that a large 

number of voices would be present. Similar results were obtained by Alganami et al. 

(2017) in a previous analogue study, in which highly hallucination-prone students also 

responded more to a high voice suggestion condition in comparison with students low 

in hallucinatory predisposition. Importantly, in the present study, there was also no 

evidence that these effects were influenced by either paranoia as measured by PaDSp 

and PANSSp6 scores or the order of suggestion presentation. As a whole, therefore, 

the results appear to show that, whilst the kind of questionnaire self-report global 

suggestibility measures such as the IoS seem to correlate reliably with reports of 

hallucination in patient samples, the responses of hallucinating group to the 

administration of more specific suggestions involving perceptual and sensory 

alterations may vary according to the nature and direction of the suggested 

experiences. 

The findings support Bentall’s (1990) account of hallucinations, which argues 

that source-monitoring judgments in both hallucinating patients and ordinary people 

are influenced by a variety of contextual factors. One way of interpreting the results 

might be to argue that hallucination patients are more likely to respond to suggestions 

that most obviously concur with, or endorse, their self-reported predilections to ‘see 

and hear things that are not there’. In other words, relative to non-hallucinating 

psychotic patients, hallucinating group are more likely to be influenced by 

suggestions for positive hallucinations than negative hallucinations. This would fit 

with other studies that have shown an association between measures of hallucination 

proneness and suggestions that directly or indirectly encourage false positive 
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responses (for example, Merckelbach & van de Ven, 2001; van de Ven & 

Merckelbach, 2003; Young et al., 1987). Although Haddock et al. (1995) study using 

their VTE procedure would appear to be an exception – because hallucinating patients 

reported less transformation than non-hallucinating patients when they were told that 

there would be none – it is important to note that, in this study, no actual 

transformations occurred (hence, the hallucinating patients were not showing a 

negative hallucination effect but, instead, were responding more accurately than 

controls). 

To our knowledge, this is the first clinical study exploring the source 

monitoring abnormities in people with psychosis in Saudi Arabia, where the results 

were similar to those found elsewhere in terms of response bias but not for perceptual 

sensitivity. There are several important clinical and theoretical implications. In 

particular, the findings suggest that, at least with respect to response bias, the source 

monitoring approach to explaining hallucinations appears to be cross-culturally valid. 

Given that suggestions, and beliefs in general, appear to play a role in source 

monitoring judgments, it may be useful in the future to explore how cultural belief 

systems influence these processes and affect hallucinatory symptoms. 

This study, nevertheless, has some methodological limitations that should be 

mentioned. The main limitation is that the most psychotic people enrolled in this 

investigation had a relatively lower level of education that might conceivably have 

affected their understanding, knowledge of, and/or their willingness to perform, the 

computer task (SDT). However, the researcher worked hard to make sure that they 

understood the instructions and preformed the two-minute practice run prior to the 

main three runs of the task. Second, the sample employed was modest in size (72), 

consequently limiting the generalizability of the present study; the findings should 
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therefore be interpreted with caution and should be replicated in larger patient 

samples. Third, a further limitation is that our measure of hallucinations, the PANSS, 

measured only current experiences of hallucinations within the sample. Finally, the 

instruments used in this study had all been translated from English; we believe that 

the translations were conducted competently but it is possible that this may have had 

some effects on the results. 
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Chapter 5 

 

 

The relationship between childhood trauma and psychosis-proneness: A study of  

Saudi female undergraduates 
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5.1 Abstract 

 Background: Traumatic experiences are thought to be related to a range of mental 

health problems in childhood and, within the psychosis domain, especially 

hallucinations. However, studies of this association have been mainly conducted in the 

English-speaking world. The present study aimed to investigate the association between 

sexual abuse and hallucination proneness in Saudi students, and also to examine 

whether the effect of childhood trauma on hallucination-proneness is mediated by 

dissociative experiences. 

Methods: 131 university students twice completed a set of six questionnaires measuring 

hallucination proneness (LSHS-R), suggestibility (IoS), persecution and deservedness 

(PaDS), dissociative experiences (DES-II), childhood trauma (CTQ) and variety of 

inner speech (VISQ). 

Results: Childhood trauma was associated with both hallucination proneness and 

paranoia, but sexual abuse was associated with hallucination proneness and not with 

paranoia. Dissociation partially mediated the effect of childhood trauma on 

hallucination proneness.  

Conclusions: These results are consistent with dissociative accounts of the trauma-

hallucination association. 
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5.2 Introduction 

Recent research has challenged traditional understandings of psychosis in two 

ways. First, psychotic experiences appear to exist on dimensions with healthy 

functioning (Claridge, 1990), so that many people experience forms of subclinical 

psychotic states such as hallucinations and delusions (van Os, Hanssen, Bijl, & Ravelli, 

2000). One interpretation of these findings is that there is nonetheless a taxon of 

individuals who are at risk of psychosis, only some of whom develop psychotic 

symptoms (Meehl, 1989) but recent evidence from taxometric (Haslam, Holland & 

Kuppens, 2012) and other statistical methods (Bebbington et al., 2013), although not 

completely consistent, tends to support a fully-dimensional account.  

Second, research has shown that there are many social risk factors for psychosis, 

including economic disadvantage and exposure to urban environments in childhood, 

childhood traumas such as sexual abuse and other forms of maltreatment and adversity 

in adulthood (Beards et al., 2013; Bentall et al., 2014). In a recent meta-analysis review 

(Varese et al., 2012), childhood adversity was associated with substantially increased 

risk for psychosis in case-control studies (OR= 2.72; 95% CI = 1.90–3.88); population-

based cross-sectional studies (OR = 2.99; 95% CI = 2.12–4.20) and also in prospective 

and quasi-prospective studies (OR = 2.75; 95% CI = 2.17–3.47). The estimated 

population assigned risk was 33% (16%–47%). Trauma also seems to be associated 

with the persistence of psychotic experiences (Trotta, Murray, & Fisher, 2015) and 

there is evidence that the association is as strong for patients with an at-risk mental state 

for psychosis (Kraan, Velthorst, Smit, de Haan, & van der Gaag, 2015) and for 

individuals experiencing sub-clinical psychotic symptoms (DeRosse, Nitzburg, 

Kompancaril, & Malhotra, 2014).  
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There is controversy about the extent to which specific types of childhood 

trauma are associated with specific symptoms (Gibson, Alloy, & Ellman, 2016). When 

Varese et al. (2012) in their meta-analysis, considered particular kinds of trauma, they 

found that all the types of childhood adversities (e.g., sexual abuse, bullying and 

neglect) except early separation from parents were associated with psychosis-risk with 

an OR of 2.8. However, in a series of studies, Bentall and others found a particularly 

strong indication that childhood adversity is powerfully related to increased risk for 

psychosis (Bentall, Wickham, Shevlin, & Varese, 2012; Hammersely et al., 2003; 

Shevlin, McAnee, Bentall, & Murphy, 2015; Sitko, Bentall, Shevlin, & Sellwood, 

2014; Wickham & Bentall, 2016). However, using a different analytical approach, a 

Dutch research group has found no such specific associations (van Nierop  et al., 2014) 

and that trauma was associated with a combination of affective, anxiety and psychosis 

symptoms that cut across diagnostic boundaries (Nierop et al., 2016). 

One way in which this issue may be resolved is by focusing on specific 

mediating mechanisms that explain how childhood trauma leads to psychotic 

experiences. Dissociative experiences are a well-recognized consequence of childhood 

trauma, especially sexual abuse (Dalenberg et al., 2012) and it has been argued that 

dissociative tendencies processes may play an important role in psychosis (Anketell et 

al., 2010; Moskowitz & Corstens, 2008). Two recent studies by Perona-Garcelan et al. 

(2012) and Varese, Barkus, and Bental (2012) found that the association between 

childhood trauma and hallucination was mediated by dissociative experiences. 

Moreover, in an experience sampling study, Varese Udachina, Myin-Germeys, 

Oorschot, and Bentall (2011) found that, in daily life of psychotic patients, the onset of 

hallucinatory experiences was preceded by the onset of dissociative states. Thompson et 
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al. (2016) did not find that dissociation mediated the relationship between childhood 

sexual abuse and transition to psychosis inpatients with an at-risk mental state. 

Nearly all of the research on the relationship between trauma and psychosis to date 

has been conducted in European or North American cultural contexts. On exception is a 

study by Rajkumar (2015) who found high rates of trauma in a small sample of Indian 

patients with psychosis; in this sample, total trauma scores were elevated in the patients 

but relatively low levels of childhood sexual trauma were reported. We are aware of no 

studies from the Middle East that have addressed this issue. 

The primary purposes of this study were, therefore, to carry out a preliminary 

investigation of the relationship between childhood trauma and psychosis-risk in female 

Saudi students, but we were also concerned to investigate the reliability of relevant 

instruments when translated into Arabic as, without sufficient reliability, research on trauma 

and psychosis in the Saudi Arabia would not be possible. Our specific aims were therefore: 

(1) to carry out a preliminary analysis of the internal consistency and test-retest reliability of 

suitable scales after translation into Arabic; (2) to investigate whether the association between 

childhood trauma and especially CSA and hallucinations holds for women living in Saudi 

Arabia; (3) to investigate whether, in this sample, dissociation mediates the relationship 

between CSA and hallucinations. Given previous research indicating an association between 

suggestibility and psychosis (Alganami, Varese, Wagstaff, & Bentall, 2017; Barkus, Stirling, 

& Cavill, 2010) we also included a measure of suggestibility in our analyses. 

5.3 Method 

5.3.1 Participants 

175 university female students were recruited for this study from King Abdul-

Aziz University in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. The lack of a comparable male group was 
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due to cultural barriers preventing the female researcher from gaining access to male 

students. Only 131 students completed the questionnaires at the second time. The 

minimum age was 19 and the maximum was 28 (mean age = 21.41; SD = 1.70). Most 

participants were psychology students. Using G*power software, it was determined 

that a sample size of this magnitude and five predictor variables would be able to 

detect an effect size (R2) of just 0.1 with a power of 0.90. 

5.3.2 Measures 

5.3.2.1 The revised Launay-Slade Hallucination Scale (LSHS-R; Bentall & 

Slade, 1985) comprises 12 statements describing clinical (“I often hear a voice speaking 

my thoughts out aloud”) and sub-clinical (“The people in my daydreams seem to true to 

life that I sometimes think they are”) auditory and visual hallucinatory experiences, 

scored on 5-point Likert scales (anchors: “certainly does not apply to me” – “certainly 

applies to me”). Scores range from 12 to 60; higher scores represent increased 

proneness to hallucinations. The scale has excellent internal consistency (e.g. α = .82; 

Varese et al., 2011); α = .81 on first administration and = .83 on second administration 

in the present study. 

5.3.2.2 The Inventory of Suggestibility (IoS; Ordi & Miguel-Tobal, 1999) is a 

22-item assessment of trait suggestibility, comprising four subscales including 

dreaming (e.g. ‘I dream about the things that occur to me or that I would like to 

experience’), absorption (e.g. ‘when I concentrate on something, I become absorbed’), 

emotional involvement (e.g. ‘I cry easily when I watch sentimental movies’), 

influencing of other (e.g. ‘other people´s opinions are very important to me’). Barkus, 

et al., (2010) used an English translation of the scale with a sample of 230 students and 
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university staff and reported a total score α coefficient of .82; α = .85 on first 

administration and = .86 on second administration in the present study. 

5.3.2.3 The Persecution and Deservedness Scale (PaDS; Melo, Corcoran, 

Shryane, & Bentall, 2009) is a 10-item self-report measure. The persecution subscale 

includes statements with persecutory content (e.g., ‘‘I’m often suspicious of other 

people’s intentions towards me?’’), where subjects are required to rate on a 5-point 

Likert scale (0 ‘‘certainly false’’ to 4 ‘‘certainly true’’). The α coefficient for the scale 

of .87 was reported by Varese, Barkus, and Bentall (2011) For PaDSp, it was = .80 on 

first administration and = .81 on second administration in the present study.  

5.3.2.4 The Dissociative Experience Scale-II (DES-II; Carlson & Putnam, 

1993) is a 28-item, self-report measure assessing the frequency of clinical and non-

clinical dissociative phenomena, rated between 0 to100; Scores range from 0 to 2800. 

The scale has reported α coefficient of .95 (Bernstein et al., 1993); α = .92 on first 

administration and = .93 on second administration in the present study. 

5.3.2.5 The Childhood Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ; Bernstein and Fink, 1998) 

is a self-report scale consisting of 28 items; we used the modified version, which 

included 25 items extracted from the original (see Wright et al., 2001 for more details). 

It is designed to evaluate 5 types of childhood traumatic experiences (i.e., emotional, 

physical, and sexual abuses, emotional and physical neglects). Items on the CTQ are 

rated on 1 (never) to 5 (very often) likert scale. Scores range from 5 to 25 for each type 

of abuse. The CTQ has demonstrated excellent test-retest reliability with values ranging 

from .79 to .81 (Bernstein & Fink, 1998), and was =.89 on both the first and second 

administrations in the present study. 
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5.3.2.6 The quality of inner speech questionnaire (VISQ; McCarthy-Jones & 

Fernyhough, 2011) is a questionnaire consisting of 18 items addressing dialogic, 

condensed and evaluative/motivational properties of inner speech, in addition to the 

presence of other people’s voices in inner speech scale are rated on a 1 (Certainly does 

not apply to me) to 6 (Certainly applies to me) likert scale. Total cores range from 18 to 

108. . Each subscale has satisfactory internal reliability, and test re-test reliability. The 

α coefficient for the scale was .83 on first administration and = .85 on second 

administration in the present study. 

5.3.3 Method of translation 

The six chosen questionnaires were translated into Arabic by the researcher 

whose first language is Arabic. The scales were then back translated into English by 

two Saudi PhD psychology students, one studying in England, and the other in 

Canada. Before the final stage, the back translated version was minimally revised by 

Prof. Bentall, the researcher’s supervisor. The final Arabic version of the scales were 

checked by Dr. Arwa Arab (head of the Department of Psychology at King Abdu-

Aziz University, who gained her PhD degree in Child clinical psychology from the 

University of Southampton, England). Finally, the scales were piloted on 10 Saudi 

students to verify ease of comprehension.  

5.3.4 Procedure 

Lecturing staff at the Department of Psychology at Kind Abdu-Aziz 

University distributed the questionnaires to students, and provided time during their 

lectures for the scales to be completed. Each lecturer then distributed the 

questionnaires a second time between 2 and 3 weeks later. 44 students did not 
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complete the questionnaires a second time because they were absent from their 

classes. 

5.4 Results 

5.4.1 Reliability of measures 

Internal consistencies (Cronbach’s Alpha) for the six scales items were given 

in the measures section (above) and varied between .80 and .93. Correlational 

analyses also revealed a strong and significant correlation between first and second 

administrations of each scales/subscale total scores, ranging from r = .80 to r = .98 

(see Tables 5.1- 5.5). When a paired sample t-test was performed between time one 

and time two, no difference was found for the total scores of the six questionnaires 

expect a minor difference was found for LSHS-R (also shown in Tables 5.1- 5.5). For 

all subsequent analyses, scores averaged between the two test points were used. 

5.4.2 Correlational analyses 

LSHS-R and PaDSp scores were highly correlated, r = .44, p < .001. Total 

childhood trauma scores correlated with hallucination proneness, r = .46, p < .001, but 

less strongly with paranoia, r = .21, p < .05. Using the specific sexual abuse CSA 

scores, there was only an association with hallucination proneness, r = .49, p < .001 

and not with paranoia, r = .02, p = .78. Partial correlations between the trauma scores 

and hallucination proneness survived controlling for paranoia, r = .42, p < .001 for 

total scores and r = .54, p < .001 for CSA, but the associations between total trauma 

and paranoia did not survive controlling for hallucinations, whereas the association 

between CSA and paranoia did r = -.25, p < .01. 

Total trauma scores and sexual abuse scores correlated with IoS scores, r = 

.30, p < .001 and .29, p < .001 respectively, and even more strongly with DES-II 
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scores, r = .44, p < .01 and r = .33, p < .001, but only with the other people in inner 

speech subscale of the VISQ, r = .30, p < .001 and r = .28, p < .001; there were no 

associations between the trauma variables and the other VISQ scores. 

LSHS-R scores correlated with IoS scores, r = .54, p < .001, DES-II scores, r = 

.16, p < .001, VISQ inner dialogue scores, r = .46, p < .001, VISQ other people in 

inner speech, r = .60, p < .001 and VISQ motivational inner speech, r = .30, p < .001. 

These associations survived controlling for paranoia in the case of the IoS, r = .43, p < 

.001, DES-II, r = .52, p < .001, other people in inner speech, r = .52, p < .001 and 

motivational inner speech, r = .24, p < .00
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Table 5.1  
 

Correlational and t-test analyses of the Arabic version of the 6 questionnaires. 

Q
uestionnaires 

Tim
e one 

N
= 131 

Tim
e tw

o 

N
= 131 

r 
p 

t 
p 

LSH
S-R

 
M

= 29.52 (8.17) 
M

= 28.89 (7.87) 
.97 

< .001 
3.78 

< .001 

PaD
Sp 

M
= 14.73 (6.81) 

M
= 41.21 (6.67) 

.94 
< .001 

0.81 
= .418 

IoS 
M

= 40.97 (11.53) 
M

= 29.52 (8.17) 
.94 

< .001 
0.81 

= .417 

D
ES-II 

M
= 614.27 

(344.97) 

M
= 608.02 

(338.91) 

.98 
< .001 

0.99 
= .326 

C
TQ

 
M

= 41.10 (12.46) 
M

= 40.63 (11.65) 
.95 

< .001 
1.22 

= .224 

V
ISQ

 
M

= 59.18 (12.95) 
M

= 58.76 (13.14) 
.92 

< .001 
0.91 

= .367 

Note: LSH
S-R=

 the revised Launay-Slade H
allucination Scale, PaD

Sp= the persecution subscale of Persecution and 

D
eservedness Scale, IoS= Inventory of Suggestibility, D

ES-II= D
issociative Experience Scale, C

TQ
= C

hildhood Traum
a 

Q
uestionnaire, VISQ

= V
erity of Inner Speech Q

uestionnaire. 
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Table 5.2  

Correlational and t-test analyses of the IoS sub-scales. 

Sub-Scales 

of IoS 

Tim
e one 

Tim
e tw

o 
R

 
p 

T 
p 

D
ream

ing 
M

= 7.51 

(3.12) 

M
= 7.43 

(3.15) 

.85 
< .001 

0.56 
= .579 

A
bsorption 

M
= 9.24 

(2.40) 

M
= 9.01 

(2.23) 

.80 
< .001 

1.78 
= .077 

Em
otional 

involvem
ent 

M
= 8.59 

(3.70) 

M
= 8.28 

(3.58) 

.88 
< .001 

1.99 
< .05 

Influence by others 
M

= 8.22 

(3.18) 

M
= 8.65 

(3.10) 

.80 
< .001 

-2.47 
< .05 
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Table 5.3  

Correlational and t-test analyses of the D
ES-11 sub-scales. 

Sub-Scales 

of D
ES-II 

Tim
e one 

Tim
e tw

o 
r 

p 
t 

p 

A
bsorption 

M
= 289.85 

(142.03) 

M
= 283.36 

(133.58) 

.95 
< .001 

1.60 
= .112 

A
m

nesia 
M

= 127.41 

(109.90) 

M
= 125.42 

(104.16) 

.95 
< .001 

0.68 
= .498 

D
epersonalization 

M
= 75.19 

(75.65) 

M
= 77.86 

(79.73) 

.94 
< .001 

1.14 
= .255 
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Table 5.4  

Correlational and t-test analyses of the CTQ
 sub-scales. 

Sub-Scales 

of C
TQ

 

Tim
e one 

Tim
e tw

o 
R

 
p 

t 
p 

Physical abuse 
M

= 6.72 

(3.13) 

M
= 6.67 

(2.76) 

.90 
< .001 

0.38 
= .705 

Sexual abuse 
M

= 6.98 

(3.29) 

M
= 7.02 

(3.35) 

.98 
< .001 

-0.47 
= .639 

Em
otional abuse 

M
= 8.44 

(3.44) 

M
= 8.38 

(3.01) 

.90 
< .001 

0.47 
= .640 

Em
otional 

neglect 

M
= 10.43 

(4.20) 

M
= 10.40 

(4.14) 

.87 
< .001 

0.12 
= .902 

Physical neglect 
M

= 8.53 

(2.98) 

M
= 8.21 

(2.71) 

.81 
< .001 

2.10 
< .05 
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Table 5.5  

Correlational and t-test analyses of the VISQ
 sub-scales. 

Sub-Scales 

of V
ISQ

 

Tim
e one 

Tim
e tw

o 
r 

p 
t 

p 

D
ialog  

inner speech 

M
= 15.08 

(4.97) 

M
= 14.40 

(4.61) 

.88 
< .001 

3.25 
< .01 

C
ondensed  

inner speech 

M
= 15.53 

(3.71) 

M
= 15.64 

(3.79) 

.82 
< .001 

-0.58 
= .563 

O
ther-people  

in inner speech 

M
= 11.08 

(5.05) 

M
= 11.41 

(5.26) 

.87 
< .001 

-1.45 
= .150 

Evolutional/m
otivational 

inner speech 

M
= 17.49 

(4.48) 

M
= 17.31 

(4.29) 

.88 
< .001 

0.97 
= .335 
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Similar correlations were found for associations between paranoia and IoS 

scores, r = .41, p < .001, DES-II scores, r = .43, p < .001, and all of the VISQ 

subscales, maximum r = .37, p < .001, minimum r = .20, p < .05. However, 

controlling for LSHS-R scores, significant associations remained for both the IoS, r = 

.23, p < .01, and the DES-II, r = .22, p < .05, but for none of the VISQ variables. 

5.4.3 Regression analyses 

We tested regression models with LSHS-R scores as the dependent variable. 

Trauma scores were entered in a first step and then IoS, DES-II and other people in 

inner speech scores (VISQ-other people) and motivational inner speech (VSIQ-

motivation) were added to the model. At the first stage, trauma scores predicted LSHS-

R scores, F(1,130) = 34.16, p < .001, adjusted r2 = .20. Adding the psychological 

variables however improved the model significantly, Fchange(4,125) = 27.98, p < .001. 

The final model accounted for 58% of the variance in LSHS-R scores, F(5,130) = 

34,93, p < .001. The contribution of trauma fell from ß= .46, p < .001 in the first stage 

to ß = .20, p < .01 in the second stage. At the second stage, IoS scores, ß = .25, p < 

.001, DES-II scores, ß = .23, p < .01 and VISQ-other people scores, ß = .32, p < .001 

were all significant predictors, but not VISQ-motivation, ß = .09, p = .173. 

In the same analyses using sexual abuse scores as the predictor variable, 

comparable results were obtained. In the first stage, CSA predicted LSHS-R scores, 

F(1,130) = 41.50, p < .001, adjusted r2 = .24. Adding the psychological variables led to 

a significant improvement in the model, Fchange(4,125) = 29.12, p <.001, and a 

significant final model, F(5,130) = 38.93, p < .001, accounting for 59% of the variance. 

Between the first and second model, the association between CSA and LSHS-R scores 

dropped from ß = .49, p < .001 to ß = .26, p < .001, suggesting partial mediation by IoS 
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scores, ß = .24, p < .001, DES-II scores, ß = .24, p < .001, and other people in inner 

speech, ß = .31, p < .001, but not by motivational inner speech, ß = .07, p = .256. 

5.4.4 Mediation analysis 

We used PROCESS model 4 (Hayes, 2013) with 1,000 bootstrapped samples to 

formally test for mediation between total childhood trauma and LSHS-R scores, 

entering IoS, DES-II and VISQ-other scores as mediators and using PADSp scores as a 

covariate acting on both the mediators and the LSHS-R scores. The results, shown in 

Table 5.6, indicate evidence of partial mediation by all three of the mediators. When the 

analysis was repeated with CSA as the independent variable, the mediation effects were 

stronger. 
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Table 5.6  

Results from
 PRO

CESS m
ediation analyses (LCI =

 lower 95%
 confidence interval, U

CI =
 upper 95%

 confidence interval). 

 

V
ariables 

D
irect effect on LSH

S-R
 

Indirect effect on LSH
S-R

 

Effec

t 

SE 
t 

LC
I - U

C
I 

Effect 
Boot SE 

Boot LC
I - U

C
I 

C
TQ

 Total 
.12 

.04 
2.66 ** 

(.0296 -.2020) 
.14 

.03 
(.0804 -.2186) 

D
ES-II 

IoS 

V
ISQ

-other 

people 

 
.05 

.02 
(.0126 -.1063) 

.04 
.02 

(.0154 -.0767) 

.05 
.02 

(.0136 -.1030) 

C
SA

 Total 
.67 

.15 
4.50 *** 

(.3727 -.9587) 
.50 

.13 
(.2771 - .8020) 

D
ES-II 

IoS 

V
ISQ

-other 

people 

 
.16 

.08 
(.0425 -.3416) 

.15 
.06 

(.0536 -.2988) 

.20 
.08 

(.0790 -.4194) 

Note: SE=
 Standard Error, Boot= bootstrap, **p< 0.01, ***p<0.00
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5.5 Discussion 

Our findings on the internal consistency and reliability of the scales suggest that our 

translation procedures were successful, and that the scales can be used with an Arabic-

speaking population. The validity of the translated scales is suggested by the similar results 

obtained to those obtained from English-speaking samples. 

We found a strong relationship between hallucination proneness, paranoid ideation, 

suggestibility and dissociative experiences, as previously found with English-speaking 

student populations (e.g., Alganami et al., 2017; Barkus et al., 2010). With respect to the 

VISQ, the results are a bit more complex. McCarthy-Jones and Fernyhough (2011) found 

that only dialogic inner speech predicted auditory hallucination proneness as measured by 

the LSHS-R. However, de Sousa, Sellwood, Spray, Fernyhough, and Bentall (2016) found 

that actual hallucinatory experiences in a clinical sample were associated with other people 

in inner speech as found in the present study. 

Perhaps our most important finding was that hallucination proneness was strongly 

associated with childhood trauma, as found in studies conducted in the English speaking 

world, both with analogue samples (Morrison, & Petersen, 2003; Perona-Garcelán et al., 

2014; Varese et al, 2011) and also clinical samples (e.g., Perona-Garcelán et al., 2012; 

Varese et al., 2012). The present results therefore suggest that these associations are cross-

culturally valid and can be found in countries with very different social attitudes to those 

found in the English-speaking world.  

It is difficult to make precise comparisons between the rates of trauma reported in 

this sample of Saudi students, and other Saudi and non-Saudi samples. However, in a Saudi 

sample of nearly 17,000 adolescents aged between 15 and 19 the prevalence of various 

forms of childhood adversities in the year before the 2012 assessment ranged between 10% 
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(for sexual abuse) and 65% (for exposure to violence) (Al-Eissa et al., 2016). Greater rates 

of all types of abuse were found when children lived with only one parent in comparison 

with both, and rates for exposure to violence, psychological abuse and neglect were 

significantly greater for girls, whereas exposure to sexual abuse was greater for boys.  A 

British study of young people found that 7.2% of females aged 11-17 and 18.6% of females 

aged 18-24 reported childhood experiences of sexual victimization by any adult or peer that 

involved physical contact, varying from sexual touching to rape (Radford, Corral, Bradley, 

& Fisher, 2013). In the present sample of 131 young Saudi female university students, 35% 

reported sexual abuse, but, of course, in the majority of cases, this will reflect very low 

level of abuse. 

Generally, therefore, the present findings support recent accounts suggesting that the 

trauma-hallucinations link might be explained by dissociative experiences (Anketell et al., 

2010; Moskowitz & Corstens, 2008; Varese et al., 2012) and are consistent with 

epidemiological and cross-sectional studies which have reported a specific association 

between sexual abuse and hallucinations (Hammersley et al., 2003; Read & Argyle, 1999; 

Read, Agar, Argyle, & Aderhold., 2003; Read, Os, Morrison, & Ross, 2005; Shevlin, 

Dorahy, & Adamson, 2007; Varese et al., 2012). 

A difference from previous studies is that we included a quality of inner speech 

measure and also a measure of suggestibility in our meditational model. This was justified by 

previous findings that these variables were related to hallucinations (Barkus et al.; 2010; de 

Sousa et al., 2016) but also by our regression analyses that suggested that these variables 

independently predicted hallucination proneness. In fact, these psychological variables were 

moderately correlated in our sample (r2 = .288 - .531, all p < .001), raising the possibility that 

they were indices of a common underlying process. 
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Previous research has found that dissociation and suggestibility are multifaceted 

experiences, which are strongly related in most samples (e.g., Eisen & Carlson, 1998). The 

fact that the suggestibility and dissociation scores were strongly associated not only in this 

but also previous studies of hallucination proneness (Alganami et al., in press; Barkus et al., 

2010), suggests that they may tap common psychological processes. Indeed, both scales can 

be broken into subscales which, for both, include a subscale for absorption although, 

confusingly, the two absorption subscales were not highly correlated (r = .28 at time 1 and 

.30 at time two). In this context, it should be noted that the presence of other people in inner 

speech might also be thought to be a dissociative phenomenon, given classic accounts of 

dissociation as involving a division of consciousness (Hilgard, 1974). A major limitation of 

research in this area is that dissociation is defined purely in phenomenological terms; there is, 

at present, very little understanding of the neurocognitive processes involved and the present 

findings illustrate the need to develop such an understanding. 

Some methodological limitations of this study should be acknowledged. First, 

hallucination proneness, childhood trauma and other variables were assessed using 

retrospective self-report measures rather than a face to face interview, which might 

conceivably have undermined the validity of their responses. However, previous evidence 

from the English-speaking world suggests that reports of childhood trauma are generally 

accurate when compared to alternative sources of evidence, although when childhood victims 

of sexual abuse have been followed-up a tendency to under-report has been noted (Widom & 

reporting would have reduced the ability to of the study -; any such underMorris 1996, 1997)

detect significant associations. In the case of patients with psychosis, it has been shown  to

parties (sibs) and are stable at -that reports of abuse generally concord with those of third

up after recovery from psychotic symptoms (Fisher et al., 2011).-follow  
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The participating university students were reported by their lecturers to have filled in 

the six questionnaires with interest and enthusiasm. Of course, as the childhood trauma 

questionnaire (CTQ) asked about some very unpleasant experiences in early childhood, it 

might have made the female participants feel shame at reporting such painful and 

embarrassing past experiences, especially as these experiences are not overtly discussed in a 

Muslim Saudi society. Nonetheless with the development of the open-minded thinking and 

the encouragement to talk in the society within the last two decades, women are becoming 

more likely to express their feelings and concerns. Another main limitation is the lack of 

comparable male group, which reduced our ability to form a decisive picture of the role of 

childhood trauma in hallucination proneness in young Saudi people. Therefore, replicating 

this study with Saudi males would enrich the present findings.  

Acknowledging that trauma is an important risk factor for hallucinations (Hardy et al., 

2005; Thompson et al., 2010) that influences individuals’ evaluations of these experiences 

(Andrew, Gray, & Snowden, 2008) has important implications for psychiatric services and 

society. In the case of patients, there is a need for more comprehensive investigation of past 

traumatic events and the assessment of the impact of childhood adversities. The present 

findings also emphasise the need to study childhood adversity in very different cultural 

settings from Western cultures. 
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Chapter 6  
 

 

The relationship between childhood trauma and psychosis: A study of Saudi 

psychotic patients 
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6.1 Abstract 

 Background: Traumatic experiences are thought to be related to a variety of 

mental health complications in childhood and adulthood, especially hallucinations. 

However, studies of this association have been mainly conducted in the English-

speaking world. The present study aimed to investigate the association between sexual 

abuse and hallucination in Saudi psychotic patients, and also to examine whether the 

effect of childhood trauma on hallucination is mediated by dissociative experiences. 

Methods: Seventy-two hallucinating and non-hallucinating psychotic patients 

completed a set of 7 measures, including the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scales, 

the Beck Depression Inventory-II, the Persecution and Deservedness Scale, the 

Dissociative Experiences Scale-II, the Childhood Trauma Questionnaire and the 

Variety of Inner Speech Questionnaire. 

Results: Childhood trauma was associated with both hallucination and paranoia, but 

sexual abuse was associated with hallucinations and not with paranoia. Dissociation 

partially mediated the effect of childhood trauma on hallucination.  

Conclusions: These results are consistent with dissociative accounts of the trauma-

hallucination association. 
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6.2 Introduction 

 Childhood adverse events including trauma are common experiences worldwide, 

with estimates that nearly a third of the general population might be affected (Kessler et 

al., 2010, Spataro, Mullen, Burgess, Wells, & Moss, 2004). A recent investigation in 

the UK has found that about 11% of the population has experienced childhood sexual 

abuse and about 24% physical abuse (May-Chahal & Cawson, 2005).  

 Research has shown that childhood trauma is one of many social risk factors for 

psychosis, which also include early separation from parents, economic disadvantage 

and exposure to urban environments at an early age, migration, and adversities such as 

victimization in adulthood (Beards et al., 2013; Bentall et al., 2014). In a recent meta-

analysis (Varese et al., 2012), childhood adversity (sexual abuse, physical abuse, early 

separation from parents and bullying by peers) was associated with substantially 

increased risk for psychosis in case-control studies (OR= 2.72; 95% CI = 1.90–3.88) 

population-based cross-sectional studies (OR = 2.99; 95% CI = 2.12–4.20) and also in 

prospective and quasi-prospective studies (OR = 2.75; 95% CI = 2.17–3.47). The 

estimation of the population attributable fraction was 33% (16%–47%).Trauma also 

appears to be important during all phases of psychosis; it is linked with the persistence 

of psychotic experiences (Trotta, Murray, & Fisher, 2015) and is associated with 

symptoms in patients with an at-risk mental state for psychosis (Kraan, Velthorst, Smit, 

de Haan, & van der Gaag, 2015; Thompson et al., 2013) and individuals experiencing 

sub-clinical psychotic symptoms (DeRosse, Nitzburg, Kompancaril, & Malhotra, 

2014).  

 There has recently been debate about whether specific types of childhood 

adversity have effects on pathways that lead to specific symptoms (Bentall et al., 2014; 
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Gibson, Alloy, & Ellman, 2016). In Varese et al.’s (2012) meta-analysis, all forms of 

childhood trauma except early separation from parents were related to psychosis-risk. 

However, in a series of studies, Bentall and others found a particularly strong indication 

that childhood sexual abuse is especially strongly associated with increased risk for 

hallucinations (Bentall, Wickham, Shevlin, & Varese, 2012; Hammersely et al., 2003; 

Shevlin, McAnee, Bentall, & Murphy, 2015; Sitko, Bentall, Shevlin, & Sellwood, 

2014; Wickham & Bentall, 2016). However, using a different analytical approach, a 

Dutch research group did not find such specific associations (van Nierop et al., 2014), 

instead reporting that trauma was related to a combination of affective, anxiety and 

psychosis symptoms that cut across diagnostic boundaries (Nierop et al., 2016). 

One way in which this issue may be resolved is by focusing on specific 

mediating mechanisms that explain how childhood trauma leads to psychotic 

experiences. Dissociative experiences are a well-recognized result of childhood trauma, 

especially sexual abuse (Dalenberg et al., 2012) and it has been argued that dissociative 

processes play an essential role in psychosis, especially hallucinations (Anketell et al., 

2010; Moskowitz & Corstens, 2008). Two recent studies by Perona-Garcelan et al. 

(2012) and Varese, Barkus, and Bentall (2012) found that the association between 

childhood trauma and hallucination was mediated by dissociative experiences. 

Moreover, in an experience sampling study, Varese Udachina, Myin-Germeys, 

Oorschot, and Bentall (2011) found that, in daily life of psychotic patients, the onset of 

hallucinatory experiences was preceded by the onset of dissociative states. These 

findings were interpreted in the context of the source-monitoring model of auditory 

hallucinations, which suggests that these experiences occur when self-generated inner 

speech is misattributed to an external source (Bentall, 1990). According to Varese et al. 
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(2012), impaired source monitoring and dissociation separately contribute to the failure 

to discriminate between inner speech and external speech that leads to AVHs.  

Almost all of the research on the association between trauma and psychosis to date 

has been conducted in European or North American cultural contexts. An exception is a 

study by Rajkumar (2015), which found high rates of trauma in a small sample of 

Indian psychotic patients; in this sample, total trauma scores were elevated in the 

patients but relatively low levels of childhood sexual trauma were recorded. We are 

aware of no studies from the Middle East that have addressed this issue. However, in a 

recent analogue study of healthy female Saudi university students (Alganami & Bentall, 

in preparation; Chapter 5) we found that reports of childhood trauma, especially sexual 

abuse, were associated with hallucination-proneness as measured by the Launay Slade 

questionnaire (Launay & Slade, 1981), and that this association was mediated by both 

dissociative experiences as measured by the Dissociative Experiences Scale-II (Carlson 

& Putnam, 1993) and the presence of other people in inner speech as measured by the 

Varieties of Inner Speech Questionnaire (McCarthy-Jones & Fernyhough, 2011). 

The primary aims of the present study was, therefore, to investigate the relationship 

between childhood trauma and hallucinations in Saudi patients suffering from 

psychosis. Specifically, our aims were: (1) to investigate whether the association 

between childhood trauma and especially CSA and hallucinations holds for psychotic 

patients living in Saudi Arabia; (2) to investigate whether, in this sample, dissociation 

and the presence of others in inner speech mediates this relationship. 

6.3 Method 

6.3.1Participants 
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  Patients were recruited from Mental Health Hospital in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia 

(aged between 18 - 60 years, M age = 36.09 and SD = 10.18; 47 male ‘65%’ and 25 

female ‘35%’). Patients judged to lack mental capacity to consent by their care team 

or by the researcher, and patients’ for who Arabic is not their first language were 

excluded before being approached. Seventy-two patients with the diagnosis of 

schizophrenia spectrum disorder agreed to take part, out of 101 patients who were 

initially approached. Those who were not included were dropped from the study for 

one of the following reasons: unwillingness to perform the SDT task; poor 

communication or acute thought disorder; or because they were discharged from the 

hospital before testing could be completed. One male patient was excluded after he 

reading the information sheet and refusing to sign the consent form on the grounds 

that the two of researchers’ names were English and that he did not accept to work 

with foreigners. 

Sample size calculations using G*power software indicated that, with 72 

participants and 4 predictor variables (the maximum used in any of the models tested), 

the study has a power of 0.70 to detect an effect size of 0.15, and a power of 0.85 to 

detect an effect size of 0.20.  

 Sixty patients had received from their clinicians a diagnosis of schizophrenia 

(83%), 9 were diagnosed with schizoaffective disorder (13%), and 3 were diagnosed 

with delusional disorder (4%). Thirty-eight (53%) of the patients were hearing voices 

whereas 34 (47%) were not during the week of the two-session meetings. There was 

no difference between hallucinating and non-hallucinating patients for age, t(70) = 

.28, p = .78, or gender composition χ2(1, N= 72) =2.69, p = .10. All patients were 

approached and informed about the study by someone involved in their care (e.g., 

their psychiatrists, psychologists or nurses) and, before the study commenced.  
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 Ethical review for the study was obtained from the University of Liverpool 

Research Ethics Committee in the UK, reference no: RETH000736 and from the 

hospital Committee of Scientific Research Ethics, reference no: H-02-J-002 (which is 

registered with the National Committee of Bio and Medical Ethics) in Jeddah, Saudi 

Arabia. (Because the patients were from outside the UK, approval from an NHS 

Ethics Committee was inappropriate. The Saudi National Committee of Bio and 

Medical Ethics interviewed the researcher to ensure the safety and right of the 

psychotic patients included in this research, and to determine that the research would 

not disrupt the provision of clinical services.) 

6.3.2 Measures 

6.3.2.1 The Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS: Kay, Opler, & 

Fiszbein, 1987) is a 30 item semi-structured interview of psychotic symptomatology, 

assessing three demotions: positive symptoms, negative symptoms, and general 

psychopathology. Each item is scored on a 7-point Likert scale where a score of 1 

represents ‘minimal’ symptoms and a score of 7 represents ‘extreme’ symptoms. Seven 

items assess positive symptoms, seven items measure negative symptoms and the 

remaining sixteen items test general psychopathology. PANSS has demonstrated good 

evidence of reliability, criterion-related validity, and construct validity (Kay, Opler, & 

Lindenmayer, 1988), and Cronbach’s Alpha = .81 in our sample. Before administering 

the PANSS, the lead investigator received training on the PANSS in the UK. 

6.3.2.2 The Persecution subscale of the Persecution and Deservedness Scale 

(PaDSp; Melo, Corcoran, Shryane, & Bentall, 2009) is a 10-item self-report measure 

assessing persecutory content (e.g., ‘‘I’m often suspicious of other people’s intentions 

towards me?’’), rated on a 5-point Likert scale (0 ‘‘certainly false’’ to 4 ‘‘certainly 
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true’’). The α coefficient for the scale of .87 was reported by Varese, Barkus, and 

Bentall (2011), and it = .82 the present sample. 

6.3.2.3 The Beck Depression Inventory (BDI-II; Beck, Steer, & Brown, 1996) 

measures 21 depressive symptoms and attitudes, rated from 0 ‘none or minimal’ to 3 

‘severe’. The BDI-II has high internal consistency (reported as.93 by Beck et al., 1996), 

and α = .88 in our sample. 

6.3.2.4 The Dissociative Experience Scale-II (DES-II; Carlson & Putnam, 

1993) is a 28-item, self-report measure assessing the frequency of clinical and non-

clinical dissociative phenomena, each rated between 0 to 100. The scale has a reported 

α coefficient of .95 (Bernstein et al., 1993); α = .89 in our sample. 

6.3.2.5 The Childhood Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ; Bernstein & Fink, 1998) is 

a self-report scale consisting of 28 items; we used the modified version, which included 

25 items extracted from the original (see Wright et al., 2001 for more details). It is 

designed to evaluate 5 types of childhood traumatic experiences (emotional abuse, 

physical abuse, sexual abuse, emotional neglect and physical neglect). Items on the 

CTQ are rated on a 1 (never) to 5 (very often) likert scale. Scores range from 5 to 25 for 

each type of abuse. The CTQ has demonstrated excellent test-retest reliability with 

values ranging from .79 to .81 (Bernstein & Fink, 1998), and α = .85 in our sample. 

6.3.2.6 The quality of inner speech using the verity of inner speech 

questionnaire (VISQ; McCarthy-Jones & Fernyhough, 2011) is a questionnaire 

consisting of 18 items addressing dialogic, condensed and evaluative/motivational 

properties of inner speech, in addition to the presence of other people’s voices in inner 

speech. Items are rated on a 1 (Certainly does not apply to me) to 6 (Certainly applies 

to me) likert scale. Total cores range from 18 to 108. . Each subscale has satisfactory 
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internal reliability, and test re-test reliability. The α for all the 18 items = .91 in our 

sample, the α for the subscales; dialogical inner speech = .68, condensed inner speech 

= .82, other people in inner speech = .96, and motivational inner speech = .57. 

Guidelines on the practical and clinical significance of the alpha coefficient have been 

published by Cicchetti and Sparrow (1981), Fleiss (1981) and also Landis and Koch 

(1977). Summarising these, Cicchetti (1994) states that: 

“When the reliability coefficient is below .40, the level of clinical significance is 

poor; when it is between .40 and .59, the level of clinical significance is fair; 

when it is between .60 and .74, the level of clinical significance is good; and 

when it is between .75 and 1.00, the level of clinical significance is excellent” 

(Cicchetti, 1994, p. 286).  

However, other authors, for example Bland and Altman (1999) argue that alpha 

coefficients must be above 0.7 to be satisfactory. 

For the Arabic version of VISQ, according to Cicchetti’s guideline, the 

motivational inner speech scale achieved only fair reliability, dialogical inner speech 

achieved good reliability, and condensed inner speech and other people in inner 

speech achieved excellent reliability. However, according to Bland and Altman’s 

advice, the alpha coefficient for motivational inner speech is clearly not satisfactory. 

6.3.3 Method of translation and procedure 

Questions from the structured interview for PANSS were translated into 

Arabic by the researcher whose first language is Arabic, and then independently back 

translated into English by a bilingual psychology PhD student. The edited Arabic 

version was then further revised by the researcher in a collaboration with a 

psychiatrist and a psychologist at the Mental Health Hospital where the study took 
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place, to ensure its acceptability to Saudi patients with a diagnosis of schizophrenia 

spectrum disorder. (For other scales refer to the Saudi students study; method section, 

Chapter 5). The procedure of how patients filled in the questionnaires was outlined in 

procedure and summary of design; in part one of this clinical patient study (Chapter 

4). 

6.4 Results 

6.4.1 Comparing the two patient groups on the scales 

Group data are shown in Table 6.1. Independent-Samples t-test on the PANSS 

subscales scores revealed difference on only the positive symptomology subscale; 

there were no differences on negative symptoms or general psychopathology. For 

total score and subscales scores of CTQ, the only difference between hallucinating 

and non-hallucinating patients was observed on sexual abuse, whereas the other four 

subscales and total scores did not differ between the two patients groups. 

The four subscales of VISQ were all significantly different between the two 

groups. For DES-II, the total scores and the subscales scores were all significantly 

different except for amnesia subscale, which did not differ between the hallucinating 

and non-hallucinating patients. BDI-II was significantly different, but PaDS-

persecution did not differ between the groups. 

6.4.2 Correlational analyses 

We used PANSS-p3 a measure of hallucination severity. PaDSp and PANSS-p3 

was not related r = -.03, p =.830. However, BDI-II and PANSS-p3 were significantly 

related r =.31, p <.01. PANSS-p3 scores correlated with DES-II total scores, r =.48, p < 

.001, DES-II depersonalization r =.70, p <.001, and DES-II absorption, r =.29, p <05, 

VISQ inner dialogic scores, r =.42, p <.001, VISQ inner condensed scores, r =.64, p 
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<.001, VISQ other people in inner speech, r =.85, p <.001 and VISQ motivational inner 

speech, r =.48, p <.001. All these associations survived controlling for paranoia and/or 

depression in all cases. 

No association was found between paranoia and DES-II total or the two 

subscales of depersonalization and absorption, or any of the four VISQ subscales. The 

same results were found when controlling for hallucinations except for the association 

between DES-II depersonalization and PaDSp r =.27, which were significant p <.05. 

Table 6.1 

Mean and standard deviation of the scales and the subscales which significantly 

differed between the two patients’ groups. 

 

Scales 

Hallucinating 

(n = 38)  

Non-hallucinating 

(n = 34) 

PANSS-Positive symptom 22.61 (3.78)** 19.85 (4.00) 

CTQ-SA 8.95 (4.20)*** 6.21 (1.68) 

VISQ-Dialogic 14.87 (1.85)*** 13.06 (2.51) 

VISQ-Condensed 21.00 (2.34)*** 15.76 (3.45) 

VISQ-Other people 24.87 (2.97)*** 11.97 (5.05) 

VISQ-Motivation 17.79 (1.58)*** 15.62 (2.07) 

DES-II-Total 1025.80 (226.48)*** 790 (264.78) 

DES-II-Absorption 387.63 (85.34)* 338.82 (100.96) 

DES-II-Depersonalization 246.05 (75.61)*** 131.18 (56.66) 

BDI-II-Total 20.65 (7.53)** 15.26 (6.30) 

Note: * = p < .05, ** = p ≤ .01, ***= p ≤ .001 
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  However significant associations were found between depression and DES-II 

total only, r = .24, p < .05, and only VISQ other people in inner speech, r = .29, p < .05. 

Controlling for PANSS-p3 scores, revealed significant associations only between 

depression and VISQ inner dialogic speech, r =.-25, p < .05, and between depression 

and DES-II-amnesia r =.28, p <.05. 

Total childhood trauma scores correlated with hallucinations, r =.26, p <.05, and 

with paranoia, r =.30, p <.05. Using the specific sexual abuse CSA scores, there was 

only an association with hallucinations, r =.43, p <.001 and not with paranoia, r =17, p 

=.150; no-other subscales of trauma were related to hallucinations. 

Partial correlations between trauma and hallucinations survived controlling for 

paranoia, r =.28, p <.05 for total scores and r =.44, p <.001 for CSA scores. The 

associations between the trauma total scores and paranoia, r =.33, p <.01 survived 

controlling for hallucination. Partial correlations between the trauma total scores and 

hallucinations did not survive controlling for depression, r =.19, p =.111, but there was 

still an effect for CSA scores r =.42, p <.001. The associations between either the 

trauma total or CSA scores and depression did not survive controlling for 

hallucinations. 

Total trauma scores correlated strongly with DES-II total scores, r =.37, p <.01, 

and with both DES-II depersonalization r =.36, p <.01, and DES-II absorption, r =.30, 

p <.05. However, there was no association between the trauma total scores and the 

VISQ variables. CSA scores correlated with DES-II total scores, r =.24, p <.05, and 

more strongly with DES-II depersonalization r =.43, p <.001. CSA scores also 

correlated with VISQ inner dialogue scores, r =.27, p <.05, and more strongly with 

VISQ other people in inner speech, r =.38, p ≤ .001.  
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6.4.3 Regressions analyses 

We tested regression models with PANSS-p3 scores as the dependent variable. 

Total trauma scores were entered in a first step and then DES-II total scores were 

added to the model. At the first stage, trauma scores predicted PANSS-p3 scores, 

F(1,71) = 5.11, p <.05, adjusted r2 =.06. Adding the DES-II variable however 

improved the model significantly, Fchange(1,69) = 15.15, p <.001. The final model 

accounted for 24% of the variance in PANSS-p3 scores, F(2,71) = 10,65, p <.001. 

The contribution of trauma fell from a significant ß =.26, p <.05 in the first stage to a 

non-significant ß =.10, p =.380 in the second stage; the strong association between 

PANSS-p3 and DES-II scores in this second stage, ß =.44, p <.001, suggested that 

dissociation mediated the relationship between childhood trauma and hallucinations. 

In a similar analysis using sexual abuse scores as the predictor variable and 

including in the second stage the VISQ variables that significantly correlated with 

CSA, similar results were obtained. In the first stage, CSA predicted PANSS-p3 

scores, F(1,71) = 16.07, p < .001, adjusted r2 =.18. Adding the psychological DES-II, 

and VISQ-other people and dialogic inner speech variables led to a significant 

improvement in the model, Fchange(3,67) =48.26, p <.001, and a significant final 

model, F(4,71) =48.34, p <.001, accounting for 74% of the variance. Between the first 

and second model, the association between CSA and PANSS-p3 scores dropped from 

a significant ß =.43, p <.001 to a non-significant ß =.11, p =.109, suggesting a 

mediational role only by other people in inner speech, ß =.73, p <.001, whereas, the 

effect of DES-II did not; when it only approached a statistical significance (p = .08).  
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6.4.4 Mediation analysis 

We used PROCESS model 4 (Hayes, 2013) with 1,000 bootstrapped samples 

to formally test for mediation between total childhood trauma and PANSS-p3 scores, 

entering DES-II scores as mediator and using PADSp scores as a covariate acting on 

both the mediator and the PANSS-p3 scores. The direct effect was not significant, but 

the indirect effect was. When the analysis was repeated with CSA as the independent 

variable with VISQ-other people serving as the mediator using PADSp scores again 

as a covariate acting on both the mediators and the PANSS-p3 scores, the direct effect 

was also not significant, but the indirect effects were. The results, shown in Table 6.2, 

indicate evidence of mediation by the DES-II on total CTQ scores, and in case of 

CSA scores the mediation effects of VISQ-other people was stronger. 
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Table 6.2  

Results from
 PRO

CESS m
ediation analyses (LCI =

 low
er 95%

 confidence interval, U
C

I =
 upper 95%

 confidence 

interval).  

V
ariables 

D
irect effect on PA

N
SS-p3 

Indirect effect on PA
N

SS-p3 

Effect 
SE 

T 
LC

I – U
C

I 
Effect 

Boot SE 
Boot LC

I - U
C

I 

C
TQ

  
.03 

.02 
1.17 

(-.0190 -.0725) 
 

D
ES-II 

 
.03 

.01 
(.0102 -.0587) 

 

C
SA

 Total 
.07 

.04 
1.66 

(-.0147 -.1583) 
 

V
ISQ

-other 

people 

 
.21 

.04 
(.1267 -.2974) 

Note: SE=
 Standard Error, Boot= bootstrap
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6.5 Discussion 

As expected, hallucinating patients scored significantly higher on the positive 

symptoms subscale of PANSS, but not on either the other subscales of the PANSS or 

PaDS-p, suggesting that the two groups were well matched. However, they scored 

higher for depression, dissociative experiences (both total scores and the two subscales 

of depersonalization and absorption), and the four subscales of the quality of inner 

speech questionnaire. They did not differ on the childhood trauma scales, except for 

sexual abuse, which was significantly higher for the hallucinating patients, which is 

similar to findings by Varese, et al. (2011). 

We also found a strong relationship between hallucinations and dissociative 

experiences, as reported with English-speaking student populations (Alganami, Varese, 

Wagstaff, & Bentall, in press; Barkus, Stirling, & Cavill ,2010), cross-sectional patient 

studies in the UK (Varese et al., 2012) and Spain (Perona‐Garcelán et al., 2012), and 

also in a UK-based experience-sampling study with patients, which showed that 

hallucinatory episodes are often preceded by dissociative states (Varese et al., 2011).  

The finding that all of the quality of inner speech subscales were related to 

hallucination in the present study was in contrast with a study by de Sousa, Sellwood, 

Spray, Fernyhough, and Bentall (2016), which found that hallucinatory experiences 

were only associated with condensed and other people in inner speech in a clinical 

sample, and with the results of our Saudi students study (Chapter 5), which also found 

that only other people in inner speech was associated with hallucination-proneness. 

However, dialogic inner speech and other people in inner speech were the only inner 

speech variables which were associated with childhood sexual trauma. 
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The most important purpose of the current clinical study was to establish the 

association between hallucination and childhood trauma in Arabic patients of Saudi Arabia, 

which is a very different population from English-speaking countries. Our data revealed 

significant associations between these variables, which was consistent with data obtained 

elsewhere (e, g., Perona-Garcelán et al., 2012; Varese et al., 2012), implying that these 

associations are cross-culturally valid. The results of our study therefore add to existing 

research that has documented the occurrence of traumatic experiences in patients suffering 

from psychotic disorders (e.g., Read, Os, Morrison, & Ross, 2005; Read, Fink, Rudegeair, 

Felitti, & Whitfield, 2008) and is also consistent with previous studies that have shown that 

sexual abuse is particularly strongly related to hallucinations; indeed, in the present sample 

of 72 Saudi psychotic patients no less than 43% reported sexual abuse. 

CSA was correlated with DES-II scores. More importantly, DES-II scores, 

together with the VISQ other people in inner speech variable, mediated the association 

between hallucinations and CSA. On the whole, these findings support recent accounts 

suggesting that the trauma-hallucinations link might be explained by dissociative 

experiences (Anketell et al., 2010; Moskowitz & Corstens, 2008; Varese et al., 2012). 

Given the strong associations between the dissociation measure and the two inner 

speech measures, it is possible that certain types of inner speech are characteristic of 

dissociative states. Consistent with this hypothesis, recent studies of inner speech in 

healthy individuals have shown that inner speech in the second person (addressing the 

self as “You”; which is likely to be a feature of both dialogic inner speech and other 

people in inner speech) tends to occur during emotionally challenging situations (Zell, 

Warriner, & Albarracin, 2012) and has the function of encouraging self-distancing and 

decreasing emotional arousal (Dolcos, & Albarracin, 2014).  
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 A number of methodological limitations of the present study should be noted. First, 

the comparisons in our analyses were made only between two groups of psychotic 

patients and not including healthy controls. However, in our pervious study on Saudi 

students (Chapter 5) most of the scales used in this clinical study were applied on 131 

healthy female university students with similar (although not identical) findings. 

Second, the sample recruited was modest in size (72), which might limit the 

generalizability of the present study; the findings should therefore be interpreted with 

caution and should be repeated in larger patient samples. Third, the measure of 

hallucinations, PANSS, measured only current hallucinatory experiences and it is 

possible that some associations with hallucinations might have been found over a 

longer time period whereas others might not have been. 

A further limitation is the fact that we measured childhood trauma using the 

CTQ, which is a retrospective self-report measure. However, a number of prospective 

studies of the relationship between childhood trauma and psychosis generally have 

produced similar results to those obtained from retrospective accounts (Varese et al., 

2012). In addition, it has been shown that reports of child abuse amongst patients with 

psychosis are generally accurate and reliable, and have good concurrent validity with 

other information sources (Fisher et al., 2009). The other measures in this study were, 

of course, also self-report. Since the seminal paper by Nisbett and Wilson (1977) it has 

been well-recognised that people have particular difficulties when reporting the 

contents of their mental states. These difficulties might be especially true when people 

report on their own inner speech (Fernyhough, 2016), which may help to explain some 

of the between-study differences in the associations reported between types of inner 

speech and hallucinations. 
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The main clinical implication of our findings is that clinicians worldwide should 

consider childhood trauma when assessing psychotic patients, especially those who 

have experienced hallucinations. The findings add further support for current interest in 

the possibility that trauma-focused interventions might have some benefits in treating 

patients with psychosis (e.g., van den Berg & van der Gaag, 2012). However, in current 

Saudi mental health practice, trauma is rarely explored, and hence a specific implication 

of the current findings for local services is that clinicians must be educated to routinely 

inquire about trauma histories, and also consider the full range of psychological 

interventions that may be appropriate in these circumstances.  
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7.1 General Discussion 

The five experimental studies included in this thesis address a number of 

important clinical and theoretical questions around the understanding of hallucinations 

within the contexts of source monitoring biases, and the roles of suggestibility, inner 

speech, trauma and dissociation. 

In this Chapter I will attempt to deliver an integrative summary of the findings 

pertaining to the three main research themes enclosed in this doctoral dissertation (i.e. 

reality discrimination biases in hallucinations; the effect of suggestion on signal 

detection performances for both auditory and visual hallucinatory experiences, the 

association between trait suggestibility, dissociation and hallucinations when 

controlling for comorbidity and finally, the associations between childhood trauma, 

inner speech qualities, dissociation and hallucinations). The cross-culture validity of 

these relationships will be discussed, and these topics will be linked to other recent 

relevant research findings. In addition, and separately, the clinical implications and 

direction for future research, together with the studies’ limitations and merits will also 

be covered. 

7.2 Signal detection bias in hallucination and hallucination proneness: the effect of 

suggestion 

 First, the results from this thesis in general provide a further contribution to the 

source monitoring model of hallucinatory experiences. In Chapters 2, 3 and 4, the 

results indicated that highly hallucination prone students (identified using the LSHS-R) 

and hallucinating psychotic patients (identified using the PANSS) had lower response 

bias scores (β) on the signal detection task compared to student with low hallucination 

proneness and to non-hallucinating psychotic patients. In both studies, the healthy 
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participants and the non-hallucinating psychotic patients groups’ performance differed 

on β, indicating that hallucination proneness was specifically associated with greater 

bias towards detecting the signals replicating other studies with both clinical non-

clinical samples (Beck & Rector, 2003; Bentall, Baker, & Havers, 1991; Bentall & 

Slade, 1985; Choong, Hunter & Woodruff, 2007; Morrison, & Haddock, 1997; Rankin 

& O’Carroll, 1995; Varese, Barkus & Bentall, 2011, 2012; Vercammen, De Haan, & 

Aleman, 2008). These observations have been also supported by a recent meta-analysis 

(Brookwell, Bentall, & Varese, 2013). 

 However, in the students study (Chapter 3) and the patients study (Chapter 4), the 

signal detection results were dissimilar to those of previous studies in terms of 

perceptual sensitivity performance. That is, in both studies, we found that the two 

group (hallucination-prone vs non-prone students; hallucinating vs non-hallucinating 

patients) also scored differently on d’, which is inconsistent with previous studies (e.g., 

Bentall, & Slade, 1985; Morrison, & Haddock, 1997; Varese et al., 2012; Vercammen 

et al., 2008). It is not clear why this was the case, which should be replicated in future 

related research. However, it might be argued that this inconsistency might be due to 

cultural variances in the case of our clinical study presented in Chapter 4, which 

included patients with schizophrenia spectrum recruited from Saudi Arabia who were 

culturally different from previous populations in which reality discrimination had been 

studied (mainly Europe or North America) although we had no expectation that these 

differences would affect sensitivity scores.  

Only one study to date has reported findings that parallel the perceptual 

sensitivity findings reported here. A marginally significant effect of high hallucination-

prone group on the item memory sensitivity (d`) score, reflecting a propensity to be 

slightly less accurate than low hallucination-prone group, was reported in a study by 
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Mckague, McAnally, Skovron, Bendall and Jackson (2012) but this study was an 

exception and employed a different paradigm. 

It is unlikely that the d’ results in the present studies are a methodological 

artefact, as the auditory SDT paradigm was identical to that used in previous studies, 

and as the finding was replicated in both auditory and visual modalities over several 

studies. One possibility is that this inconsistency with previous research is due to this 

being the first attempt to investigate reality discrimination ability in both visual and 

auditory modalities using SDT tasks, so it might be that the four runs undertaken by the 

students (as opposite to two runs in most previous studies) give the opportunity for 

them to better detecting of sensitivity differences. However, this explanation does not 

account for the results of the patient study in Chapter 4. Perceptual sensitivity should 

therefore be a focus for future research on the source monitoring judgments of people 

suffering from hallucinations and prone to hallucinations.  

In the source monitoring model, hallucinations are conceptualised in terms of 

decision-making biases and deficits (Bentall, 1990; Bentall & Slade, 1985). Generally, 

the results of this thesis support this idea. The observation of SDT biases in non-clinical 

(e.g., Bentall & Slade, 1985; Rankin & O’Carroll, 1995; Varese et al., 2011) and 

clinical (e.g., Morrison & Haddock, 1997; Varese et al., 2012; Vercammen et al., 2008) 

studies suggested that abnormal reality discrimination embodies a continuing 

vulnerability which might precede the onset of psychotic disorders. Nevertheless, 

additional future research is required to further specify this cognitive bias. Additionally, 

and for wider interpretation, the findings of Chapter 4 suggest that, at least with regard 

to response bias, the reality discrimination approach to explaining hallucinations 

approved to be cross-culturally valid. 
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Second, we were interested to examine whether the deficits on reality 

discrimination in relation to hallucinations is modality non-specific. Current research in 

this domain has mostly tested source monitoring in auditory modality, and fewer 

studies have, looked for these abnormalities in other types of hallucinations such as, 

visual, olfactory or somatic. A modality specific impairment has been reported in 

source monitoring in schizophrenia patients with olfactory hallucinations and auditory 

hallucinations (Arguedas, Stevenson, & Langdon, 2012). In contrast, Feelgood and 

Rantzen (1994) tested university students, with high and low Launay-Slade 

Hallucination Scale scores and found that students with high LSHS scores reported 

more meaningful stimuli in both modalities. 

For this purpose, we carried out an investigation of signal detection 

performance in the visual modality to examine if the source monitoring biases in 

hallucinations is modality non-specific; this study was presented in Chapter 3. The 

results indicated that the high and low hallucination prone students scored differently 

on β on both auditory and visual SDT tasks. However, interpreting the data was 

problematic, because the LSHS-R measures both visual and auditory hallucination-like 

experiences (in fact most items are non-specific). When we looked at the 3 most 

relevant LSHS-R items, the findings were not clear but there was some indication that 

at least the visual SDT performance was associated with the only specifically visual 

item on the scale. More studies are required to test whether source monitoring is 

modality specific, with better measures to tease out who has visual hallucinations and 

who has auditory hallucinations; these studies should include both healthy people and 

patients with psychosis. 

Overall these findings suggest that both researchers and clinicians should give 

more attention to non-auditory hallucinatory experiences. These abnormalities should 
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be explored using experimental procedures which are equivalent to those used to 

examine auditory hallucinations. It is possible that studies of this kind might well shed 

light on the mechanisms accountable for the positive symptoms of psychosis in general. 

If hallucination proneness is associated with a modality non-specific deficits, this 

would help explain why many (but not all) patients who are experiencing auditory 

hallucinations also experience visual hallucinations and, furthermore, why those two 

types of hallucinatory experiences often occur at the same time (Oorschot et al., 2012).  

Another aim of the thesis was to examine the effect of suggestion on the SDT 

performance; these effects were examined in Chapters 2 (testing healthy participants) 

and 4 (testing psychotic patients). The results of Chapter 2, Experiment 1 revealed that 

suggestions affected reality discrimination (SDT) performance in both high and low 

hallucination prone students equally. This did not fit with our expectation, as we had 

hypothesised that high hallucination prone individuals would be more suggestible than 

the low hallucination prone individuals. We therefore followed up this experiment with 

a second in which we provided the participants with a condition in which no suggestion 

was given and a condition with no voice suggestion (known as a negative suggestion).  

The results of Experiment 2 showed that the two groups of students with high and low 

hallucination proneness responded differently: in particular, high hallucination prone 

participants responded more to the high suggestion; i.e. the positive hallucination 

suggestion. In fact, there was no evidence that low hallucination prone students were 

influenced at all by the high suggestion. 

This observation was also reported in Saudi psychotic patients with and without 

hallucinations, (Chapter 4). In the study, the results revealed again a robust effect of 

suggestions on SDT β scores, resulting in different responses between the two groups. 

Although both of the groups showed evidence of some effects from the suggestions, 
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these were greater in the hallucinating group and only this group showed a clear 

difference between the no voice suggestion condition and the high voice suggestion 

condition. It was therefore evident that hallucinating patients were especially 

responsive to the suggestion of a large number of voices being presented, which is in 

the same line with the results of Alganami, Varese, Wagstaff, and Bentall (2017) 

observed in Experiment 2 of Chapter. 2. 

These results can be explained by arguing that individuals with high 

hallucination proneness are more likely to respond to suggestions that mostly and 

clearly endorse with their self-reported tendency to ‘see and hear things that are not 

there’. This account would fit with research papers that have revealed an association 

between measures of hallucination proneness and suggestions that directly or indirectly 

enhance false positive responses (for example, Barkus, Stirling, & Cavill, 2010; 

Merckelbach & van de Ven, 2001; van de Ven & Merckelbach, 2003; Young, Bentall, 

Slade, & Dewey 1987). One previous study, by Haddock, Slade and Bentall (1995) also 

found a difference in a suggestion condition in which the participants were told that no 

stimuli would be present but, in this study did not observe source monitoring 

performance directly. 

These findings are consistent with Bentall’ (1990) theory that hallucinations are 

the product of decision-making errors about the sources of experience and that these 

judgments can be influenced by contextual factors that include the individual’s beliefs 

about the likelihood of various kinds of events being ‘real’. Given that suggestions, and 

beliefs in general, appear to play a role in source monitoring judgments it may be 

valuable in future research to explore how cultural belief systems affect these processes 

and influence hallucination symptoms. 
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7.3 The relationship between trait suggestibility, dissociation with hallucination 

and hallucination proneness when controlling for paranoia and/or depression 

Previous research has consistently demonstrated an association between trait 

suggestibility, dissociation and hallucinations (Alganami et al., 2017; Barkus et al., 

2011; Varese et al., 2011, 2012). In Chapter 2, in both experiments with healthy 

participants, we found a strong correlation between suggestibility as measured by IoS 

and dissociation as measured by DES-II and that both predicted hallucination proneness 

as measured by LSHS-R even after controlling for paranoia as measured by PaDSp. 

These findings are consistent, for example, with a study by Barkus et al. (2010). 

However, an important note of caution is that our correlational and regression analyses 

produced similar results when the questionnaire measures were used to predict 

paranoia, even when hallucinations was controlled for; there was an exception, in 

Experiment 2, where dissociation and not suggestibility was retained as a predictor of 

paranoia. 

In Chapter 5 where we also tested healthy Saudi university students, and the 

findings revealed a strong correlation between suggestibility as measured by IoS and 

dissociation as measured by DES-II and that both related to hallucination proneness as 

measured by LSHS-R, these correlations survived controlling for paranoia as measured 

by PaDSp. Similar correlations were also found for associations between paranoia and 

IoS scores and DES-II scores, when controlling for LSHS-R scores. This pattern of 

results are similar to the UK students results presented in Chapter 2. 

The strength of the association between dissociation and hallucination 

proneness found in our analogue studies (Chapters 2 and 5) was clarified by the 

findings of the correctional and regression analyses reported. Their effects however, 
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were not specific, and in this respect differed from other research with non-clinical 

(Escher, Romme, Buiks, Delespaul, & Van Os, 2002; Morrison & Petersen, 2003; 

Perona-Garcelan, et al., 2010; Varese et al., 2011) that have particularly implicated 

dissociation in hallucinatory experiences. Dissociation and suggestibility are multi-

layered experiences, which are strongly associated in most cases (Eisen & Carlson, 

1998), which rise the possibility of tap common or at least overlapping psychological 

processes. This fact has made it challenging to detect such specificities in our results of 

Chapters 2 and 5. 

In the study presented in Chapter 4, testing psychotic Saudi patients, we 

obtained similar results; hallucinations scores as measured by PANSS-p3 was 

significantly and strongly associated with suggestibility as measured again by the IoS.  

This association remained significant when both paranoia PaDSp and depression BDI-

II scores were controlled for. However, and differing from our studies with students 

(Chapters 2 and 5) there was not any association between suggestibility and paranoia 

either when controlling for hallucination and depression or not. Regarding the 

association between hallucinations scores as measured by PANSS-p3 and dissociation 

as measured by DES-II presented in the clinical stud, Chapter 6, their correlation was 

highly significant and survived controlling for paranoia PaDSp and depression BDI-II 

scores. The association between paranoia and dissociation was non-significant, and no 

association was found when hallucinations was controlled for. 

The effects found in this clinical study was specific and consistent with 

previous studies with clinical samples (Perona-Garcelán et al., 2012; Varese et al., 

2012). This psychopathological link therefore appears to be cross-culturally valid. 
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7.4 Childhood trauma, dissociation, inner speech qualities and their link to 

hallucination and hallucination proneness 

The results of Chapter 5, with healthy Saudi students using the Arabic translated 

LSHS-R, PaDSp, DES-II, CTQ and VISQ questionnaires revealed that: first, childhood 

trauma was highly correlated with hallucination proneness, but less strongly with 

paranoia. Sexual abuse was only associated with hallucination proneness, and not with 

paranoia. The relationship between LSHS-R and both CTQ total scores and CSA 

survived controlling for paranoia, consistent with previous studies conducted in the 

English speaking countries with analogue samples (e.g., Morrison, & Petersen, 2003; 

Perona-Garcelán, et al., 2014; Varese et al., 2012). Second, we found that hallucination 

proneness was correlated with dissociation, which survived controlling for paranoia. 

Third, there were associations between hallucination proneness with VISQ inner 

dialogic, VISQ other people in inner speech, and VISQ motivational inner speech, but 

not with VISQ condensed speech. Only other people in inner speech and motivational 

inner speech survived controlling for paranoia. Finally, we found that the correlation 

between childhood trauma and hallucination proneness was partially mediated by 

dissociative experiences (e.g., Varese et al., 2012) and other people in inner speech. 

The role of dissociation and other people in inner speech were more robust for sexual 

abuse experiences. 

The parallel results reported in Chapter 6 with psychotic Saudi patients, were 

very similar. Sexual abuse CSA was only associated with hallucinations, and not with 

paranoia, and no-other subscales of trauma were related to hallucinations, consistent 

with studies conducted in the English speaking nations with clinical samples (e.g., 

Perona-Garcelán et al., 2012; Varese et al., 2012). Second, hallucinations were 

associated with dissociation, DES-II depersonalization and DES-II absorption. Third, 
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hallucinations were also correlated with VISQ inner dialogic, VISQ inner condensed 

speech, VISQ other people in inner speech and VISQ motivational inner speech. All 

these associations survived controlling for paranoia and/or depression in all cases. 

Furthermore, consistent with the student study in Chapter 5, other people in inner 

speech mediated the relationship between sexual trauma and hallucinations; the effect 

for dissociation did not reach significance. 

A number of previous studies (e.g., Kilcommons & Morrison, 2005; Perona-

Garcelen, et al., 2008) have reported robust correlations between hallucinations and 

three types of dissociative experiences known as absorption, depersonalisation and 

derealisation. This could be an indicator of a particular association between 

hallucinations and detached dissociation (which includes derealisation and 

depersonalisation) but not compartmentalised dissociation (which includes amnesia) 

(for more details of these types see Holmes et al., 2005). 

Taking the findings as a whole, first, childhood trauma and hallucinations 

appear to be strongly correlated and what is more is that sexual abuse has seems to be 

more than any other types of trauma specifically linked to hallucinations. Second, these 

findings support the hypothesis that the relationship between traumatic events and 

hallucinations can be explained by dissociative experiences (Anketell et al., 2010; 

Moskowitz & Corstens, 2008; Varese et al., 2012) and also are consistent with 

epidemiological and cross-sectional studies, which indicate a clear link between sexual 

abuse and hallucinations (Hammersley et al., 2003; Read & Argyle, 1999; Read, Agar, 

Argyle, & Aderhold., 2003; Read, Os, Morrison, & Ross, 2005; Shevlin, Dorahy, & 

Adamson, 2007; Varese, et al., 2012). These psychopathological links have proven to 

be cross-culturally valid. 
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7.5 Clinical implications 

In terms of the clinical implications in general, the findings of this PhD thesis 

have added to the current literature that has examined the impact of suggestibility on 

the cognitive processes (reality discrimination) of psychotic patients, and to findings 

that have implicated childhood trauma, inner speech and dissociation in hallucinations. 

For treatment purposes, it might be promising to attempt to develop novel Cognitive 

Behavioural Therapy CBT interventions that directly target the way that patients’ 

judgments about events are affected by their beliefs and expectations. It should be 

noted that this may not be easy to achieve because reality discrimination judgments are 

generally implicit (made without conscious deliberation). One possibility might be to 

try and demonstrate to patients how their beliefs affect their judgments, for example by 

conducting within-session mini-experiments on reality discrimination. Another 

possibility would be to try and develop direct reality training methods based more on 

associative processes (conditioning) rather than traditional CBT techniques. 

As the strong association between hallucinations and childhood traumatic 

experiences has been validated in this thesis as in numbers of pervious research; the 

assessment of childhood trauma in psychotic individuals should be applied as a routine 

in all psychiatric services worldwide. Taking into considerations the specificity of the 

association between trauma types and psychotic symptoms, might provide the 

clinicians with some ideas about the psychological mechanism involved in these 

associations. For instance, childhood sexual abuse appears to be particularly significant 

in individuals with hallucinatory experiences and this information could be essential 

and helpful when clinicians deal with their hallucinating patients. Although particular 

mechanisms have been involved in specific psychotic symptoms, clinicians should take 

into account the way the psychological processes interact in their impact on the 
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symptoms of psychosis, especially since psychotic patients regularly report the 

experiencing of multiple symptoms. Exploring dissociation in patients with 

hallucinatory experiences will be of interest, as it appears that the dissociative 

experiences mediate the relationship between hallucinations and childhood trauma and 

sexual abuse. 

Finally, the findings of this work give robust insights into the cognitive 

abnormalities that underlie hallucinatory experiences, and they also inform the need for 

developing culture-specific psychological intervention for patients with psychosis; with 

a recommendation that cognitive behavioural therapy for hallucinations should 

concentrate on the early traumatic events (especially sexual abuse), its link to 

dissociative experiences, and also concentrate on the sensory ‘inner speech’ qualities 

(especially other people in inner speech). 

7.6 Limitations and strengths of the current studies 

Although detailed coverage of the limitations of each of the current studies is 

presented in each relevant chapter, some of the general limitations will be mentioned 

here. First, the literature review (introduction to the thesis, Chapter 1) was narrative in 

form, and not systematic. The systematic review is a useful strategy, and begins with 

the systematic searching of online database and, unlike the present informal search of 

the literature, the formulation of specific research questions and hypotheses. It is 

argued that this approach decreases the potential for subjectivity and/or bias in the 

interpretation of findings of key studies (Bartolucci & Hillegass, 2010). Furthermore, 

an important advantage of the systematic review is that, if the chosen studies give 

consistent results, it provides evidence that a phenomenon is robust and transferable 

(Kitchenham, 2004). However, it should be noted that a systematic review and meta-
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analysis of the source monitoring literature on hallucinations has recently been 

conducted (Brookwell et al., 2013) and that, although we worked to identify all relevant 

studies taking into account the usual constraints on time and resources, it seemed 

unnecessary to repeat this exercise. It should also be noted that the systematic review 

approach can be highly constraining, limiting the ability of investigators to 

imaginatively generate novel hypotheses.  

Second, in studies presented in Chapters 2, 3 and 5 we recruited healthy 

participants (i.e., university students) who were selected using self-report 

questionnaires (e.g., LSHS-R). Nevertheless, the results obtained were to a large extent 

comparable to those obtained from clinical psychotic patients in the studies presented 

in Chapters 4 and 6.  

Third, the auditory-visual signal detection study presented in Chapter 3, had a 

major weakness, which was using only the LSHS-R scale to select students with high 

and low hallucinations proneness. The problem is that most items of the scale are 

modality non-specific, and only one item asked about seeing things. This limitation 

could be resolved by replicating this study with both analogue and clinical studies and 

using other hallucinatory experiences scale that include parallel items of auditory and 

visual hallucinatory experiences (e.g., the Cardiff anomalous perceptions scale; CAPS, 

Bell, Halligan, & Ellis, 2006). 

Fourth, most of the samples used in each study were relatively modest in size, 

and based on a convenience sample that allows the possibility of a bias in referral to the 

study and limiting the generalizability of the findings. Nonetheless, power calculations 

presented with each study, and comparisons with previous research, indicate that each 

of the studies was adequately powered to detect the effects of interest. Moreover, all 
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studies presented in this thesis employed cross-sectional designs, which made the 

inferences and the arguments about causality difficult. As our 5 studies existing in this 

thesis were not longitudinally designed, the causal order of events cannot be 

established, and other directions of causality cannot be ruled out. However, on the basis 

of previous research evidence, the studies in Chapters 5 and 6 on the associations 

between dissociation and hallucinations, for example, were supported by a study using 

the experience sampling method (Varese, Udachina, Myin-Germeys, Oorschot, & 

Bentall, 2011), which has shown that dissociative experiences precede the onset of 

hallucinations. 

Finally, we measured childhood trauma using the CTQ, which is a retrospective 

self-report measure. However, a number of prospective studies of the association 

between childhood trauma and psychotic symptoms commonly have produced similar 

results to those obtained from retrospective accounts (Varese et al., 2012). 

Additionally, it has been revealed that reports of child abuse amongst patients with 

psychosis are mostly accurate and reliable, and have good concurrent validity with 

other information sources (Fisher et al., 2009). Since evidence consistently supports the 

strong relationship between childhood trauma and psychosis, it could be argued that 

controlling for post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) might be a necessity, as PTSD has 

been reported to be common experiences within the individuals with psychotic 

complaints (e.g., Resnick, Bond, & Mueser, 2003). 

 The strength, nonetheless, of the current thesis is that it focuses on both the 

mechanisms responsible for hallucinations, and also attempts to explore the cross-

cultural validity of the relevant theoretical models. 

7.7 Implications for future research 
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The study in Chapter 3 introduces the idea that the reality discriminations 

deficits in hallucinations might be modality non-specific, however, our results were 

ambiguous due to many reasons (discussed in limitations of both Chapter 3 discussion 

and above). There is, as a consequence, a need to further investigate the modality 

specificity question, using analogue and clinical data with better measures of both 

auditory and visual hallucinatory experiences. 

As our results of Chapters 5 and 6 indicate that both dissociation and some 

qualities of inner speech appeared to mediate the association between hallucination and 

childhood trauma, especially sexual abuse, there is also a need to study the relationship 

between inner speech and dissociation variables; perhaps certain types of inner speech 

(particularly other people in inner speech) are characteristic of dissociative states. 

 In general, future research must focus on a more integrated psychobiological 

understanding of the link between trauma and psychotic symptoms. Examining the 

psychological and biological mechanisms together may provide a clearer understanding 

of this link. For example, Meewisse, Reitsma, De Vries, Gersons and Olff (2007) in 

their meta-analysis of the level of cortisol and post-traumatic stress disorder in adults 

and across 37 studies, 828 individuals with PTSD and 800 healthy individuals with no 

history of psychotic problems, the subgroup analyses revealed significantly lower 

levels of cortisol in people with PTSD than in healthy individuals not exposed to 

trauma, especially females exposed to sexual abuse. Given the finding that structural 

brain changes are more evident in psychotic patients with a history of childhood sexual 

abuse (Sheffield, Williams, Woodward and Heckers, 2013), it will obviously be 

important to consider the role of childhood trauma in the neuropsychological 

mechanisms associated with hallucinations. 
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Finally, the importance of cross-cultural studies of cognitive mechanisms in 

psychosis should be recognised. The role played by culture is important for both the 

treatment and management of patients with psychosis wherever they live. Although our 

results of the association between hallucinations, reality discriminations, trauma, 

dissociation and inner speech from Saudi Arabia were quite similar to the results 

obtained from the UK, staff in mental health services worldwide should be encouraged 

to deal with their patients from two major perspectives; first, the patients’ cultural 

background, religion, social level and geographical residence, second, the patients’ own 

views about their illnesses and treating their experiences as unique and different from 

others. 

7.8 Final notes 

In summary, the results, (discussed in the 5 studies), of the current thesis have 

helped to elucidate the mechanisms involved in hallucinations and explored their cross-

cultural validity. In addition, the findings revealed in this thesis support the framework 

of a hallucination-childhood trauma (especially sexual abuse) link, which is mediated 

by dissociative experiences and certain inner speech characteristics. All of these 

associations appear to be cross-culturally valid. 
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2- 'لماضي؟............................................................................................................3( تشع2 بال/ن- ح+ا( شيء فعلت# في    
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مشك6= ف39: &لم,9+ 9ب65 >كث, م8 :ب9عي (6لك8 ب6ج56 شب3 م,ئي ل01/ &لع,+ كما في &ألشخا!  /مسل!مسا!
!'ل%ب"ع""!)

!ضئ"! 2!

!.الستج&.> *فصح ع2 شع&3 غام< بال#ن>/ل&% .ل#.; ألج/ حا(6 صغ*3 &لك2 &بشك/ &.ضح ال *ب(& م)م&% ب#ل! !معت&%/خف"! 3!
$ ف"/. %)التجا( %)لسل%$ ل"! م,عب? ع. <= $%ضح $مبالغ ح$) مسئ$ل,ت& ع. حا34 حق,قي $لك. ل,+ مشغ$) ب& %$ من!

! ث% ب#ل!بالض%&%$ متأ
!مت#س! 4!

,ل*,: 9- ,العتقا6 بأن4 $ستح1 ,لعقا). شع-' ,ل*ن) 'بما $حم!  بانتقا!4عب! ع2 شع"! ق"0 بال-ن+ م!(ف' للشع"! 
كتئابي. 'ال #مك+ تخف#ف! )' تسك#ن! ك'1 مص/* لالستغ*"( )' "لم$"# "إلمحت$4 ضاللي $ق" !/.+ ب,+!قة عف$!&% $ق" !

 ب2)س0ة )ألخصائي (صاح( )لمقابلة)

!(ش' م& مت#س! 5!

/لشع90 بال%أ< 0ع*= /لق%مة 0/لتص89 بناء/ً على 3ل1 0/العتقا* بأن& %ستح!  8فكا5 ق%(ة بال0ن1 0/. ن%ع(ة ضالل(ة تق%$ #لى
بما 6عتب0 *ضع2 .لم0ضي .لحالي +* عقا' على #ل! !عق!بة ش7898 6! م5لمة ألج0 +آلثا& !+لش,!, +لتي قا& ب$ا" ! !

!ش!"! 6!

قاسي/'لعن"/ (مث,: 'لحب() 'لتع#"! 4"لتي بناء عل-,ا +ستح' "لعقا# "لبال.ن, تس$*( على ح$ات!  مت#ع#ع!ضالال$ غ"! 
; ,7 بع78 مشاك4 &آلخ(01 لآلثا- &لتي ,قت(ف)ا في &لماضي )نتحا#"ة7- (لم-/) -456 (لضالال/ !بما تك-, ُم!(فقة بأفكا!  !

!غا(ة في %لش"! 7!

 !6: 'الكتئا! ()لشع+/ بالح,(! )ل+*(/)لتثب#"! %لعج! ) 'لتشا"!)

1- ل.- 'ألسب() 'لماضي؟........................................................................................................ما01 )لم/). )لمعتا( )ل&% كن" ع   

2- ...............................12 'ن/ عم&ماً سع#) '& ح$#"؟..................................................................................................   

3- ........خال- 'ألسب() 'لماضي؟.............................................................................. %لعج!الح"!/" ب.- م(() بفت(%) م& %لشع!   

 '&% $جا! بنع! على .- م+ 'ألسئلة 'لسابقة:

4- ..................تعني 0ش( حالة ح,+ ق( تشع% ب#ا؟............ 10$ ح"!  10#لى  1على مق)ا& م%$# م!  7لى 45 #/جة تشع/ بالح,+/ع#( )لسعا#"!   

5- ...................................................................................عن3ما تشع" بالح56 )لش343؛ ك0 تستم" مع, +*( )لمشاع"؟...................   

6- .................................................................بالعا#"؟.م"! .- تبكي (ح'اناً؟ ................................................................ ك!    

7- ..............................................................;" 1:ث, م8&ج* &لسيء على ش12ت*/ن/م*/ق-,ت* على &لعم"؟...................................   

8- .........................................باألنش:ة /'ل0/'1ا, 5/ 'ألش1اء 'لتي 5عت4, عل01ا /كان, تمتع( في 'لماضي؟ ت!ا%$تمام &نع#م!"!  &نخفض!"!    
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9- .......................................................................................................................................()'ء نفس"؟إل+* ل)'& %فكا!    

 
! -,+ +لع)' ال %ن#ب! !غائ! 1!

مشك6= ف39: &لم,9+ 9ب65 >كث, م8 :ب9عي (6لك8 ب6ج56 شب3 م,ئي ل01/ &لع,+ كما في &ألشخا!  /مسل!مسا!
!'ل%ب"ع""!)

!ضئ"! 2!

*( )لتص$فا! &التجا!س%$ء في  'الكتئا!سأ$ فق12 -لك/ ال %-ج' +نا) 'ل%$ على "عب2 ع) بع/ ,لح-) *,ل*() عن%ما "ُ  ! !معت&%/خف"! 3!
#"! .لك= *لم>*; *لمكتئ8 67ث4 على *لسل./ .*أل,*ء *الجتماعي بصمشاع) $0ضحة بالح0/31لعج1 $0ل.- ق+ #*() بعف$#ة! 

! !%سعا!ضئ)لة/ضع)فة. م! %لممك! 
!مت#س! 4!

في 0 ح0كي/نفسي * #ل)' &ت$#خ! ,الجتماعي% ت#"! م1'; مكتئ8 7'ضح مت/'ف4 مع ح1) 0ا%/, تشا-!, فق(') 'ال%تما!
! %سعا!#*ض1 .لش$*ة #.لن#,. ال *مك' بس$#ل! بع' &أل$قا!   

!(ش' م& مت#س! 5!

ي .ض# بالش/.ة *-لن*+ *ك(ل) بالح#كة مA'8 مكتئ@ بشك% ملح1>7 ب;:7 عج78 ع)6 'لق"مة 1بكاء ع$ضي. ت)'خ% $ئ"س
!(العت"ا/"ة -(ل-,ائ* (الجتماع"ة 

!ش!"! 6!

مع)'& & ت$#"! متك$$& 3ع$01 جس-"ة معلن'& ت$ك"! حا65 تت5*خ3 )تض0 في مع'+ *ل)'ائ%. بكاء )كتئاب"ة مشاع! 
"فكا# "!  )حتمال"ةتئاب"ة. 1ا/ غ-, م'ج'() 'ضالال# "ك"! ()حتمال"ةح4كي/نفسي! تجا*/ )ل-),! ع+( )*تما( )جتماعي! 

! نتحا#"ة!%فعا! 

!غا(ة في %لش"! 7!

!12: 4نع2%/ %لحك/ #%لبص,+* (تع'& %ل#عي/ع"! فA/ حالت@ "ل?<ان:ة >م>"ق) "لح:ا,. 9نكا# "لحاجة للعال01 ع-/ "لق-#, على "لتع#) على "ألع#"! 
 %ل56ان'ة2 غ'* )%قع'ة %لتخ('( قص'* )()'& %لم"!)

1- ..ن? في حاجة للمساع*: 3)لعال7 م4 )لمختص#4 3)أل1باء في )لخ*مة )لنفس#ة؟..........................................................أب+* تشع& عم$ماً    

2- ....................<= تشع9 بأن2 تعاني م, م89 نفسي 5+ بأن2 ق( عان.- م, +'ح( في 'لماضي؟.........................................................   

 '&% $جا! بنع! على .- م+ 'ألسئلة 'لسابقة:

3- ........................................ما#"؟........................................................................................................................   

4- .................................................................................؟.........................10#لى  1م! م#0 ج#.ة ,+* *لم") على م#"!  ما   

5- $#"؟.................................................... خم# سننة؟............................نجا&% خال" س*ل0/ تتمنى *لق'ا% ب# "! -,+ ت() نفس$/ #ما   

 
!-,+ +لع)' ال %ن#ب! !غائ! 1!

مشك6= ف39: &لم,9+ 9ب65 >كث, م8 :ب9عي (6لك8 ب6ج56 شب3 م,ئي ل01/ &لع,+ كما في &ألشخا!  /مسل!مسا!
!'ل%ب"ع""!)

!ضئ"! 2!

.2 .1م0ة .تخا* &ج)&ء&% لمنع  2 27جة خ3+2ت01 +ال ع+%ق, +نتائج %لعال!&تع%6 على م%ض1 0لنفسي +لك) غ&% مق"ّ 
!(لتعث5. تص.5 .ت.قع ضع+0 بخص.- (لتخ*+* (لمستقبلي 

!معت&%/خف"! 3!

 $لمت%$ج"!ت;ب;: في 8ق%'%7 بك1ن4 م%") 12 1عي قل"- باألع%') 'ل%ئ"س"ة &2(&1 ضح/ ,غ-( ,&ضح لم(ض' &لنفسي. 
من67 حاجت3 للعال. م& "ج+ ت()'& "ألع#"! +لتفك!56 +لشك10 0+النسحا, +الجتماعي. ق" ! "ض$#"!مث): 'لضالال"! 

!مث/: (لقل, %س%ء (لن%& %$خ"!

!مت#س! 4!

ب+ج+7 بع2 *ألع$*2 غ&$ *لمتصلة /+ غ&$ *لم"مة +*لتي &ش$ح"ا ب2 1ل$0 'آل.. -,' ت* ج)'ل% $قّ" -ّق) بالم)' في $لسا
2لحاجة للعال+ غ(% معت%$ ب"ابع*>%ً ع9 5(*8 %لتفس*( %لخا5ئ %إلجمالي /. %لتفك*( %ل)'%ئي/%لضاللي.   

!(ش' م& مت#س! 5!

% 0ل%ق1 0لحاض!, %ك+ل( $شتكي %$نك! ج23 لألع/'. 'ل-,ان*ة في 'لماضي !'نك$ تماماً بأن- م$'+ نفسي. !'نك$ #" !
!حاجت5 للعال1 0/ )لبقاء في )لمستشفى 

!ش!"! 6!

"-ئي/ضاللي لل%ج%0 في -لمستشفى $% $خ"! ع(اء تفس#" !$0 س*(ء في (لماضي +* (لحاض$ مع !+نكا$ ملف' للن%$ للم
م! قب, 'لمع(ب"!/'لجال#"!  ض$#ا!كاكعقا/ لآلثا, +لتي "قت&ف$ا "!  للعال$ مث!: !

!غا(ة في %لش"! 7!

 !1: &لضالال!/"ل$1*ء*+ (*العتقا,*+ *لتي ل'& ل$ا #سا1 م/ &لصحة, غ"# &ل'&قع"ة '&لغ#"بة/'لعج#بة)

- ضالال! م%جع"ة (قناعة %$م"ة بأ! "ألح#"! 'لعا#"ة' &ألش#اء "! سل%ك#ا! بع% $آلخ!"! تش"! +لى معاني غ"! عا#"ة  !تع+* للشخ% $#ت!)  

1-   ......................................1 $ق1ل1" عن/ .ش$اء تحم) معن$ّ$"؟.....................ُ"(جع&% $ل"! 34 تشع# في بع- &أل,قا( بأ! &ألخ#"!  

2- ...................=: ت3> 3سائ: شخص$ة ل7 في *لج3*ئ1 0# على شاشة *لتل$ف%$#"؟.....................................................................   
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3- ..........................?2 تشع= في بع7 4لمناسبا( بأ8 بع7 4ألح"34 45لح45"3 تحم2 معنى خا- ل, +ن( بالتح"#"؟...........................   

- &لتفس+* &لضاللي &لخا"ئ  

4- $ ب"ا .- ل-ن0ا .- في &ل+*(قة &لتي تح! 2ل;:,قة 2لتي تن45 ب"ا 2ألش,اء م. ح,+ *ضع ملصقات"ا 23 ت%0 في بع. -لمناسبا( %سالة س%$ة في 
..........................................'ألش$اء؟.....................................................................................................................  

5-   ..........................................................................'ألفكا"؟................................................................ تبا!"ق$# في  

6- ......................EF تج1 0ح$اناً بأ" *ألش$اء *لتي فك3? ف$>ا 0# ناقشت>ا مسبقاً مقتبسة في *لج3*ئ1 0# على شاشة *لتل$ف%$#"؟........................   

- 0نتحا+ شخص'ة %لمع!!ف&%/$لمش%$#"!  

7- ..........................................................$3 ب34$قة ما ل$صبح $شب+"/$نتح) شخص$ت"؟.......67 تشع+ بأ3 م01+ شخ- تع+ف( ج'&%ً تغّ    

- ضالال) 'إلض$#ا!  

8- '&%$ئ"؟...................................................................................................................., +نا( شخ& %حا"! () 'ب&% ل# بأ   

 '&% $جا! بنع!

9- ..............................................ستف&%$ ب"؟.............................................................................................)# 'حا$# "ال   

10- ...........................................................................................................................$ل"؟............ب /م""!ك&% ج#ب!   

11- &%$#ء؟.................................................................................................. 23 م/ *لممك/ '/ 1ك#/ #(*ء -ل, م+*م() '# محا#لة   

 
!-,+ +لع)' ال %ن#ب! !غائ! 1!

مشك6= ف39: &لم,9+ 9ب65 >كث, م8 :ب9عي (6لك8 ب6ج56 شب3 م,ئي ل01/ &لع,+ كما في &ألشخا! /مسل! مسا!
!'ل%ب"ع""!)

!ضئ"! 2!

0ل*> متشب9 ب8ا بق50. 'لضالال! ال تت2'خ. 0تع/. 'لتفك*() 'لعالقا!  (لضالال0 (لغامضة #غ*" (لمتبل#"! م! 2"!  1
!&الجتماع(ة '" &لسل"!

!معت&%/خف"! 3!

%ج%- مجم%عة متن%عة مC ,لضالالA ضع)فة ,لتشك)! %غ)= ثابت: 9% قل)! من7ا متّشكلة ج)-,ً %,لتي تت-,خ! قل)الً %تع"! 
ا0 &الجتماع(ة '" &لسل"! %لتفك)'& %لعالق !

!مت#س! 4!

!(ش' م& مت#س! &لع;(; مE &لضالال0 ج(;= &لتشك(8 "&لمتشّبA ب?ا "&لتي عا;ً= ما تت;&خ8 "تع89 &لتفك(45 &لعالقا0 &الجتماع(ة '" &لسل"!  5!
+لعالقا, +الجتماع$ة "! مجم,عة مستق"7 ,ثابتة م> )لضالال9 )لمتبل,"7 ,)لمن5مة ,)لتي تت1)خ( ب,ض,- ,تع*( )لتفك#"! 

!&لسل"!
!ش!"! 6!

كث'8 ج(.ً مB .لضالال< .لثابتة /.لمستق8) /.لمن4مة بق/) /.لتي تس'89 على مع34 ج/.ن1 .لح'ا) /.لتي بالعا() 'نتج عن"ا 
! *غ$4 مسئ*لة *(لتي ق7 تض4ّ بسالمة (لشخ. نفس! *(لمح$%$# ب!'-.- فع* غ)' مناسبة 

!غا(ة في %لش"! 7!

!5: جن+: "لع8مة ("ل456 "ل3"تي "لمبالغ ف-, +"لقناعا!/"العتقا#"! باألفضل"ة/&لتف,=! تتضم; ضالال5 بق2(&5 غ1( عا12ة/خا(قة! &لث(,+! &لمع(فة/&لعل"! 
 &لسمعة4 &لسل2ة 1&الستقامة/&لصال' &ألخالقي)

1- .................................................................................ك67 تشع/ بنفس2 بالمقا/نة مع 'لشخ) 'لعا#"؟..............................   

2- .................DB لC#2 مB8بة/قA'$2/خاص#ة ?8 سل=ة/ق18 غ#$ عا2#ة 8'لتي بالعا12 ال #ملك,ا 'ألشخا) 'آلخ$#"؟.....................................   

2.1-   ً عق-,/+فكا$ 'ألخ$#"؟....................................................................................... ق$#ء!بأن& تست#"ع  مثال: .- ق+ شع)' م%لقا  

3- .........@? ت#E نفسC D/ ث#/A؟ ش>#A؟ @? ق6 =>#; على شاشة 'لتل3ف7/38 0/ على 'ل#'36/ 0/ في 'لس3نما 0/ على خشبة 'لمس#"؟...................   

4-   ............................@? تع= نفس9 عالي/67 شأ3 على مق#ا. )لمعا##( )ألخالق#ة؟........................................................................ 

4.1- ................................................................62 5جعل3 12$ $لشي خا- في بع) $لج%$ن"؟..............................................   
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5- ...............................*2 تحم2 1سالة خاصة في *() 'لح$ا"؟............................................................................................   

5.1- ........................$#"؟.........................................................................................................................ك%$ حص!    

6- ..........................................................#"؟.....................................................................................+% *ن) 'ج% مت"ّ    

6.1- .........................................................................................ما*ي عالقة با"؟......................................................   

6.2- ...........................................................م" 'ألشخا) 'آلخ$#"؟............................................../. $ن, ق!*( )لى هللا $كث!    

 
!-,+ +لع)' ال %ن#ب! !غائ! 1!

مشك6= ف39: &لم,9+ 9ب65 >كث, م8 :ب9عي (6لك8 ب6ج56 شب3 م,ئي ل01/ &لع,+ كما في &ألشخا! %/مسل! مسا
)'ل%ب"ع""! !

!ضئ"! 2!

!بع< سما= &لع#مة ,&لتبا>ي 4مك. &الست/ال7 عل4(ا2 ,لك. ب/,. #(,- ,&ضح ل()&ء &لع#مة !معت&%/خف"! 3!
شع"! BاA! "غ*! "&قعي باألفضل*ة/&لتف"; على &ألخ!*2. بع4 م2 &لضالال/ ضع*فة &لتشك*( "حض"! &لشع"! 

!بالم+ك5/9لق7+65 5لخاصة 2لك/ ال #تص+* بناًء عل#"ا 
!مت#س! 4!

!(ش' م& مت#س! ضالالC 9اA2B ب"ض"? ب"ج": م2ك>/سل;ة/ق:2&9 خا2قة "&لتي ت4ث2 على &التجا- "لك+ ل*( على &لسل"!  5!
بمق#"!  '"لتي ت#"!)فة/%لعل!) ($لث*()% $لسمعة% $لمع في "اعن4 3فضل/ة/تف'+ خا) '&لمعب! ب!ج! ضالال* (ا'&% ب"ض"!

#تص,+ بناء'ً عل#"املح!" !ت1ث/ على ,لتفاعال% بشك! +كث) م& !%ح#" ! !
!ش!"! 6!

$لتفك&%D $لتفاعB 2$لسلA2 مس&@% عل&=ا تماماً بع15 ضالال4 مجتمعة ب2ج52 ق5%$4/ث%12/مع%فة/سمعة/من,لة *خالق&ة %$ئعة 
ة0 5لممك0 01 تأخ& ن+ع"ة شا&%/غ#"ب&%لتي م !

!غا(ة في %لش"! 7!

!6: &ل*(بة/&لشك"! )'الض$#ا! (1فكا. غ". -,قع"ة/مبالغ ف"!ا باالض$#ا! .ا,+* (تنعك$ على "الحت#"!* (ل'ن#%/ت#ج! 'ال%ت#ا!! 'لشك#"! 
 #لح$*/#ل%ق6ة4 3) ضالال/ بأ' #ألخ*%' %*%()' &%$#ئ!)

1- ...................................................ك#1 تشع$ بعالقت* مع 'ألخ$#"؟.............................................................................   

2-   .............................................................................ت)تا% ل#"؟.......... تح"/ال 23 تح0/ت%تا. لألشخا( )ألخ%$#؟............ ال 

)'تا$ ل"! &حب#"/ال )'& %جا" ال  

2.1- .....'ألشخا" 'آلخ/.- على #ج) 'لخص#"؟..............................................................................................() تن%عج م!    

2.2- ........................................تخا* من)'؟........................................ لما#"؟...............................................................   

3- ............ 'لما#"؟..........................................'حب$ن"؟......... ... ال) 'حب$ن"؟......................12 تشع" بأ- مع*( %ألشخا& %ألخ"!   

4- .........................................................................................................................78 تث5 بمع2" ,ألشخا- ,ل*() تع%ف#"؟   

4.1- ................."؟.............................54 4نا2 /لبع0 /ل!. ال تث* ب)؟................... م'؟............................................... %لما!   

5- ........................<= ق4 شع'; بأ9 .لبع6 ق4 تكلم/. عن" في ()'"/غ%اب"؟............................................................................   

5.1- .................................................................................................... 'لما#"؟....قال#"؟........................ ,ل*( تعتق% $ن"! ما   

6- (حا,+ *()'ئ"/قتل"؟.....................................................................................89 ق" شع$5 بأ3 2لبع. )تجس+ عل)!/)تآم$ ض"!/   

6.1- ......................................................................................................................ما+* (ل)ل" على $ل"؟.....................   

6.2- ...............................م2 بإعتقا+" *()ء ك% $ل"؟.....................................................................................................   

6.3- .....................................................................................................................................؟....... #"! ل!لما&% $ح"!    
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!-,+ +لع)' ال %ن#ب! !غائ! 1!
مشك6= ف39: &لم,9+ 9ب65 >كث, م8 :ب9عي (6لك8 ب6ج56 شب3 م,ئي ل01/ &لع,+ كما في &ألشخا!  /مسل!مسا!

!'ل%ب"ع""!)
!ضئ"! 2!

3ألفكا+/3لتفاعال3/4لسل"/ تأث+*ا ضع&% "مح!"!متس3 بالح56 $ع34 2لثقة على نح$ متسع% $لك!  %تجا!)ع&% ت#ج!/ ! !معت&%/خف"! 3!
+خ) عن3> على 6لمقابلة 37/3 6لسل4,3 3لك1 ل(0 /نا, +ل() على ضالال! ع45 *لثقة "*ضح "ملح"+ "*ل)' !ت%ف# "!

تب0/ م-ث+* على &التجا!  %إلض-,ا+A &7بما @ك&< =نا; م9ش7 على بع1 ضالال/ %إلض-,ا+ %لفضفاضة &%لتي ال
!-'لعالقا) 'لشخص"ة

!مت#س! 4!

جلّ'ة %%$ضحة  &ض$#ا!خص)ة. &% ضالال! ->B, عA7 ثقة ملح0> ج7#9ً -ق70 6لى تش0-4 ,ئ-سي 0كب-, على #لعالقا$ #لش
 "&لتي )ك"; ل:ا تأث)6 مح3"3 على &لعالقا, &لشخص)ة "&لسل"!

!(ش' م& مت#س! 5!

منتش?1 0ملح60ة ج4'ً 0'لتي ق4 تك80 من6مة 0تت4'خ- بق10 0تع.- 'لعالقا) 'لشخص"ة  &ض$#ا!ضالال!  ! !ش!"! 6!
على &لتفك012 &لتفاع. &الجتماعي "&لسل"! !!شبكة متكاملة م3 ضالال0 &إلض!-ا+ &لمن(مة '&لمس"! ! !غا(ة في %لش"! 7!

!7: &لغض' &لعا"!/%لش!"! (%لتعب-, %للف(ي /غ-, %للف(ي ع& %لغض! )'الست#اء/'لضغ(نة تتضم- 'لسخ*(ة/'لت$ك"! $لسل&)/ '%&% $لفع! 'لسلب"ة !%لع'&%ن#ة! 
 )إلساء3/)الستغال- )للف*ي $)ل&ج$م"ة)

1- ..............................................................ع &لنا; م:خ8&ً؟............ مثالً: عائلت,2 +ص0قائ, +* (مالء &لعم"؟.,ن* في عالقات" م ك"!   

2- ...................................................................................................ض"؟............................/. )ن- من+عج )' مستاء/غا   

 '&% $جا! بنع!

3- ......................................................6D قا( Bل" Aلى ج(/6 مع /ألخ=4> حتى على /لمسائ6 /لبس34ة1 0/لتي بالعا() ال ت%عج"؟.............   

3.1- ................................ج*()/مضا$بة؟.........................................ج ج"+ً ل")جة تجعل1 تص)/ على +آلخ)'& !% تب"! )' كن% من"ع   

 
!-,+ +لع)' ال %ن#ب! !غائ! 1!

مشك6= ف39: &لم,9+ 9ب65 >كث, م8 :ب9عي (6لك8 ب6ج56 شب3 م,ئي ل01/ &لع,+ كما في &ألشخا!  /مسل!مسا!
!'ل%ب"ع""!)

!ضئ"! 2!

!ت*(ص9 *تعب.# غ.# مباش# *مق.5 ع< (لغض, (مث9: سخ#.ة2 ع35 (حت#(23 تعب.# غاض, +* (ن'عا% ع#ضي)  !معت&%/خف"! 3!
متك-- )تعب#- مباش- ع+ 'لغض* () 'لضغ#نة &ن$عا!$ع!7 6تجا3 مكش(/ بالغض* ()ل&% $#"!  ! !مت#س! 4!

ساء( &للف-"ة عا!( )' &لت#!"!من2عج بص).- عال(ة ))"ضحة مع "إل ش' م& مت#س!!  ! 5!
ك' (ك$' ع%$#ني عA3 تعا5? 5<ساء; لف17ة :5 ت3139 ملح75 01ث. على )لمقابلة 5بج13ة 01ث. على )لتفاع( )الجتماعي. مم

/-ج,+ جس)' لألخ#"!عت#"ء!#مش#) #لك% $#ج!  !
!ش!"! 6!

&لجس"!  عت#"ء"ال23 01 /نتج عن* حلقا&/سلسة م! غض= ملح93 -نتج عن6 ع/5 تعا43 3$ضح/ش/-/ -ع-, $لتفاعال% $ألخ!
!تجا' &ألخ#"! 

!غا(ة في %لش"! 7!

!3: $لسل'( $ل"ل'سي/$ل"ال*3 (تق")" لف.ي -* سل*( )ع&ي $#"!? غ#6 ناتج ع0 مث#9,6 خا6ج#ة. ق3 تك)0 /.- ,ل*ال)' سمع#ة! بص$#ة! شم$ة "! 
 جس&"ة/عض#"ة)

1- ............؟..../5 /ح"اناً تسمع /ش"اء ال "سمع)ا &ألخ#"! .عاجا&/*ص)'& غ$#بةسمع" ! ' غ%$بة؟تجا"' &% خب"!ب !!!/مختب"!() ق& سب# "!   

2- "؟..............................................................................................شخص"ة م, )ل+)*"! (! )لتل"ف#"! &تصاال!,' تستقب' &ح$اناً    

3- .................... <& تست=.ع في بع9 )ألح.ا7 سما5 )ألص2)1 )لعال.ة )لتي ()خ& %$س"؟................................................................   

 '&% $جا! بنع!

3.1- ................................................................................................................................؟......................ك% ع##"ا   

3.2- .................<= 0تح-ث+* >ل230 0علق+* عل30 1+ على تص6فات23 1+ 0تح-ث+* لبعض)' &لبع"؟........................................................   

3.3- ................................................................................................................................ما,# تق$* تل' #ألص$#"؟........   

3.4- ...........................................................................................................#"؟...........................*+ *( )"ب$& %$ س"ئ   
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3.5- ...............................................................................................................................................+* تخا& من#"؟   

3.6- ................................................................................................04 /خب#(ن+ بما تفع0؟ /ع-(ن+ *()م# مباش#"؟..............   

3.7- ...........................................+* ت9%ع 7.-م5/تعل%قا, تل" -ألص.-,؟........................................ +* %ج) عل%" $ل"؟............   

4- (7 ل5#4 بص#$1 -0 ت$. -ش#اء ال #$'(ا 'ألخ$#"؟.....................................6.78 ل5 *ألش-اء *لعا0-ة غ.-بة *لشك' "! مش!$# "! ! ح"!"!    

 '&% $جا! بنع!

4.1- ..........................................................ك* م)" بالعا#"؟.......................................................................................   

4.1- .......................ما 0'جة $ض$, تل( #لص$'/#ألص$#"؟..............................................................................................   

4.3- ) منفصلة؟..................................................................................................45 #ل(23ة/#لص$( تح.-/ت+*( مع #ألص$#" !   

5- ............................45 ح12 0شمم/ .ش#اء ال #شم(ا 'ألخ$#"؟.........................................................................................   

6- 2نا" شيء غ+*( #)خ& جس#"؟.................................................... بأ!غ"0بة على جس)' &% شع"!  &حاس"!.- ح+* ل) '& ج$ّب!    

 '&% $جا! بنع! على %ألص"%* (" %ل!)'ة/%لص"!

1- &لص#"؟................................................................................................................&ل$#"ة/ "! م. ما'" تك#ن! )'& "ألص#"!   

2- ..........................$ (% ح'ث%$ ل"؟...............................................................................................................ك&% $#"!   

3- ...................................../ .- مشكلة بالنسبة ل"؟......................................................................................................   

 
!-,+ +لع)' ال %ن#ب! !غائ! 1!

م8 :ب9عي (6لك8 ب6ج56 شب3 م,ئي ل01/ &لع,+ كما في &ألشخا!  مشك%/ ف)-: ,لم!)( )ب&% $كث! /مسل!مسا!
!'ل%ب"ع""!)

!ضئ"! 2!

Aال(? متشكلة (()ضحة (لك5 ل$س2 متك..;: 9( ع++ غام7 م5 )إل+.)كا2 )لحس$ة غ$. )لعا+$ة ()لتي ال $نتج  2"!  1
!عن2ا تش"(/ في &لتفك() '" &لسل"! 

!معت&%/خف"! 3!

ل-"جة بس#+ة (ل#س& كب#"! فق! ة/ '+لتفك,! '+لسل'& متأث! لل)س& مت#"ص /ل+ال$- ت,+& بص$&% متك&&% $لك! ! !مت#س! 4!
&لAال"? متك,,5 "م9 &لممك9 +9 تن<"> على/تحت">  +كث, م9 حاسة "&ح56 "تنح" 2لى تش")/ &لتفك), "/+" تع)' &لسل"!. 

 3قE تأخC تفس$? ضاللي لتلA .لخب?.( .ل9ل3س$ة 3تت8 .الستجابة ل89 7نفعال$اً/عا5ف$ا4ً 3في بع/ .لمناسبا( لف&$اً %$ضاً 
!(ش' م& مت#س! 5!

في معBC (أل%قا? %تسب= تع>- %تش%5: 4ئ5سي على (لتفك45 %(لسل%2. تعام- ,+* (ل'ال%$ على  $ل(ال%+ ت*() مت%$صلة
!Bن"ا مA9كا? حس%ة *(قع%ة/حق%ق%ة; *(أل9(ء مع67/معا4 بسب3 (الستجابة (النفعال%ة *(للف&%ة ل"!

!ش!"! 6!

تفك01 "&لسل"-. "ت+"* ()' &ل$ال"! تماماً منشغ?/مس),+ عل)< بص0+> ;"ئمة ب564 "ل4ال120 0"لتي تس),+ فعل)اً على "ل
ف? &الستجابا; &للف:.ة "&لسل"ك.ة7 متضمن5 4اعة/تنف.- أل"&م* تل' &ل$ال"!بتفس$#,+ ضالل$ة &تث$#/تح !

!غا(ة في %لش"! 7!

 !13: "ض$#"! #إل$#"! ("ض$#"! في 'الست#ال!/!لمبا'ء%$ في !لمع,شة (&لتحك3 باألفكا# &ل.&ت,ة' &لسل()' &لح#كة *&لكال'/&لح#"!)

1- .......أخ0 ق.'. في ح#ات) 'ل#%م#ة؟...................................................................................................-, تج* م" )لصع$ #" ت   

 '&% $جا! بنع!

1.1- ..'لماضي؟......................................................................................................................0' ح.- ,ل* خال' &ألسب"!    

2- ........................................ع(ني مثاالً؟................................................................................................................!   

3- * 9ل$,ت)ن)ة 9ل),م)ة ف,ض,ّ)ة/مش,ش1 بسب. ك,ن* غ)$ قا%$ على 2) متفك%/غ#- مت-,ب*؟ )ل'ل% ح#ات#8 تج" في بع2 1أل)قا- ,+ سل)ك& بال #"!  
......................................................................01 تخ.. تص'فات* بص)'& صح$حة؟.........................................................  

 '&% $جا! بنع!؛ &ستكش3/&ست0ضح &كث, لما()؟ مع &مثلة؟...........................................................................................................
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!-,+ +لع)' ال %ن#ب! !غائ! 1!

مشك6= ف39: &لم,9+ 9ب65 >كث, م8 :ب9عي (6لك8 ب6ج56 شب3 م,ئي ل01/ &لع,+ كما في &ألشخا!  /مسل!مسا!
!'ل%ب"ع""!)

!ضئ"! 2!

/-لعقل#ة ل)'جة بس#"ة"ع". )لعمل"ا, )للغ("ة ()لمع$ف"ةة ()لتفك*$ ()ل&% $بما بع1 'أل"لة على 'لت*"" في 'لمحا"ث ! !معت&%/خف"! 3!
تسلس0 &لتفك-,+ *(&ئ' &للف"ي  بتب#"!بالعا)> مت1)) &;:19 صع&بة &0ضحة في 0ل&ص&! 3لى ق101. 0لمحا)ثة ق) تش&%/تع"! 

!"/لمع-في مع()/ضع&% ب"ض"!
!مت#س! 4!

"ة %إل"%02 :ت2%خ4 .:ع)4 %لسل.A .%لتفك:". ت"22 .%ضح .%ل=> :ع:9 %ست6ال4/مبا2ء0 .م.%صلة %لنشا)ا& %لح"ك "ض$#"!
في %لتعث0/%لتلعث! في %لح)'&/%لكال! .-الجتماع(ة .-ل+* (مك' مالح#ت!  

!(ش' م& مت#س! 5!

(مث.: %للب89 *%لتب26/*ضع %لمك'ا2) متع/./مش*+ *%لح)'&/%لكال!  (الت'مات"ك"ةتنف"1/2ج$'ء /, /.'ء 'ل,+ائ) 'لح$ك"ة 
!12ضاً متأث* بشك& ملح"!

!ش!"! 6!

ع3 )لح1كة $)لكال! $-نتج عن( )لجم$"/ع"!  /%لتثب"& %لش!"!. مالح* ب)$س&ة $لك!بصفة !"ئمة فش'/سق,+ كام' في "إل#"!
!"لح0"/ +/.+ "لت+ح()ة/"إلنع#"!

!غا(ة في %لش"! 7!

!4: 'لسلب"ة/)لالمباال!$ (النسحا0 (الجتماعي (تالشي (ال=تما! &(لمبا"ء; في (لتفاعال6 (الجتماع+ة بسب0 (النع,(ل+ة/(لت&ح"$ ع"! "الكت#"!$ #تالشي 
 &ل+اقة $&إل<&6' تق$6 =لى تناق9/نق9 &لتعا+ي/&الن6ما5 &لشخصي $تجا/. نشا+ا* &لح"ا' &ل"$م"ة)

1- ..................................1. تفض. -, تبقى 'ح%$#ً؟......................................................................................................   

2- ..................................ك$1 تقضي -قت* ()' &أل$ا"؟....................................................................................................   

3- ..................................................................78 تنض4 3لى نشا.ا, مع 'ألف$') 'ألخ$#"؟....................................................   

...............................: لما#"؟.....................................................................................................................بـال'&% $جا!   

 '&% $جا! بنع!

4- ...............................ل%+. )لع%+% م( )ألص%قاء؟..................................................................................................... "!   

5- -6.............. ...............................؟.......-لقل*( فق& #% ال #ح!  .....................................................................؟...........لما"!   

7- ....................................ما1( ع" (ألص-قاء (لمق%ب#"؟...................................................................................................   

 
!-,+ +لع)' ال %ن#ب! ئ!غا ! 1!

مشك6= ف39: &لم,9+ 9ب65 >كث, م8 :ب9عي (6لك8 ب6ج56 شب3 م,ئي ل01/ &لع,+ كما في &ألشخا!  /مسل!مسا!
!'ل%ب"ع""!)

!ضئ"! 2!

. عا#3ً *ختل& مع  .ألخ+*( فق& عن#ما 2ع<A 7@تما? ع<ضي/)قتي لألنش8ة 7الجتماع2ة )لك. مع ضع*/س)ء مبا#ئ!
!,ت'*صل'& %$ مع!

!معت&%/خف"! 3!

م/ت.. -تج* لالنسحا$ #لى  !/جام&% $# غ!)ت'مات"ك"ة#تص$>/#ت*ج; بسلب#ة مع مع56 1ألنش%ة 1الجتماع#ة *لك' ب%$#قة 
!'لخلف"ة

!مت#س! 4!

ً ,شا56/,سا23 بسلب,ة في &لقل,+ فق" م' &ألنش"ة  $'?<) ع6; +=تما; فعل'اً في +لمبا6ء4. 'قضي $ق0 قل'- مع +ألخ)'& عم$ما !(ش' م& مت#س!  5!
#لشخص(ة ع1ض(اً. ل-(, #لقل(! م' #لت$#ص!  'حت%اجات!ال مبالي 'منع8!7 &شا64 نا45,ً في ,ألنش-ة ,الجتماع&ة '&تجا"!  $ب"!

!)الجتماعي )لعف*(/)لتلقائي
!ش!"! 6!

!ال مبالي بعم7/بش345 منع0! /جتماع(اً -شخص(اً م'م!/متجا"! !غا(ة في %لش"! 7!

 !16: 'لتجا"!/&لتجن! #الجتماعي #لنش$/#لعملي (تضاA@/ضع4 %لمشا/كة/%النخ/%7 %الجتماعي %لم/تب7 بالخ(4 غ2/ %لمب//. %لغض+ *( ع'& %لثقة)

1*- ......................;: تح8 .لمشا6كة في .ألنش/ة .الجتماع*ة ب'ج% عا"؟..............................................................................   

2*- .................بأن9 8ت6 5فع3 للمشا.كة في *() 'النش#ة؟.......................................................................................&% تشع!    

3*- .....................................................................89 تح6 /لت'/ج3 في /ألماك0 /لعامة كاألس'& مثالً؟...................................   

4*- ......................:9 تشع, بالض+3 في 'ج'/ "ألخ,+* ح'ل)؟...................................... 'لما#"؟...........................................   
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!-,+ +لع)' ال %ن#ب! !غائ! 1!

مشك6= ف39: &لم,9+ 9ب65 >كث, م8 :ب9عي (6لك8 ب6ج56 شب3 م,ئي ل01/ &لع,+ كما في &ألشخا!  /مسل!مسا!
!'ل%ب"ع""!)

!ضئ"! 2!

!3ب58 معت< بس5Bلة في حض15 *ألخ31@ 35فض< قضاء *ل5ق: ل5ح678 5مع #ل! 3شا1! في *ألنش(ة +#* (ل' من$ #ل! !معت&%/خف"! 3!
> ;+ ك( )النش:ة )الجتماع,ة7 ,حتا5 4لى )لح1/)القنا- ل,+)ص( )لمشا#كة (متلك4 شع3& 2لحس- عن-ما (حض&/(شا&% في بع

!'& س4ق7ع3ا '& 4ن343ا على حسا! %لقل+* %لش) '& %لغض! 
!مت#س! 4!

بغ4 +لن2) ع& محا-لة +ألخ)'& لجعل! بسب9 *لخ7= >7 *لغض9 #حا67 *لبقاء بع#0*ً ع/ *لع0#0 م/ *لتفاعال+ *الجتماع#ة! 
لقضاء مع'& $قت0 غ.- *لم-ت+/*لمن'& ل$ح"!$نخ*( مع&%. $نح!   

!(ش' م& مت#س! 5!

"سا4H في ع.. قل"! ج.*ً مC *ألنش@ة *الجتماع"ة بسب( *لخ9:5 *لغض( 56 ع.4 *لثقة. عن. *القت$*( من' "&%$ م"! 
!لق6ع/4ن3اء 1لتفاع% ,/نح, عم,ماً لع&% نفس!

!ش!"! 6!

ة بسب' *لشع%6 *لعم31/*لش010 بالخ%,+ *لغض' &% ضالال! ال !مكن4 )النخ1)*/)لمشا1كة في )ألنش*ة )الجتماع!
!&إلض>;ا:. "تجن8 ك) &لتفاعال1 0"بقى منع() ع! &ألخ#"! 

!غا(ة في %لش"! 7!

- فق> 'لت0ج:/'لت90ا) (ضع8 'ل0عي بالعالقا1 0'لمح,-! ,تضم) 'ألشخا"! &ألماك! #-ل#ق+ نت"جة للتش#"!/'ال%تبا! () 'إلنسحا!) 10! 

1- ..................+* $#" نح' &ل$#"؟............................................................................................................)' تع$# في    

2- -3&لش#"؟.........................................................................     &لسنة؟........................................................................ 

4- -5&لفص"؟........................................................................   )لتا$#خ؟.......................................................................   

6- ............................/'لمكا"؟.....................................................................................................................&%$! نح!   

 
!-,+ +لع)' ال %ن#ب! !غائ! 1!

مشك6= ف39: &لم,9+ 9ب65 >كث, م8 :ب9عي (6لك8 ب6ج56 شب3 م,ئي ل01/ &لع,+ كما في &ألشخا!  /مسل!مسا!
!'ل%ب"ع""!)

!ضئ"! 2!

'ع%$ مكان- ,لك( ال 'ع%$ #س!  صع3بة في بع. (ألش+اء (لخاصة مث!4لت&ج5 4لعا/ مالئ//كافي+ &لك% ق" )ك&% عن"! 
":ائف1!6 #ع40 3لش01 "لكن, #لخب) في %$ #"!  (لك& ال $ع"! فى ,ل*( )تعام% مع"!&لشا.12 0ع.- ,سماء *اق' &لمستش

م4 %ألسبE0. قD -ك40 >ناA ض-? في %ال>تماما: ملح80 باأللفة مع %لق+-ب-4 0ل-3 %لمح-# %أل0سع (-ع+* #اقم& %ل#بي 
.ع&% 0/.& *لصحة/*لمعا&% مثالً) %لك" ال !

!معت&%/خف"! 3!

اك, /<ل/ق>؛ مثالً $ع"! *ن6 في مستشفى /لك, ال $ع"! *سم'ا% $ع"! فق8 نجا6 ج4ئي في #لتع-, على #ألشخا%$ #ألم
/لسنة ,لكن* ل)' متأك# م!  ل12 مباش"ً- في "عا$ت&% $ع"!'لكث#) م$ 'ل%#$ #عم -لنفسي -ل"ئ$سي (لك& ال $ع"! &س' &لمعالج

!%لش"!

!مت#س! 4!

مف3!2 غام0 ح!. مكان() ال &ع$# "!  0ألماك1 /0ل/ق-؛ مثالُ ل&%$ فق! !+س53/فش4 3&ضح في &لتع+* على &ألشخا!
 غ(* متأل3 مع مع?) %ألشخا; في مح(67. ممك. (ع*3 %لسنة &لك. ل(- %لش+* '& %ل(&) '& %لفص! 

!(ش' م& مت#س! 5!

عل5 بمكان1& "لخب# في +لتا)"خ& "ست#"ع !+ألماك, (+ل(ق'؛ مثالُ (ال  !+س95/فش8 ملح45 بش12 في &لتع+* على &ألشخا!
م! #ألشخا+ في ح'ات$ #آل!)  2"!  1&% $سمي  !

!ش!"! 6!

ت$2ا: كام0 بالنسبة لألشخا=, (ألماك: $(ل$ق9. تش$&7 6جمالي 4$ تجا02 تا1 ح$0 (لم$قع, (لسنة (لحال&ة $حتى 
! ,ل&,ل1"!- ,ل0&//.- ,لمعالج &%خ#"!,ألشخا- ,لمأل*ف)' ل%$ مث! 

!غا(ة في %لش"! 7!

!5: صع2بة في ,لتفك)( ,لتج()'& (تع#" في ,لتفك.+ ,لتج+.-(/,ل+م*() كالمالح! في صع#بة )لتصن#"! &لتشك+.- &لتعم+ما) '&لتح"! -بع* م) 'لتفك"! 
 'لجام0 23 'ألحا0// في م,ا* ح) 'لمشكال!)

7- تخب5ني بأ2 شك0 /ما متشاب#ا- (,ج' *لشب' ب%ن#ما): !0'ج$. م. -لكلما) '&%$# من *آل) سأق$# ل!  

,+ا نب)' .. ما$# ع!: 12* %جا& كال/ما ف+*ك).. %ج& %حسن! .. شاب$ا23 ما01 -لشيء -لمشت() ب&ن$ما؟ك"# "ت !"%لم"! ة&لتفاحمثالً؛   

$لك! فق) ل& حسناً (ما F"! (جا* بB.,قة جام-3/متماسة/سBح,ة؛ مث? !ألثن,6 ل'ما قش.3: !ألثن,6 نأكل'1 : !ألثن,6 صغ,.3 !لحج1 (% !لق.- ,ح* (كل'ا %$ك"!  
ف$#ك! 'الثنت"!#ما   

 * ملح&%ة $امة: (-ت+ س(') 'لمفح"! ع6 ثالثة 1/23 متن/عة حس* فت)' &قامت! في /لمستشفى *م') ح'& حالت!)
#ل$#بع%ل#"!  ! %لثال!%ل#"!  ! &لثاني%ل#"!  $أل"!%ل#"!   !)لمشاب#ا! 

!&ل!س) '&لِشع! !%لساع' &%لسا! !تق"") عن& سنت"! )لك&* ()لب&تقالة &ل*ا'لة '&لك#سي
$#ل$#"!&لتلة/&ل$ضبة  ! !#ل'(+)/#ل$*() '#لخ$#مي عن' &لب'&"ة/ تق""!  &لتفاحة #&لم#"! %لنم' &%لف"!

$ش"! 6عن!  !
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!%ل'&%ء &%لماء !%لع&/%لخا! ( (ل) %لع&/%لخا! تق**( سنة %$ح"!/  'لقل! )'لم$سا! 'لقبعة #'لبل#"!
-لخ*()/ تق%%$ عن! 

ش$#"ً  18 !
!)لسال, +)ل&خاء/)ل&فا#"ة !%لشم' &%لقم! )'لق*ا" / () 'لس$ا"! 'لحافلة 

 )'ل%ائ"!
تق++* (ح)' &لحاال!  %لق)' &%ل#للة

 &لحا"!

"ما (آل0 سنتح23 ع0 بع/ (ألمثا* (لشعب$ة "! *لِحّك8 *لمأث+0/ +*لتي 4ي عبا0/ ع- ,ق+*( ق'&مة مثالً: كث,+ *ل)باخ$# تفس& %ل#ب! (كث,+ *لغس"& ما "ب"! 
 %لفح!)5 ما$1 *عني 2$1 1لمث. فعل*اً؟ &ك$ل" ؛ ال تحك) على $لكتا) م& عن$#ن! (خ.- ,لكال) ما قّ" $#"ّ )2 ما'* %لمعنى %لعم-, م+ *(%ء '&% %لمث!؟

 8ع67 ف5صة لإلجابة 1ساع$- قل"الً في #لب$#"ة (م' ث% $خت! %$ج"! %ثن"! م. &لقائمة &لتال,ة تت01/ م. ح,+ صع(بة &لمعنى!

ب"!:()آل& %$ا لن  
!$لمجم)عة $ل%$بعة !%لمجم'عة %لثالثة  %لمجم#عة %أل#لى 'لمجم(عة 'لثان"ة

%ألمثــــ
ــــــــــــ

ـــــــــا!
!

غ/.+ )-ح,+ في )قت&ا تحف! 
!تسع

 %ل.قا(ة خ() م& %لعال!

 ما(ناس& /ك- %ل+* (ناس& %ألنثى
!كالً على جنس! $#"!

 ال تحك/ على #لكتا) م& عن$#ن!
 خ.- ,لكال) ما قّ" $#"ّ 

بس-, كما )ج)' خشم# في 
 $ج"!

 ما #مسح #معت! غ$% $#"!
 

/متح$كة ال مست$#"!حج"! 
 تصنع مستنقع

 ,) +*ح)' ما تصف!
!/(. (أخ+ %ل*(ح م& %لبال!

"لعش0 /ب,- ,"ئماً (كث# خضا#"ً 
 م* $لجان% $ألخ!

ال تبني حكم* على &لتس"! 
!%$ل"!

+عا% شخ! )' س% لشخ! 
 #خ!

 (لض,بة (لتي ما تقتل! تق#"!

 حم, ق*عة على كتف!
 ج* (كحل%ا عما!ا

 م! ك) م&% تسل! &لجّ#!

بع&%$ً ع! ال ,سق& "لبل'& %ب#"ً 
 &لشج"!

ال تسق/ $لتفاحة بع&%$ً ع! 
!شج$ت"ا 

 ال تحف1 $لب.- كل+ في سلة %$ح"!
!م* (/ا+$ عصف,+(* (فق$ &ح$#ما

 ً  ل(, ك* ما (لمع %$با
 .ل', ك* ما 'ب%$ فضة

 -#س+% *فض' م% $#ح!
في (التحا$ ق"!/ )' ال خ$# في 

 $منى م& غ$! $سا!

-لنا. -لتي ب(ت'ا م& %جا# ما 
 ت(مي ,ألخ()' بال#"!

!م( عا& %بتلى

/ائ, سن(ن( ()ح& ال $جل! 
 %لص"!

 ال تبني %لسق( قب& %ألسا!
!ل, كان! حتم() كان! غ#م!

 ال تق/ع -لجس* حتى تص% $ل"!
 ال تفس/ .م-%ً ال *مكن& %صالح! 

%ل#باخ(* (فس& %ل#ب!كث"!   
 كث.- $لغس&* ما &ب&% $لفح!

 
!-,+ +لع)' ال %ن#ب! !غائ! 1!

مشك6= ف39: &لم,9+ 9ب65 >كث, م8 :ب9عي (6لك8 ب6ج56 شب3 م,ئي ل01/ &لع,+ كما في &ألشخا!  /مسل!مسا!
!'ل%ب"ع""!)

!ضئ"! 2!

"نح6/"م"9 ل"عCي معنى ح$في <6 تفس"$ شخصي لبع5 +ألمثا9 +لصعبة7 6بع5 +إلشكال"ة مع +لمفا-", +لتي تعتب$ تج$"#"ة 
,+ بع)'& %لصلة  باعت#"! !

!معت&%/خف"! 3!

. صع0بة مع مع45 (ألمثا1 0بع. (لتصن+فا!/(لمتشاب#ا!. (كأ, *ع*( نف& %لكال!) غالباً 2ستخ%/ نس-/,سل*( جام%/س#حي
! 'لصامتةل(ك'3 مش'1 ب'&س!ة &لج'&ن- &ل'+(ف(ة '&ألنما! "م"! 

!مت#س! 4!

!(ش' م& مت#س! +تعام/ بصفة عامة بنسB/Cسل.@ جام</س>حي: +ع89 صع.بة في مع23 (ألمثا/ .(لتصن+فا!/(لمتشاب#ا!  5!
 0لتصن+فا) فق% ألكث!ت'"ع تشك"! +لمعنى +لتج,"78 م6 +ألمثا2 1' +لتعاب", +لشكل"ة 'لكن# "س &لتقا!غ)$ قا%$ على 

,'لتفس#$') 'لغ$#بة  'لصامتةألنما! #م#" ل)لمشاب=ا> بسا9ة. )لتفك#7 6ما #ك&, مشغ&. 1& مقف. ع, )لج&)ن( )ل&%#ف#ة!  !
!ش!"! 6!

'لعامة /. 'لتصن#فا) 'لبس#"ة )لمجا#"ة ال 23#1 مغ/. "ألمثا*( "الستعا#"! فق# 4ستخ'1 &لنس//&ألسل,+ &لجام'/&لس#حي. 
كأسا; للتصن#فا7. 6$& &لمع#ا3 #ن1ب/ على &ألشخا' &ل$#" ال '&لصام!  'ل%$#في%لع"! ال &ستخ"! )ا'. &%$ضاً )'لمتشاب

! 5ست50ع"A حتى 'لتفاع/ بقلة مع 'لمقاب/ ('الخصائي) نت5جة للضع2/'لتع0/ 'لمع.في/'لعقلي 'ل"'ضح "'لملح"!

!غا(ة في %لش"! 7!

 !9: محت0/ "لتفك)' "لشا*/غ)' "لعا$# ("لتفك"# "تشك6 15 "صن2 ب1&س/ة &ألفكا# &لشا)' &لغ#"بة; :%لتي تتأ"جح م4 تل1 %لبع.-(/%لشا*( )لى %ألخ"! 
!)لمش(شة ()لمستغلة)

�������� ���� ����� ������� �������� :������� ���� :������ 

1- م&خ$#ً؟......................................................................................................................23 شع0/ باإلن+عا) م& %$ شيء    

2- .....................3 )فكا01 ع. %لح+ا* ()'&%ف#ا؟..................................................................4 م. 3لممك. /. تخب,ني ش)ئاً بخص!!   

3-   .......................45 تست1-ع ق#*ء) 'فكا# *آلخ#-,؟........................................ 456 -ست1-ع *ألخ#-, ق#*ء) 'فكا#"؟...................... 

4- ...... م- ,تحك( بأفكا#"؟......................................................ك*+ *مكن&% $ل"؟...............................................................   
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!-,+ +لع)' ال %ن#ب! !غائ! 1!

مشك6= ف39: &لم,9+ 9ب65 >كث, م8 :ب9عي (6لك8 ب6ج56 شب3 م,ئي ل01/ &لع,+ كما في &ألشخا!  /مسل!مسا!
!'ل%ب"ع""!)

!ضئ"! 2!

/4لعا2"ة "ت0 تشك"ل,ا في قال! شا%/غ#"!'لمأل#فةمحت'2 &ألفكا! ق0 .ب0' غ!.باً )' شا*( )' &ألفكا!  ! !معت&%/خف"! 3!
!0ألفكا6 #ت: تش+#99ا بشك8 متك66 +في بع1 0ألح#ا* تك+* شا'& قل#الً  !مت#س! 4!

ة ,=لم;(شة (مث0: ك,ن* 7ف0 ُمتبنى م$ قب0 مل.- ك,ن* (ا'& م$ حك! ب!0/ ,ع!. $لع+,+ م( $ألفكا! $لغ! &عب# ع!
) 4# بع2 'ألفكا) 'لسخ(فة #غ() 'لمعق#لة باإلع#"!  

!(ش' م& مت#س! 5!

&عب- عA 09 &ع-5 8لعB&B مA 8ألفكا- 8لسخ&فة 0غ&- 8لمن3ق&ة 09 8لبع5 من4ا )0 3ابع 0ن0ع&ة غ-&بة/شا)$ متم&%$ (مث!: 
ك&ن, +*ئ! م' ك&ك$ #خ!)"! ! $#"! 3ك'ن% صاح!  !

!ش!"! 6!

!(لتفك-" ممتلئ/مفع7 باألفكا" (لسخ-فة1 (لشا/!/(لغ"-بة *(لمتناف"! !غا(ة في %لش"! 7!

!3: ضع?/س4ء "لعالقاA/"لصالA (فق7"> "لتعا!? "لشخصي' 4فق7"> "النفتا: في "لمحا7ثة 4"الحسا1 بالق#-' "ال,تما)' "النخ#"!/)لمشا#كة مع 
 'لمقاب) ('الخصائي). )مك7 مالح"ت; ب*ض*9 م7 &لتباع3 &لشخصي0 *قلة &لت*&ص+ &للف"ي *غ)' &للف"ي) 

�������� ���� ����� ������� �������� :������� ���� :������ 

 
!-,+ +لع)' ال %ن#ب! !غائ! 1!

مشك6= ف39: &لم,9+ 9ب65 >كث, م8 :ب9عي (6لك8 ب6ج56 شب3 م,ئي ل01/ &لع,+ كما في &ألشخا!  /مسل!مسا!
!'ل%ب"ع""!)

!ضئ"! 2!

." تنح"  لتك"( على مست"!  . ق, تفق, )لعم* )لعا(في/)النفعالي;لمحا7ثة مشخصة تتم(3 بنغمة متكلفة, +سم(ة )' مص$نعة
!غ*" شخصي %فك"!

!معت&%/خف"! 3!

, +تص)' بمل# "! م"كان"ك"ةج#. على +ألسئلة ب%$#قة ع مسافة شخص!ة ملح).ة ))-ضحة ن)عاً ما. ق" !منع$#" م عا#"ً 
!+ع-,/+ب'( ع'! &%تما!  

!مت#س! 4!

!(ش' م& مت#س! عAB %لمشا2كة/%النخ2%7 %ل>ا;2 #%ل:9 )ع8/)ع7, نتا6 %لمقابلة. 2بما )م), لتجن/ %لت#%ص, بالع)' &# %ل#ج!  5!
الي مع مسافة شخص$ة ملح2%ة. >الجابا8 س7ح$ة/غ$) حماس$ة3 12نا. -,لة قل$لة غ$) لف%$ة ع! بص*#+ *(ضحة غ$# مب

! /'لتفاع!)لمشا#كة
!ش!"! 6!

تماماً ال "ساA BC$ "نخ!@ مع *لمقاب+ (*الخصائي)9 "&8! غ"! مبالي بشك+ كام+ $ب$ض$2 "تجن/ *لتفاع+ *للف&ي $غ"! 
!)للف.ي ,ثناء )لمقابلة

!غا(ة في %لش"! 7!

 !2: 'إلنسحا! "النفعالي(فق#"! "ال2تما0/ ."لمشا*كة مع فق#"! "اللت#"! &لفّعا, مع (ح)&' &لح#ا!)

�������� ���� ����� ������� �������� ������ :������� ���� :������ 

'نفعال"اً عن4ا ب0ض0/. ق, "نخ(# مع 'لمح"#"! (مل< .لمبا=ء; : قل(! .ال6تما4 باألنش-ة '.لمح(- م& ح'ل* '(ك'& منفص!  * /لم-+, ال +نشئ فع% ما "ال
.'النق#ا!صع! "! +ل(. )عتب$ س"!  )' &ل$ من!  

 
!-,+ +لع)' ال %ن#ب! !غائ! 1!

مشك6= ف39: &لم,9+ 9ب65 >كث, م8 :ب9عي (6لك8 ب6ج56 شب3 م,ئي ل01/ &لع,+ كما في &ألشخا!  /مسل!مسا!
!'ل%ب"ع""!)

!ضئ"! 2!

الح#ا7 ق( #ع34 نق0 '/تما- باألح(') 'لمح#"ةعا*) 1فتق* !لمبا*ء) 'في بع" ! ! !معت&%/خف"! 3!
!بشك! عا: منفص! عا4ف&اً ع. 6لمح&4 0تح'&ات12 0لك. بالتشج&ع ق' &تفاع!  !مت#س! 4!

ب3ضF3 منفص, عا8ف"اً عB =ألشخا? 3=ألح$=> في مح"7.8 3"قا53 ك, مج*3$/ج*$ لجعل. "تفاع,. "+*! متباع$/غ"! 
تأ#"ة .النص#ا:/.النق#ا5 %ب5%3 456 لك3 #ست(#ع .لمشا&كة %.لت%.ص" %ل% بشك" بس#( %قص#& %#م#" ل'&%$ س"! 

الحت4اجا* )لشخص4ة في بع. )ال,قا* مع )لمساع"! !  

!(ش' م& مت#س! 5!

ي محا2ثا4 مح2*12 مع /ألخ",+ * ()ما& متك"" ف&لعا+ف(ة '&لتي تنتج  ($اللت%$ما!ملح,- ,,'ضح في 'ال%تماما!  ضع!
!"ل,3ائ! "لشخص.ة ,"لتي تت)ل& %ش#"!

!ش!"! 6!

'لشخص+ة كنت+جة للنق. 'لعم+* في 'ال%تماما!  'حت%اجات!غالباً -6%, منسح2 بشك# كام#' غ-, متفاع#' &م%م# في 
!.)اللت+)ما( )لعا$ف"ة 

!غا(ة في %لش"! 7!

!2: ف#ضى/ع"! "لتن#"! "إل$#"كي (عمل#ا! 'لتفك"! غ7> من:مة *"لتي تتم67 بتع3# تسلس# "أل.-", "لم*ّج'؛ مث#: "إل#نا0/%لت#/.-( %اللتما*( %لت&%ب#ا! 
 %لفضفاضة/$لمت%$خ"ة/ ع*5 !ج!* قض1ة/ منع ت*ف( )ألفكا# "! )لالمن#ق!ة )إلجمال"ة)

 ���� ����� �������� �������� ������� �������� :������� ���� :������
�������� 
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+لع)' ال %ن#ب!#"!  ! !غائ! 1!
مشك6= ف39: &لم,9+ 9ب65 >كث, م8 :ب9عي (6لك8 ب6ج56 شب3 م,ئي ل01/ &لع,+ كما في &ألشخا!  /مسل!مسا!

!'ل%ب"ع""!)
!ضئ"! 2!

9لمن=قي. عن*, بع# 9لصع&بة في ت&ج)4 3فكا0, بتجا, +*( مع)!' &بع# م!  !!4ن2/!ست+س0 في تفك!+* (لمتما$ #غ!
0 /مك- مالح*ة تح& %لضغ!#لت*#ب) #لفضفا$ #ل! !

!معت&%/خف"! 3!

/ل$# "! (غ'& م$اب! /مت$#خيقا;3 على ت3ك(< =فكا3> عن;ما (ك-* 9لم-ق: 9لتفاعلي قص(3 -من0/. -لك* (صبح فضفا!
عن0ما "ك,+ تح) ضغ% خف"!عن3ما 2تعام) مع م!/ق- تفاع) م&كبة "!  صلة !

!مت#س! 4!

بالعم#A لD1E صع#بة في تن'A1 @فكا"? #+لمالح'ة ع; 4"1: +ألفكا" غ1" +لمت4ابقة/ل1س. /+. صلة #+لتي ت'&" بص#"! 
%لفضفاضة/%لمت6%خ,ة حتى عن0ما ال ,ك*( تح& %لضغ! )ال&تبا#ا!متك,,+* (النفصا# "!   

!(ش' م& مت#س! 5!

عمل#ا! لتع#"! $نا! !4 &الفكا) 0جمال(اً غ() '&% صلة !.-خل*اً' تنتج في ك خا%2 ع0 مسا%. بج+ّ&ة )غ&% متس! 'لتفك"!
!*لتفك1" &*لتي ت.-" بص&"! &*ضحة &مستم"! 

!ش!"! 6!

تا# في  -لفضفاضة/-لمت'-خ/ة %-لتي تنتج 'س%$/فش! لال&تبا#ا!#الفكا) مش$45 ل%)جة تك$0 ف/.ا متناف)'. $ج$% $#ضح 
خ"!  عش!.ئي خالي م) "' مف$!# "!+لت,+ص'؛ مث': كال% كث"!  !

!غا(ة في %لش"! 7!

 !7: $لت45%. $لح.كي (قلة $لنشا" $لح.كي $لمنعك' ب%$س"ة 'لتبا"!/(لب2ء 5/ تخب2 (لح1كة /تضا+* (لح&%$ كإستجابة للمث-,+* (نق&/قلة لغة %لجس!)

�������� ���� ����� ���� �� ����� :������� ���� :������ 

 
!-,+ +لع)' ال %ن#ب! !غائ! 1!

مشك6= ف39: &لم,9+ 9ب65 >كث, م8 :ب9عي (6لك8 ب6ج56 شب3 م,ئي ل01/ &لع,+ كما في &ألشخا!  /مسل!مسا!
!'ل%ب"ع""!)

!ضئ"! 2!

! غ%" مثم"! "لمحا*ثا! )"إل&ماء"! تك"!ق! !ح#"؛ نقصا7 بس34 في مع/. *لح,كة '*لكال) 'لكن# مل !معت&%/خف"! 3!
)*, كم*7 &الستجابة1 &لت*ق/ &لمّ)*, +* ب)ئ &لتق"! !تاج"ةب:ء ,#ضح في #لح4كة ,#لكال0 ,ق. (ك,+ مم() بضع$ #إلن ! !مت#س! 4!

 (الجتماع"ةنقصا, ش*/*/ملح$B في #لنشا4 #لح3كي /جع8 #التصا8 غ/3 مثم3 ب34/قة ق$/ة 0$ ّ/ح* م, #أل*#ء في #لم$#ق! 
 &"ل&13ف1ة. تج#/ عا#ً- ,ما جالساً '& متم##"ً 

!(ش' م& مت#س! 5!

بالض3$23 .قضي .$م- ب!$+ عم&/()ما& %$ متم!!بح/: 2نتج عن6ا %لقل12 ج/%ً م, %النش)ة &%لكال!.  ب$#ئة&لح#كة  ! !ش!"! 6!
!مع89 )ل4ق( غ"$ متح$5 تماماً 4فعل"اً غ"$ مستج"- للمث"$)( )لخا$ج"ة !غا(ة في %لش"! 7!

!6: 6نع&+5 +لعف.2ة/+لتلقائ2ة .متابعة/م.+صلة +لمحا&ثة (نق! في متابعة 'لت"'ص, 'لعا() 'لمصح"! بالخم!!' &نع#"! #إل$#"!0 'ل/فا- ,( 'لتش() 'لمع#في. 
 +/+ *تم*- ,+ *الح' بتضا"! )النس"اب"ة 0(نتا. (لعمل"ا+ (للف*"ة (لتفاعل"ة)

 ���� ����� �������� �������� ������� �������� :������� ���� :������
��������  

 
!-,+ +لع)' ال %ن#ب! !غائ! 1!

مشك6= ف39: &لم,9+ 9ب65 >كث, م8 :ب9عي (6لك8 ب6ج56 شب3 م,ئي ل01/ &لع,+ كما في &ألشخا!  /مسل!مسا!
!'ل%ب"ع""!)

!ضئ"! 2!

4لمحاCثة مع! ُتDE& مباCء% قل8لة. 4الجابا? تنح# لتك#> مختص&% #غ8& منمقة/م&تبة5 #4لتي تت0ل/ .سئلة مباش&% #م#ج! 
!ب0'س.ة 'لمقاب) ('ألخصائي)

!معت&%/خف"! 3!

%ت:9( متفا%تة %مع%جة. *ألسئلة *لم%ج2 م1ل%بة بتك(*(/*ستم(*( للحص%$ على  ثة تفتق1 %الن.ال,/%لمتابعة %لح"!&لمحا!
!)إلجابا4 )لمالئمة/)لكاف*ة /لمتابعة س*( )لمحا#ثة

!مت#س! 4!

4ألخصائي) بجملة +* جملت%$ فق!1ع0@ نق?/فق/'< ملح8> في 'لتلقائ1ة/'لعف18ة 8'النفتا23 01/ على ,سئلة 'لمقاب! ( !(ش' م& مت#س!  5!
+الستجابا> مح?,?; بكلما> قل8لة %, عبا#+> قص8#; بصفة عامة ,8نح, لالمتنا3 %, لبت#/ق0ع +لت,+ص' (مث': ال %ع#"! 

!ل*@ ل#? "لخ*ا'/"لح'*ة ألق1; 3ل2). "لمحا#ثة متع8لة بج#*ة كنت*جة ل3ل2 1"لمقابلة غ*' مثم'& %ب#"ُ 
!ش!"! 6!

!مع8< ,ل6ق> ,لناتج ,للف8ي مق#(/مح(6( 6,لتعب#2/,لح(#4 ع2ضي مما #جع- ,لمحا(ثة مستح#لة  !غا(ة في %لش"! 7!

 !7: %لتفك!) %لنمAي/%لجام? (تقل< %النس!اب!ة, %لتلقائ!ة &%لم)&نة في %لتفك!), &%لملح&6ة في محت&2 %ألفكا) %لمت.م-, %لمتك)) '& %لعق!)/غ&! %لمثم!)

 ���� ����� �������� �������� ������� �������� :������� ���� :������
�������� 

 
!-,+ +لع)' ال %ن#ب! !غائ! 1!
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مشك6= ف39: &لم,9+ 9ب65 >كث, م8 :ب9عي (6لك8 ب6ج56 شب3 م,ئي ل01/ &لع,+ كما في &ألشخا!  /مسل!مسا!
!'ل%ب"ع""!)

!ضئ"! 2!

ف; ,8 (أخ9 بع(8 7العتبا3 م%ق- ب*(1/مخال- ,% ل*() صع%بة في بع6 'لجم-) 'لمشا4) في 'التجا/ .- 'لمعتق)'&. !بما "!
!/لتح+* م) فك"% ألخ"!

!معت&%/خف"! 3!

الي5 "نتج صع%بة في ,لتح%( لم%ض%$ ج!"!0لمحا*ثة ت*&" ح&) م&ض&% مك""/خ ! !مت#س! 4!
.لمحا&ثة مح&'&% فق# في )لتفك80 جام2 3متك88 ح3( نق<ة ما بغ; )لن89 ع6 )لمج234 )ل/1 0ب/ل. )لمقاب( ()ألخصائي)! 

 م$ض$ع'& مس'()'& %$ ثالثة
!(ش' م& مت#س! 5!

! 1,لتي تع-$ ,لمحا!ثة بشك$ حا! تك(&( غ5( متحك6 ف45 للم2ال0- &أل'ضا.- &ألفكا( )' &ألسئلة !ش!"! 6!
3" عبا/+. مح!"!, "+لتي تق"! 'لى جم"!  ثابتة(لتفك0"7 (لسل,6 ,(لمحا4ثة مس0+" عل0/ا ب,(س+ة تك"(" مستم" لفك"! 

!7جمالي3 ت,1ص/ مق*- ,غ*( مناس%/مالئ!
!غا(ة في %لش"! 7!

!1: #لعا/فة/#النفعاال$ #لمس/حة (تضا+* #الستجابا$ #النفعال"ة/+لعا7ف"ة تتم"4 بنق1/ضع0 تعاب", +ل(ج'& تضم"!/تع/&. "لمشاع*( )"إل&ماء"! 
 (لتفاعل"ة)

 ���������� ����������� ������� ��� ����� :������� ���� :������
�������� ����� ���� ��������  

 
!-,+ +لع)' ال %ن#ب! !غائ! 1!

مشك6= ف39: &لم,9+ 9ب65 >كث, م8 :ب9عي (6لك8 ب6ج56 شب3 م,ئي ل01/ &لع,+ كما في &ألشخا!  /مسل!مسا!
!'ل%ب"ع""!)

!ضئ"! 2!

تب#0 ثابتة5 ُمجب5,6 مص3نعة 0عاج-, ع) 'لتضم")/'لتع#"!(لتغ"1(* في تعاب"1 (ل.ج/ .(إل"ماء(* (لتفاعل"ة  ! !معت&%/خف"! 3!
"نتج عن(ا م*(% فات%/بل"! ب+" 'ل0ج1 0قلة 'إل+ماء') 'لمعب"!نق(/قلة في تعا ! !مت#س! 4!

!(ش' م& مت#س! (لتأث//(لعا9فة مس9حة بشك@ عا?< مع تغ"/(* ع/ض"ة فق9 في تعاب"/ (ل2ج3 2ن0/. (إل"ماء(* (لتفاعل"ة  5!
! معت#لةمع>; :ل6ق0. ق* 'ك56 4نا3 تص&فا0 عا-ف'ة ش*'*( غ'& متضمنة/ 'النفعاال! %$#ا!تس,ح ملح&' &عج# في 

!مث>: *إلثا+89 *لغض. *لش5"5 4- *لضح2 غ"+ *لمناس. -غ"+ *لمتحك$ ف"! 
!ش!"! 6!

 ة"01% /كأن+ "ع%* تعاب"% ع#"م 6لتغ#<96 في تعاب#< 6ل/ج> /6إل#ماء96 6لتفاعل#ة 6لمالح2ة تك/. غائبة/منع(مة فعل#اً.
!2لح%*%ة/متبل,! +* عق%مة/غ%" مثم"!

!غا(ة في %لش"! 7!

!4: "لت"!ج/&إلثا,7 (ف,4 &لنشا4 &لمنعك2 في &لسل/. &لح,كي &لمتعج'/&لمتسّ #"! )الستجابة )لمضاعفة/(لمبالغ ف#"ا للمث/1"0) "ل/ق-ة "ل#"ئ*() '& "لم#"! 
 غ"* (لمستق* (لمبالغ ف"!)

 ���� ����� �������� �������� ������� ��� ���� :������� ���� :������
�������� 

 
!-,+ +لع)' ال %ن#ب! !غائ! 1!

مشك6= ف39: &لم,9+ 9ب65 >كث, م8 :ب9عي (6لك8 ب6ج56 شب3 م,ئي ل01/ &لع,+ كما في &ألشخا!  /مسل!مسا!
!'ل%ب"ع""!)

!ضئ"! 2!

3 "لمقابلة; &لك- مع بع6 "لفص&3/"لحلقا/ "لمم.#) م- "إلثا() '& "لم#"! 0نح+ ل0ك+7 مت05ج قل0الً- 0ق.- ,+ مثا' بش$# خال
!غ,) 'لمستق) 'لملح"!

!معت&%/خف"! 3!

-لكال0 -لح/كة -لعامة () حلقا# م! على 'لت?:ج =) 'إلثا!8 'لش89:9 )'ضحة ملح)5ة على 2)1 مسا! 'لمقابلة( )'لتي ت#ث! 
!1ل+5جا1/2لث.*- ت,+* بشك& متق"ع

!مت#س! 4!

مغCB/مم&B "! ث!(,@ متك((? م' ,لنشا; ,لح(كي مالح6ة5 تجع3 م' ,لصع!بة على ,لم(&) "' &جل# "!  نشا# "!ف"! 
 /ستق3 لفت3, ال ت0/+ ع. ع+, +قائ) في %$ #ق!  

!(ش' م& مت#س! 5!

' &" %لن"!ت6Fج/DثاC2 ملح:Bة تس256 على #لمقابلة? :تح- م< #إلنتبا; : لح- بس56 ت3ث2 على #إل-#ء #لشخصي مث$: #ألك ! !ش!"! 6!
ت2Eج/Cثا?< ملح%Aة %بخ!%?< تت=*خ4/تع2> *ألك4 %*لن%& %تجع4 *لت%*ص4 *لشخصي مستح42 فعل2اً. عجلة في *لكال& %نشا! 

!ح-كي 'نتج عن1 ع0/ ت-,ب* (%ع'اء/%ن#ا!
!غا(ة في %لش"! 7!

 !5: 3لسل*ك'ا//3لتص"فا/ **ضع'ة 3لجس3/4لحالة (ح"كا/ غ'" -ب'ع'ة +* *ضع'ة %ا#"! تتم-9 بالخ7*&26 %لثبا23 ع0, %لتن)-, +* %لم)'& %لشا!) 

 ���� �����  ������� ������� ������ ��� ���� :������� ���� :������
�������� 

 
!-,+ +لع)' ال %ن#ب! !غائ! 1!

مشك6= ف39: &لم,9+ 9ب65 >كث, م8 :ب9عي (6لك8 ب6ج56 شب3 م,ئي ل01/ &لع,+ كما في &ألشخا!  /مسل!مسا! !ضئ"! 2!
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"ع""!)$ل"ب !
!معت&%/خف"! صع*بة بس'5ة في %لح3كة 1* جم*! قل'- في *ضع'ة %لجس! 3!

!'لح"كة صعبة بشك+ مالح; :, مفككة/غ#" مت"'ب3ة :, تك,9 ,ضع#ة 'لجس5 غ#" 3ب#ع#ة بشك+ مت,'ص+ لفت"'& قص#"! !مت#س! 4!
0ق$A غ1.بة/شا+* بشك! ع1ضي 4$ تك$3 $ضع.ة #لجس: ملت$.ة بشك! مالح56 4$ تك$3 غ.1 0ب.ع.ة/شا+* بشك! مت$#ص! 

 لفت'&% ممت"! 
!(ش' م& مت#س! 5!

!9ق,@ , تص'فا% غ'1بة/شا=! بشك* متك''8 7, ح'كا% نم19ة8 7, ,ضع1ة &لجس" ملت,1ة بشك* مت,&ص* لفت'&% ممت"!  !ش!"! 6!
)=لتي تتضم, ح*كا7 شعائ*%ة/ نم+%ة .) منمقة/مص+نعة/ .) ع, +*%( )ضع%ة جس! ( ج'& %خ#"! *أل+*ء متع%$ بشك

!غ4* 5ب4ع4ة #ثابتة #%لتي تت#%ص- #تستم* مع'& %ل#ق! 
!غا(ة في %لش"! 7!

!14: ضع( )لتحك# في )الن%فاعا! (?ك5< =نا; #ض9+#8 في #لن17/#لق5#ع! 5 في #لتحك1 عن! #لتص+,/+!* #لعف' للح$/#ل!*فع *ل0*خلي, +*ل)' &نتج عن! 
 "ستب!"! مفاجئ; غ9/ متضم1/غ9/ قاب> للتع92>; :* 'لتف/9غ 'لم27*/ للت*ت/ *'النفعاال4 ب2*1 م/'عا- للع*'ق)/'لنتائج)

 ���� �� �������� ���� ����� �������  ������ :������� ���� :������
������ ������  

 
!-,+ +لع)' ال %ن#ب! !غائ! 1!

مشك6= ف39: &لم,9+ 9ب65 >كث, م8 :ب9عي (6لك8 ب6ج56 شب3 م,ئي ل01/ &لع,+ كما في &ألشخا!  /مسل!مسا!
!'ل%ب"ع""!)

!ضئ"! 2!

!معت&%/خف"! +م+D للشع2) بالغض@ 2.ل)ع@ بس24لة عن$ما +2.ج; ضغ8 27 +)ف6/+نك) .إلب4ا3 2لك/ نا$).ً ما +تص)' بان$فا! 3!
7+,+ بشك( ع3ضي- مشت.- "! ,+خ( في حلقة "! %سب" ت#ل! $ك"!  #ق! "غض+ 4"223 لف0"اً بسب+ تحف"' ضئ"!/قل"!.

! بس"!"لجس() '& "لع#"! "لم' &لتح"!  &ثنت"!
!مت#س! 4!

-=F3 حلقا6 متكFF? م+ 9الن.فاع-ة تتضم+ Aساء? لف=-ة5 تشت-6 في 9أل!ل!-ا56 "! ت3.-. جس.0. !ق. -ك!+ *نا' حلقة "! 
  "ت)ل2 ع0/. تسك"+ *( س")'& جس#"ة $ثنت*0 م0 $لت.ج- $لخ+*(/$لجّ'! %$ل"!

!(ش' م& مت#س! 5!

-# &ت+ج* جنس&اُ #م! #ك'5 ع"'-ني من"فع بشك; متك33 'م$"" 'مت9ّل+ 'متشت6 ب"'5 م3عا0 للع'-ق+. #ب"! سل'& ت$"#"! 
! )لمحتم1 0/ "ستج", لأل$)م( )ل&ل$س"ة

!ش!"! 6!

مستم& %" ق#"!  'لتشت2 'ل0'تي. -ت+ل( )ش!'& مباش!)ع,9 8ج"3 ع6-ئي& ت4ج3 جنسي& تك,-, لل"حش)ة& %" سل"! 
في 'لتحك0 في 'الن,فاعا) 'لخ$#"! خا+ج*ة بسب& %لعج! !

!غا(ة في %لش"! 7!

 !4: )لت(ت. (*ك(= ?نا# م@ا?. جس!*ة مكش(فة/@ا?.< م= )لخ(;1 )لقل-1 ()لت%*ج1 مث5: )لعنا!1 )ل.عشة/)ل.جفة1 )لتع.- )لش!*! ( )إلن%ا#/ع!& #ل$#حة)

�������� ���� ����� �������  ������ ������ :������� ���� :������ 

 
!-,+ +لع)' ال %ن#ب! !غائ! 1!

مشك6= ف39: &لم,9+ 9ب65 >كث, م8 :ب9عي (6لك8 ب6ج56 شب3 م,ئي ل01/ &لع,+ كما في &ألشخا!  /مسل!مسا!
!'ل%ب"ع""!)

!ضئ"! 2!

#( )ل&ضع#ة! : *لجم4/ *لقل!1$ ع/. *ال'ت!ا+ *لع'ضي$ تغ!1ضع&ة *لجس: 1*لح0كا7 تش&0 5لى *لشع01 بالقل+ *لخف&%$ مث!
ة.- "عشة )ل*( )لمتسا"ع  

!معت&%/خف"! 3!

م?F$ عصابي ()ضح -نشئ م@ م?ا<$ ()ضحة+ مث;: )لسل(9 )لَقلِ/+ $عشة )ل-, )ل()ضحة+ )لتع$/ )لش,-,+ *( )لتص$فا! 
!)لعصاب"ة

!مت#س! 4!

$ع.- ,ال*ت)ا&% $لك!  : &ال.ت#&# &لعصبي* &لتع!' &لغ#"!*لم)ا&%$ مث!'لت2ت( 'لم0ك# مالح, ع! *($) 'لع#$# م! 
 1لسل1/78لتص%5 4ثناء 1لمقابلة ل+* متأث% بش"! 

!(ش' م& مت#س! 5!

ال -جل* بشك& مستق! ت4ت" مAك? لل?"جة 'لتي تع=- 'لعالقا: 'لشخص7ة! مث-: 'لسل34 'لَقلِ//'لتملم- 'لعصابي 'لمستم"! 
ف%! نشا!لفت!+ *%$لة' &% $#"!  !

!ش!"! 6!

ت&ت+ مالحC بق&E &7لBC$ !D+ ب&7س@ة 7شا+7= م> 7ل+ع; :& 7لتسا+* 7لح+كي 7الجمالي2 مث/ تسا+* &ع") '"&ء $#"! 
!Eلى ع/D *لق/%= على *لبقاء جالساً لفت%= ال ت;+2 ع9 /ق&قة6 +*لتي تجع2 *لمحا/ثة *لمت+*صلة غ&% ممكنة 

!غا(ة في %لش"! 7!

!8: ع$# "!!ا# #"! 'لتعا"! (-ل"ف. -لّفعا$ لالمتثا$ ل"غبا/ )ألخ,"! )لم+م"!* ()لمتضمن"! كالمقاب4! 3اق1 )لمستشفى! *( )لعائلة! )%ل'& م! %لممك! 
 '@ 3ك&@ م2َف< بع#= "لثقة) "لم#"فعة/"لمقا&مة) عنا#/صالبة) سلب3ة) 2ف0 "لسل-ة) "لغض() '& "لع#"ء)

�������� ���� ����� �������  ������ ������ :������� ���� :������ 

 
!-,+ +لع)' ال %ن#ب! !غائ! 1!

مشك6= ف39: &لم,9+ 9ب65 >كث, م8 :ب9عي (6لك8 ب6ج56 شب3 م,ئي ل01/ &لع,+ كما في &ألشخا!  /مسل!مسا!
!'ل%ب"ع""!)

!ضئ"! 2!



! 243!

حّسا0 /ثناء +لمقابلة ب%$#قة ,متث@/,?,ع مع "التجا> باالست,اء1 ع-2 "لصب*1 "لسخ*,ة/"لت4ك12 $"ل0/ ق- ,عت*( "الستج$"# "ل
 غ"& م$#"ة

!معت&%/خف"! 3!

/ف? ص/)ح ع/ضي لالمتثا3 للم7ال1 *الجتماع)ة *لعا')ة/*ل7ب)ع)ة! مث3: ت/ت)1 *لس/)/! ج'&لة *لم&*ع)' &خالف"! 
!.*لم>-= -ب>; ع"*ء/ "فا7/ 6. *تجا3 سلبي/ .لك+ -مك+ *لعم( مع' بالعا"!

!مت#س! 4!

!" بشك! بشك8 متك55 /ُ-ع5; 0/ -م-:  م4 قب8 &ألخ5-4 بك/ن, "منب/1" 0/ ل.-, "&التجا' &لمشكِ  ال #متث- لأل*(م) في مح#"!
  جابة على &لكث*( م' &ألسئلةع "لمقاب. - ع+* "ل)غبة في "إلج91. ع81 )لتعا(6 معك(3 في )ل1فا/ )ل-ا,+ *( )الن%عا" م

!(ش' م& مت#س! 5!

&ف; %المتثا9 مع مع56 %لم4ال# %الجتماع'ة (&بما 'ك() غ'& &%غ# في غ!4 متعا)' بش%/+ سلبي+ )ممك' !ك)' ع%$ئي. !
!-بت.-ء +, +ن(اء مقابلة كاملة 

!ش!"! 6!

في 23 م1 %ألنش-ة %الجتماع"ة& %لم"!  مقا3مة فّعالة 3)لتي ت=ث# بج,+ة على ك7 )لمنا45 )ل23+ف+ة فعل+اً. ق, +#ف( )لمشا#كة
مع )لعائلة 27 )ل6اق34 12شا+/ باختصا+ في )لمقابلة  &لتح"!للن+افة )لشخص#ة!  !

!غا(ة في %لش"! 7!

!11: ضع: /النتباD (ضع: /لتأAB//ل(ق=ة /لم+ك8 %/ل?< (=>+ بضع: /لت+ك(8) /لتشت2 م5 /لمث(+/2 /ل1/خل(ة %/لخا+ج(ة) %صع%بة في )الستغال"! 
 'لم!'صلة# "! تب#"! +لت$ك") لمث"$ ج!"!)

�������� ���� ����� �������  ������ :������� ���� :������ 

 
!-,+ +لع)' ال %ن#ب! !غائ! 1!

مشك6= ف39: &لم,9+ 9ب65 >كث, م8 :ب9عي (6لك8 ب6ج56 شب3 م,ئي ل01/ &لع,+ كما في &ألشخا!  /مسل!مسا!
!'ل%ب"ع""!)

!ضئ"! 2!

!معت&%/خف"!  )لع0ض(ة لتش8(7/تع6(5 تصف(ة/تعث0 )النتبا, بتجا, ن*ا(ة )لمقابلة ت0ك". مح)() مش*() بالقابل"ة 3!
8لمحا5ثة متأث0/ بم'A 8لم0'@ ل'ك(& مش(= بس;(لة! صع(بة في م(8صلة 8لمحا5ثة لفت0/ #('لة في م(ض() مع'&/مع#ى! 

!6% مشكلة تح%"0 /النتبا( لم%ض%$ ج!"!  
!مت#س! 4!

@? بسب< ضع> 1لت+ك*-9 1لتشت:9 13لعص3بة في تح3*2 1لت+ك*- ب,+*قة مالئمة/مناسبة0لمحا-ثة مش+شة/معاقة بشك" ج !(ش' م& مت#س!  5!
!)النتباE ممكD )ستغاللB فق/ للح2ا, قص"$= >( مع مج:(+ كب"$8 بسب7 تشت, مالح2 ب()س/ة )لمث"$), )ل+)خل"ة ()لخا$ج"ة  !ش!"! 6!

لمختص(./2لقص*(. تك-, غ*( محتملة/ممكن!!النتبا4 ج$!ً مع01/مش.- ل$,جة *( !لمحا$ثة ! ! !غا(ة في %لش"! 7!

!15:"إلنشغا)/"الن&ما#/"الستغ'%& %لكلي ()ك#D EناC &ستغ*&' مع &ألفكا* #&لمشاع* &لمنشأ8 .&خل)اً 5# &لخب*&2 &ألحا.)ة #&لتي تض*/تع)' &لت#ج! 
 'ل('قعي ( 'لسل() 'لتك#في) 

�������� ���� ����� �������  ������ ������ :������� ���� :������ 

 
!-,+ +لع)' ال %ن#ب! !غائ! 1!

مشك6= ف39: &لم,9+ 9ب65 >كث, م8 :ب9عي (6لك8 ب6ج56 شب3 م,ئي ل01/ &لع,+ كما في &ألشخا!  /مسل!مسا!
!'ل%ب"ع""!)

!ضئ"! 2!

ع 'ل.'ت-ة +تضا() 'ال%تما! #النشغا/ #لش@!@/#لمبالغ ف!= باالحت!اجا9 8$ #لمشاك/ #لشخص!ة1 مث/: تل. #لتي تنج() للم$#ض!
 +ل.ا,# +لم(ج' لألخ#"!

!معت&%/خف"! 3!

7) 'الستغ0'3 في 'لخب0'/ 'ل.'خل+ة( )'لتي تع"! $"=. متشبع/مستغ.- 9&ت$ا7ً كما ل4 $ك34 مستغ.- في *حال' &ل$ق"ة 
!,لت-,ص* ل)'جة ضئ#لة

!مت#س! 4!

الجتماع"ة !لسل&5 !ل34 2ت0ف. بق&+ على !ل&%ائ" !عا-ً; ,$19 ل,ك*7 مشغ*4 بالخب1(0 (ألحا-,ة+ *(لمالح$ة في 
'لتح>"0 'لخالي م@ 'لتعب"(7 'ل=م=مة 56 'لتح>; لل9'78 56 'الستغ('0 في 'لم-ا+( 'لح(ك"ة 'لنم#"ة  '&لت'&ص!$ مث!:  

!(ش' م& مت#س! 5!

)لتح+*( !)لت!ج$ نح!  ,+ *لمق&%$ على.ن=ما> كلي مالح9 في .لخب+.6 .ألحا"%ة $.لتي تح" م/ .لت+ك%* بشك' ش"%" $ج"ّ 
! الح9 #تبس41 #ضح45 #"م"1 *( #تكل1 مع نفس+ *( #ص'& عل#"ا. بشك' متك## "ُ &لمح"!

!ش!"! 6!

5ستغ+D5 تاC بالخب+65 5ألحا;#ة< 52لتي بالتأك#; ت:ث+ على ك- مسا+65 5لسل32. 2ممك1 بشك- مستم+ #ستج#' لف$#اً 
خ#(- ,'لمح() 'لخا#جي/سل/ك(اً لل5ال/3  /(ع01 /عّي قل() باألشخا# "أل !

!غا(ة في %لش"! 7!

 


